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THEOETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL
PASSIVE AND ACTIVE OPTICAL MICRORESONATORS
Shahab Bakhtiari Gorajoobi
The scope of this thesis is to develop and investigate novel “fiberised”
microresonator lasers suitable for side/remote pumping and signal collection.
Several resonator configurations (stub, bottle, rod and sphere) made from
normal optical fibres are studied in detail towards development of all-in-fibre
microlasers.
A theoretical model for tapered fibre-coupled microspheres based on general
coupled mode theory is developed, describing the excitation of multimode
WGMs. By precisely designing the taper coupling condition, excitation of specific
mode or group of modes is possible. Simulations show coupling induced crosscoupling between frequency degenerate WGMs in a perfect microsphere, and
provide their intra-cavity intensity distribution which is important in lasing and
nonlinear applications. Lasing characteristics of Yb3+-doped microbottle lasers
are theoretically investigated. Along with the experiment, it is demonstrated
that desired lasing characteristics for a specific WGM is achievable by precisely
setting the taper-resonator coupling condition, intrinsic Q factors and dopant
concentration. Yb3+-doped MBLs are experimentally demonstrated to be
promising devices in realization of selective WGM microlasers. Such cavities
naturally exhibit multimode lasing. Precise, fast and low cost spectral cleaning
methods are employed towards developing robust, stable and single mode lasers.
It is observed that by further improving the quality factor of such resonators,
i

cascaded Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) lasing is enabled, that together
with Yb3+-lasing, extend the spectra beyond the emission band of Yb ions, well
in the O-band of the telecom spectrum. It is also demonstrated that pumping
and signal collection in such laser cavities can be achieved without the complex
and sensitive tapered fibre coupling mechanism. In this study, microtaper-free
side-pumped laser-milled microrod and microstub lasers are developed as
robust, stand-alone and compact devices towards the realization of ultra-short
all-in-fibre microlasers.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1

Optical whispering-gallery mode microcavities
Definition

Optical cavities are generally comprised of a set of two or more mirrors that reflect a
light beam within a closed path providing circumnavigation of light, bouncing back and
forth between the mirrors. A class of cavities called Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM)
resonators have been used extensively over the years as high quality and robust optical
microcavities. WGM resonators are usually designed in convex shapes such as
micropillars [1, 2], microcylinders [3, 4], microrings [5, 6], microdisks [7-9],
microtoroides [10], microspheres [11] and microbottles [12-14].
Circulation of light inside the resonator is achieved due to the total internal reflection
from the boundary of the resonator material with the surrounding material. High
quality factor (Q) of such resonators provides highly-confined optical modes in the
resonator, such that, in each round-trip, only a tiny amount of light power is lost due to
the surface scattering and material losses. This makes WGM resonators perform as
long photon lifetime cavities. WGM resonators with Q factors as high as 109 have been
reported [15]. In addition, WGM microresonators exhibit large internal powers confined
in a very small volume. The amount of the light confinement in a cavity can be
quantified by Q/V, where V denotes the mode volume. High Q/V provides strong light
matter interactions, and such microcavities are excellent devices for nonlinear optics
and lasers.
Fabrication
Fabrication of microspheres and Micro Bottle Resonators (MBR), which will be
extensively investigated in this thesis, is mostly based on thermal processes or sol-gel
chemistry. The thermal glass processing are carried out by either directly melting the
solid glass or using a glass powder by crushing and then applying heat [16-18] to form
microspheres. The simplest and most effective method to fabricate microspheres is by
melting a fibre tip. Oxygen-butane torch, CO2 laser or electrical arcs can provide the
heat source for the reflow process. This method is cheap and allows good control of the
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microsphere diameter. In the sol-gel process, a thin film of sol-gel is usually used to coat
a previously formed microsphere [19] which provides high purity materials.
Light coupling
Various methods are developed for efficient light coupling into the resonators,
especially for spherical type of microresonators. The most commonly used coupling
mechanisms are tapered fibre [20, 21], prism [22], integrated waveguide [23], free-space
coupling [24, 25] and angle polished fibre [26]. Most of these methods suffer from low
coupling efficiency (except tapered fibres), difficulty in collecting the transmitted light
from the resonator and large dimensions which affect the performance of resonatorcoupler system. In order to efficiently couple into a WGM resonator, enough overlap
between the propagating mode of the excitation waveguide and the resonator mode is
necessary. Equally important, such coupling depends on the phase-matching
(synchronisation) between resonator and excitation modes, which is determined by
their effective indices. The effective index of the excitation mode is determined by the
waveguide structure and material. Thus, for excitation of a particular mode with
desired internal and output power, selection of a proper coupling system is important.
Among aforementioned coupling systems, tapered fibres show very high efficiency and
high controllability in coupling light into microresonators [20].
Nonlinear cavities
As it was mentioned, WGM resonators, are a great platform for investigation of
nonlinear optical processes, due to providing strong light-matter interactions. In this
case, the coupling efficiency is an important factor in determining the internal power
of WGMs, and great care should be taken to have adequate modal overlap and phasematching. Crystalline microresonators exhibit low losses and are transparent over a
broad range. They have the smallest absorption for OH¯ and water, thus, enable ultrahigh Q factors. In [27] a CaF2 crystalline WGM resonator with Q > 2×1010 at 1319nm
wavelength fabricated by mechanical polishing is demonstrated. On the other hand,
ultimate Q for fused-silica microspheres is demonstrated to be around 1010 [28]. Owing
to such high Q factors, frequency combs [29-32], second [33] and third harmonic
generation, and third order sum-frequency generation have been recently achieved in
WGM microresonators coupled to tapered fibres [34]. Such devices are based on
stimulated Raman scattering [35-37], stimulated Brillouin scattering [38-40] and four
wave mixing [41-43].
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Sensing
WGM resonance wavelength depends on the geometry of the resonator and the
refractive indices of the resonator and the surrounding medium. The WGM evanescent
tail of a typical silica resonator extends into the surrounding air up to few hundreds of
nanometer. This property of WGMs enables a large variety of sensing applications.
Several works are reported on incorporation of WGM resonators in biomedical [44-46],
mechanical [47, 48] and temperature sensing [49, 50]. These sensors operate based on
either the perturbations due to the ambient medium, or the changes of the refractive
index by temperature variations, and/or applying mechanical forces resulting in change
of refractive index and cavity deformations.

1.2

WGM Microlasers

A laser is generally characterised by the lasing wavelength, pump threshold and
linewidth of the lasing peak. These fundamental parameters are determined by the
laser cavity providing a feedback for the laser, determined by the Q factor, and the mode
volume (V). Larger Q factor implies longer photon life time, and smaller V indicates
stronger light confinement. Hence, a high Q/V results in a possible low threshold and
narrow line width laser. WGM microresonators are excellent candidates for realization
of high Q/V [11, 15, 28, 51-55].
In order to maximize the pumping efficiency, one should couple pump light resonantly
in the form of WGM. Strong light confinement within a small volume of the gain
medium can enable very low threshold lasing. The internal power enhancement factor
(η) in a WGM resonator can be defined as the ratio of stored power (Pc) in the resonator
to the input power (Pin). Let us define τr and Δω as the round-trip photon life time and
the frequency detuning from the WGM resonance ωc, respectively. Then, η is given by
[15, 56]

=
η

Pc 1
4κ ext
=
2
Pin τ r 4∆ω + (κ ext + κ 0 )2

( 1.1)

where κ0 = ωc / Q0 determines the intrinsic cavity loss, corresponding to the intrinsic
quality factor Q0, and the coupling loss can be evaluated by κext = ωc / Qext where Qext is
the external (extrinsic) quality factor. Critical coupling is achieved when κ0 = κext. This
will be examined in detail in Chapter 2. At resonance Δω = 0, and the power enhancement
factor becomes η = Q0 / τr ωc. This means, if we have a WGM with high Q (typically 108),
for small amount of input light (e.g. 1mW) we can build up a substantially larger
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amount of internal circulating power in the resonator (~300W for a silica microsphere
with radius of 50μm). On the other hand, this amount of energy is confined in a very
small V (few hundreds of μm3), indicating the potential of WGM microlasers for low
threshold microlasers.
Types of microlasers
Rare-earth ions, such as Er3+, Yb3+, Nd3+, Tm3+ and Sm3+, are the most common dopants
for solid-state microlasers. They are widely employed owing to their high efficiency,
long upper-level life time and wide emission spectrum. The first WGM microlaser
demonstration refers back to the year 1961, where light from stimulated emission
scattering from the surface of a Sm3+-doped CaF2 microsphere with 1-2 mm diameter
was observed [11]. Later, stimulated emission in other media such as rhodamine 6G
dye (as the gain medium) in ethanol solvent droplets with diameter of 60µm as the
WGM resonator was demonstrated [57]. Then, in a pioneering work in 1996, a
56µm-diameter Nd3+-doped glass microsphere with Q factor exceeding 108 was
demonstrated to have a threshold (absorbed) pump power as low as 200nW [22]. Four
years later, Vahala’s group reported a low threshold pump power of 60µW at 1.5µm
wavelength in an Er:Yb phosphate glass microsphere coupled to a tapered fibre [21].
Afterwards, several types of WGM microlasers have been developed which can be
categorized and described briefly as below:
Liquid droplets
Liquid droplets were basically generated by means of vibrating-orifices in which surface
tension enforce the formation of spherical droplets [58]. The liquid droplets usually
have very low surface roughness, hence, small scattering losses. Q factors of order of
108 were reported in CS2 microdroplets [59]. Their diameter depend on the orifice
aperture and are usually of the order of tens of microns. These droplets are basically
floating in a stream of liquid solution or are brought in contact with a substrate [56].
The size of the droplets can be controlled by varying the orifice aperture [60] or applying
lateral gas flow [61]. Gain media can be added to the liquid before formation of the
droplet [58]. Then, the total internal reflection by the droplet internal surface provides
the propagation of WGMs inside the droplet. Using a T-junction is another method to
form microdroplets [62, 63]. In this approach, a microfluidic channel containing a
stream of the carrier fluid interferes with the dye solution at the T-junction. As shown
in Figure 1-1 for a two-coloured microfluidic laser [63], this results in microdroplets of
4

Figure 1-1 Two-colour droplet laser generated by incorporating a T-junction micro fluidic channel [56].

the dye solution separated by the carrier fluid. The droplet size is controlled by the flow
rate, channel width and viscosity of the involving liquids [64]. Liquid droplet lasers are
good candidates for tunable sensing applications on opto-fluidic chips. However, these
chip-based microlasers suffer from issues such as low light coupling efficiency,
mechanical instability, and requirement of complex characterisation setups [56, 62, 64,
65].
Microspheres and microtoroids
Fused quartz microspheres with diameter between 40µm and 400µm were the first
reported ultra-high Q factor (>108) WGM resonators, fabricated by melting or sol-gel
processes [54]. The dimensions of a microsphere are related to the tip size of the stem
fibre, and the reported surface qualities are in order of 1nm roughness enabling high Q
factor WGM resonances. Microtoroids, on the other hand, are chip-based versions of
spherical WGM resonators [10, 66]. Using lithographic methods microdisks are
patterned on an oxidised silicon wafer followed by dry etching. The underneath silicon
layer is etched down to form a post supporting the silica disk in the air. Then, by surface
reflow using a CO2 laser beam and melting the silica edges of the micro disk, a
microtoroid-like ring forms along the circumference of the disk. Their major diameters
are typically between 10µm to 100µm, and the minor ones are of the order of a few
microns. The observed quality factors (>108) are comparable to the ones of
microspheres. Microtoroids are usually resonators characterised by small mode
volumes and a small number of resonant modes [67], due to the confinement of light
mostly in radial and polar directions (in telecom wavelengths).
To fabricate active microresonators based on microspheres and microtoroids, numerous
methods have been developed. Such methods are based on fabrication of
microresonators from doped materials [21-23], coating the resonator with light emitters
[19, 68] and using ion implantation to dope the resonator [68]. The silica microsphere
laser in [22] was formed by heating, directly from the tip of a Nd3+-doped silica fibre.
Later, a coated silica microsphere with Er3+-doped silica sol-gel films was reported [19].
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They demonstrated a lasing threshold of 28µW and a single-mode laser emission up to
10µW of power. Moreover, lower threshold powers as low as 65nW were reported in
Nd3+-doped gadolinium oxide nanocrystal silica microspheres [69] for a single mode
lasing at 1088.2nm wavelength.
Various lasing actions have been reported in rare-earth ion doped microtoroid
resonators. Due to the reduced mode numbers and high Q factors in microtoroids, single
mode lasing is enabled. The threshold power in microtoroids is reported to be in order
of few to hundreds of microwatts, and generally depends on the cavity Q factor, dopant
concentration and optical mode size [56]. If the pump power is coupled into a WGM of
the resonator the active medium can be excited more efficiently, and lasing threshold
can be significantly reduced. The pump spectrum is usually selected to be broadband to
ensure efficient coupling to at least one of the WGM resonances of the resonator. In
[70], a microlaser with three organic dyes coated on a micro cavity is demonstrated
without coupling in pump WGMs. In this device, three different dyes are selected such
that the emission of one layer matches the absorption peak of the next one. Hence, this
significantly increased the pumping efficiency such that the pumping was done by
direct-illumination without extra need to couple in pump WGM.
Furthermore, cylindrical resonators, especially microtubes, are a promising platform
for realization of WGM microlasers. The WGMs propagate close to the outer surface of
the capillary, and if its thickness is kept sufficiently small, the optical mode will have
efficient overlap with the medium inside. Therefore, such devices are excellent
candidates for laser-based biochemical and chemical sensing [56].
Microdisks
Microdisks, usually referred as 2D WGM resonators, exhibit light confinement in radial
and azimuthal directions due to their small thickness, and are widely used to realize
chip-based microlasers [71]. A pioneering work on Er3+-doped silica microdisk resonator
with Q factor of ~106 is reported in [72]. Lasing at 1550nm wavelength with pump
threshold power of 43µW is observed. Integrated microdisk and microcylinder lasers
are developed based on semiconductor fabrication processes in materials such as
GaAs/AlGaAs, InP/InGaAsP, and GaN/InGaN. Due to the large refractive index, and
hence, strong light confinement, semiconductor resonators can be miniaturized with
few-micron radii [73, 74]. Active media are incorporated in the disk material or
deposited as a layer on top of the resonator. One advantage of these microlasers is that
they can be electrically pumped. But, due to the surface roughness of the side-walls,
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induced by the etching processes, they suffer from low Q factor, and hence large
threshold powers.

1.3

Motivation

The ability of optical WGM resonators to store energy in a very small volume for a long
time enables their use in practical applications requiring strong intra-cavity energy
densities. One big problem with WGM resonators is the coupling light in and out of the
resonator, especially for microlasers where the output light power is also an important
factor. Coupling light in or out the resonator with conventional methods (such as
tapered fibres, integrated waveguides or prisms) need precise alignment, and due to
the strong confinement of light (small evanescent field), extracting light out of the
resonator is a challenge. To maximize out-coupling of light, ways such as embedding a
defect at the boundary of the resonator [75, 76] such as a tab or grating, or deformed
microcavities [77, 78] are investigated, which mostly come with the cost of degradation
in the Q factor.
Microtapers provide an effective coupling mechanism which can be easily tuned by its
diameter and the air gap with the resonator, and has been dominantly employed with
WGM microresonators.

Therefore, understanding taper-coupled resonators is

important for their effective operation. On the other hand, tapered fibres are delicate
devices, require extra fabrication steps and degrade fast under normal operating
conditions. Therefore, providing a platform where the excitation and collection of light
along with the WGM laser cavity itself are all integrated as a stand-alone device, would
be a major step towards the development of fully functional ultra-low threshold lasers.
Furthermore, owing to the high Q factor, WGM resonators make excellent sensors.
Integration of microspheres in sensing systems such as stress sensors is difficult. A new
class of devices such as microbottle (or microbubble) resonators overcome this issue
with naturally having two stems attached to their sides, which enables handling and
mechanical tuning of the resonator. Moreover, in the case of active cavity, due to the
ultra-narrow linewidth of the laser, sensitivity of the device becomes higher than the
passive counterpart, opening windows for label-free single molecule detection [45, 46,
79, 80]. Additionally, well-developed Yb/Er fibre lasers and amplifier technology has
shown great promise in providing a commercially viable, low cost and high gain active
platform. Such capability together with high Q and flexibility of microbottle resonators
can offer inexpensive, tunable and low threshold single frequency microlasers.
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Additionally, nonlinear optical processes do not need any additional dopant and can be
enhanced only by optimisation of the resonator. The excitation threshold of such
processes depends highly on the Q factor. Thus, enhancing the Q of the rare-earth doped
WGM resonators can boost the internal power of the generated signal, and through
cascaded processes can provide lasing lines well beyond the emission spectrum of used
dopants.
Fabrication of such resonators is based on thermal, or chemical glass processing. Most
of these methods do not have precise control on the size of the resonator or are not
reproducible. Therefore, other methods such as material processing by light, would be
a great step towards more controllable, single-step and mass fabrication of WGMs.
Key contributions of this thesis
In this thesis, I have tried to address the above issues in passive and active fibre-based
WGM microcavies. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
•

Development of a systematic general model for multimode propagation of WGMs
in passive microresonators coupled to tapered fibres based on coupled mode
theory. A phase matching map for coupling to specific WGMs in microspheres in
terms of the cavity intrinsic losses and taper dimensions is produced.

•

Modelling and analysis of Yb3+-doped microbottle resonators. Investigation of
effects of the cavity parameters such as intrinsic Q, dopant concentration and
coupling condition on lasing characteristics.

•

Demonstration of lasing in taper coupled Yb3+-doped microbottle resonators
fabricated directly from large core Yb3+-doped silica fibres. Investigating the
effects of coupling condition on tuning the lasing wavelength, efficiency and
threshold. Achieving single mode lasing using spectra clean-up methods.

•

Passive and active characterisation of new fiberized microstub resonators where
the pumping of the microstub lasers and signal collection are realized through
the stem fibres without usage of extra tapers.

•

Study of a new type of pulsed CO2 laser-milled WGM microrod lasers fabricated
directly from Yb3+-doped silica fibres. Characteristics of such resonator lasers
are investigated in terms of lasing wavelength, and threshold. Generation of
WGMs by side-pumping and side-signal-collection are demonstrated, providing
a unified, robust and fully fiberized WGM laser.
8

•

Demonstration of cascaded stimulated Raman scattering in passive microbottle
and microstub resonators, and cooperative Yb-Raman lasing in super-polished
microbottle and microsphere lasers, achieving lasing up to and above 1300nm
wavelength by 976nm pumping.
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Chapter 2 Basics of spherical whispering gallery
modes
2.1

Introduction

Spherical resonators are among the fundamental resonator structures from which the
concept of optical WGMs originated [11, 81, 82]. Their shape is simple, and exist
naturally in the form of liquid droplets, bubbles and biological microparticles [44, 64,
83, 84]. In addition, straightforward fabrication methods have been developed to
controllably fabricate microspheres from common optical telecom devices and
materials. Hence, the study of such structures is especially important. Furthermore,
the most experimentally common and efficient way to couple light in and out of such
resonators is using tapered fibres [20]. Thus, a systematic study of tapered fibrecoupled resonators is of interest from a practical point of view.
In this chapter, the performance and characteristics of tapered fibre-coupled
microsphere resonator are studied. From [85], first, an analytical model for spherical
waves by solving wave equation is introduced, and then, a simple analytical solution
for derivation of tapered fibre modes is given. Considering the general Coupled Mode
Theory (CMT) for asymmetric couplers and transfer matrix method, used extensively
in Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBGs), a general model for derivation of transmission spectra
and internal power for phase-mismatched resonator-fibre modes is derived.
The ability of precisely controlling the coupling in microresonators is extremely
important in both Cavity Quantum Electrodynamic (CQED), and linear/nonlinear
photonics. On the other hand, given the experimental conditions, in most cases, it is
preferred to bring the tapered fibre in contact to the resonator which makes the
fundamental mode operate usually in the over-coupling regime where the taperinduced losses are dominant, and consequently, the internal power is lower. Hence, in
nonlinear processes where higher intensity is required, excitation of higher order modes
that are less affected by the cavity loading may be more efficient. On the other hand,
proper selection or suppression of specific modes, is extremely important in designing
WGM microlaser systems. Since, multimode lasing, gain competition and temporal
instability are major ongoing problems with WGM microlasers.
I show that the loaded cavity Q factor not only is determined by the amount of the modal
overlap but also phase-matching condition can play a significant role. This helps with
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excitation of the close-to-fundamental-order modes for which the loaded Q is low due to
high modal overlap when the taper diameter is small. Hence, phase mismatching can
be beneficial as it increases the loaded Q and thus can provide higher internal power.
In [20], it is hinted that using tapered fibres, excitation of different radial order WGMs
of microspheres is possible. In general, higher radial order WGMs have larger effective
refractive index differences (with the microtapered fibre mode), and for such modes
changing the field overlap may affect significantly their excitation. In perfect
microspheres, on the other hand, angular modes with the same azimuthal order have
small effective index differences (due to slightly-different effective propagation radii),
and this can be problematic if excitation of a certain mode is desired.
In this Chapter, I discuss extensively the effects of the tapered fibre and the intrinsic
microcavity losses on the critical coupling condition to different (degenerate) angular
order modes. This provides a parametric map, which can be used to selectively
excite/collect specific WGMs in microspheres. Moreover, using general CMT, a
systematic approach to calculate the total transmission spectra of taper-resonator
system considering multimode excitation is provided. I focus on the influence of the
taper diameter on the excitation of different radial and angular order WGMs. It is
shown that by selecting the taper diameter, desired spectral response can be achieved
for a specific resonator with given intrinsic losses.
To the best of my knowledge, there has not been any study about total internal field of
microsphere resonators considering degenerate multimodal internal field excitation.
All the experimental and theoretical reports so far consider deformed microspheres to
map the internal non-degenerate fields [86, 87]. Due to broken degeneracy in
prolate/oblate spheroidal resonators, WGMs are separated in frequency, hence, welldefined single spherical harmonics have been observed using taper-fibre-axial-scanning
of transmission spectra [87] or collection through sharp fibre tips [86, 88]. In this
Chapter, the total internal field in terms of taper diameter and the simultaneous
excitation of degenerate WGMs is studied. It is demonstrated that depending on the
taper fibre loading, specific WGMs or combination of various WGMs may exist,
distorting the transmission spectra from a Fano-line shape. I conducted 3D FDTD
simulations to prove the fact that the actual intra-cavity field in a perfect microsphere
is a combination of degenerate fields depending on the coupling conditions.
This chapter contains the following new results:
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•

Transmission spectra model of taper-resonator system considering multimodal
WGM propagation

•

Phase-matching map for under-, over- and critically-coupled conditions to a
desired degenerate spherical modes as a function of the excitation taper
diameter and intrinsic microsphere losses.

•

Theoretical model of total internal field of the micro resonator in the presence of
degenerate angular modes, and the first demonstration of multimodal
propagation of WGMs in microspheres using 3D FDTD modelling.
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2.2

Fields of Microsphere

Figure 2-1 a) Schematic of optical microsphere resonator coupled to a tapered optical fibre, b) Crosssectional view of the coupled tapered fibre and microsphere.

Figure 2-1 (a) illustrates a microsphere coupled to a tapered optical fibre, and (b) shows
a cross-sectional view of the coupled tapered fibre and microsphere. The sphere and
fibre have radii of R0 and a , respectively. The centre of the fibre is off-set by S0 from the
sphere surface, and θ is the deviation angle from the equator line of the microsphere
cross-section. The refractive indices of the dielectric microsphere, tapered fibre and the
surrounding air are assumed to be ns, nf and n0, respectively. The microsphere is
described in spherical coordinate system by unit vectors (rˆ, ϕˆ ,θˆ) in radial, azimuthal
and polar directions. ( xˆ, yˆ , zˆ ) describe the unit vectors in Cartesian system which are
fixed at the fibre centre.
The Helmholtz equation in spherical coordinate system can describe the optical fields
in the microsphere which results in the well-known Spherical Bessel functions and
Spherical Harmonics for radial and angular field components, respectively. The fields
of a microsphere can be derived as [85]

Ψ  ,m,n ( r ,θ , φ ) =
N sϕr ( r ) ϕθ (θ ) ϕφ (φ )

2-1

where the field components are given by

ϕφ=
(φ ) exp ( ± jmφ )
 m



ϕθ =
(θ ) exp  − θ 2  H N
 2 


ϕr ( r ) = 

(

)

j ( kns r )

(

2-2

mθ

)

2-3

r ≤ R0

j kns R0 exp {−α s ( r − R0 )} r > R0
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.
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The coefficients are analytically evaluated as


 
1  2
 π N −1
N s= 
2 N ! R02 1 +
 j ( kns R0 ) − j −1 ( kns R0 ) j +1 ( kns R0 )  
 m
 α s R0 
 

αs
=

−1/2

β 2 − k 2 n02 ,

β =

 (  + 1)
R0
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,

N =  − m,
k=

2π

λ

.

The polar mode number, m, spans the values for |m|≤ ℓ, where both m and the azimuthal
mode number, ℓ are chosen large enough to minimize the errors due to approximations
considered in solving the Helmholtz equation. αs is the field decay coefficient along
radial coordinate outside of the sphere, and βℓ is the propagation constant parallel to
the surface of the sphere. The projection of βℓ along the equator on the sphere surface
is evaluated as βm = m/R0. Ns is the normalization constant evaluated by taking the
volume integral of Ψℓ,m,n2 over all space divided by one equatorial path length 2πR0, which
should be unity.
By matching the tangential electric and magnetic fields at r = R0, the characteristic
equation which relates the resonance wavelength and spherical eigennumbers, ℓ, m, n,
can be obtained


 
0
η sα s +  j ( kns R0 ) − kns j +1 ( kns R0 ) =
R0 

TE mode
 1

2
η s =  ns 
 n  TM mode
 0 
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For TE (TM) modes, the electric (magnetic) field is parallel to the surface and


 
E = θˆ Eθ = θˆΨ  ,n ,m , E=
E=
0 ( H = θˆ Hθ = θˆΨ  ,n ,m ,
φ
r

 
H=
H=
0 ).
φ
r

The resonance wavelength is

dependent on the azimuthal and radial mode numbers, ℓ and n, and the number of field
maxima along the polar direction is determined by the value of N+1. At a specific
wavelength, different m numbers correspond to different paths of modes, which have
different inclination angles with respect to the equatorial plane that results in different
propagation constants denoted by βm for each mode. For the fundamental mode ℓ = m,
and decreasing the value of m will result in spreading the modes out of the equatorial
14

Figure 2-2 Spherical field intensity corresponding to a) fundamental mode (ℓ = m, n = 1), and b)
N+1 = ℓ-m+1 = 5 and n = 3 mode numbers.

plane as well as increasing their inclination angle. Since, for all m’s with the same value
of ℓ, the resonance wavelength is constant (wavelength degeneracy), the higher order
modes with higher N number (smaller m) will spread out from the equatorial plane
which experience a shorter round-trip. Figure 2-2 (a) and (b) illustrate examples of
spherical fields for the fundamental mode and a mode with N+1 = ℓ-m+1 = 5 and n = 3,
respectively.

2.3

Fields of Tapered Fibre

A tapered fibre with radius of a, core and cladding index of nf and n0, respectively, is
schematically illustrated in Figure 2-1 (b). The linearly polarized mode fields of the
fibre can be written analytically as [85]

 J 0−1 ( k f a ) J 0 ( k f ρ ) ρ ≤ a

Fo ( ρ ) = N f 
 exp {−γ f ( ρ − a )} ρ > a
=
Nf

α f J0 (k f a )

V f π J1 ( k f a )

αf =
β f2 − k 2 n02 ,

kf
,=

2-7

k 2 n 2f − β f2 ,
K1 (α f a )

γf =
αf

K 0 (α f a )

,

Vf =
ka n 2f − n02

where J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions of zero and first orders, respectively, and K0
and K1 denote the modified Hankel functions of zero and first orders, accordingly. Nf is
the fibre normalization constant which is obtained by integrating Fo (ρ) over the
transverse plane of the fibre cross-section. Propagation constant of the fibre can be
evaluated from the characteristic equation given by
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Figure 2-3 Typical high-angular-mode order spherical WGM shown at r = R0 plane with evanescent wave
tail on an arbitrary plane normal to ϕ̂ .

kf

2.4

J1 ( k f a )

J0 (k f a )

−α f

K1 (α f a )

K 0 (α f a )

=
0.
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Coupling between Tapered Fibre and Microsphere

From the characteristics equations 1.6 and 1.8, the resonance wavelengths and the
propagation constant of the WGMs and the fibre modes can be obtained. Then, using
Coupled Mode Theory (CMT) [89] the interaction strength of the normalized spherical
and fibre fields at the minimum separation value of S0 can be calculated by

=
κ sf ( S0 )

k2
2β s
2

k
=
κ fs ( S0 )
2β f

∫∫ ( n

2
s

− n02 ) Fo Ψ l ,m ,n dxdy

2
f

− n ) Fo Ψ l ,m ,n dxdy

( on sphere )

∫∫ ( n

2-9

2
0

( on fiber )

where βs is the propagation constant of the WGM. Integration over the microsphere
cross-section gives κsf (S0) which shows the rate of increase of the sphere mode power at
distance S0 due to the fibre mode coupling. Similarly, if the overlap integral is calculated
over the fibre cross-section, we obtain κfs (S0) which gives the rate of increase of the fibre
mode power at distance S0 due to the sphere mode coupling out and tunnelling into the
fibre mode. Figure 2-3 shows a typical high angular WGM field from which the
evanescent field extends out of the resonator boundaries into the air cladding.
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Figure 2-4 Schematic illustration of coupled sphere-fibre system showing the coupling region is tapered
to Nc small directional coupler sections.

In order to evaluate the total coupling between the fibre and the sphere, the region
where fibre mode has strong interaction with the WGM is considered as the coupler
length denoted by Lc (see Figure 2-4). The coupler length is divided into Nc sections with
fixed length of Δz and the separation is assumed constant along the coupler subsections
defined by Si (where |i| ≤ Nc/2). The solution of general coupled mode equation for an
asymmetric directional coupler assuming weak coupling condition is given as [90]

b1i 
 a1i 
=
T
 i i  i
b2 
 a2 
T i T12i   a1i 
=  11i
i  i 
T21 T22   a2 

2-10

where ( a1i , a2i ) and (b1i , b2i ) are the input and output modes of coupler i as shown in
Figure 2-4, and for a lossless coupler, entries of transfer matrix Ti are given as


∆β
sin ( γ i ∆z )  exp j ( β f − ∆β ) ∆z
T11i cos ( γ i ∆z ) + j
=
γi


κ fs ( Si )
sin ( γ i ∆z ) exp j ( β f − ∆β ) ∆z
T12i j
=

{

}

{

γi

}

κ sf ( Si )
T
j
sin ( γ i ∆z ) exp { j ( β s + ∆β ) ∆z}
=
γi
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i
21



∆β
T22i cos ( γ i ∆z ) − j
sin ( γ i ∆z )  exp { j ( β s + ∆β ) ∆z}
=
γi



where

β f − βs

∆β =

2
1
2

γ i =∆
( β + κ sf (Si )κ fs (Si ) ) .
2
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Then, the total transfer matrix of the coupler is calculated by
T11 T12 
=
T =

T21 T22 

Nc / 2

∏

i = − Nc / 2

Ti .
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In order to derive the total transmission of the coupled-fibre-sphere system, we assume
that the optical mode circulating in the resonator experiences transformation TFB due
to feedback, hence

a2 = TFB b2

=exp ( − ( 2π R0 − Lc ) α int + jϕ rt ) b2

2-14

=
ϕrt 2π R0 β s − ϕc
φrt is the total round-trip phase change experienced by the WGM, φc denotes the phase
shift due to the coupler, and αint is the total intrinsic loss coefficient per unit length due
to scattering losses such as Rayleigh (residual surface inhomogeneity) and radiation
(due to curvature). The intrinsic loss per unit length is related to the intrinsic Q factor
by

α int =

1

τ int

⋅

neff
c

=

ω
Qint

⋅

neff
c

=

2π neff
Qint λ
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where τint is the photon lifetime considering only intrinsic losses in one round-trip, c is
the speed of light, ω is the angular frequency of the optical mode, neff is the effective
index of the optical mode, λ is the wavelength and Qint is the intrinsic quality factor.
The transmitted power of the resonator can be written such that
2

Pout
= T11 +

T12T21
Pin
1
− T22
TFB

2-16

where Pin is the input power. The intra-cavity power in terms of the input power and
entries of the transfer matrix is
2

Pintra

T21
=
Pin .
1 − TFB T22
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Figure 2-5 Transmission and internal power of fibre taper coupled resonator as function of intrinsic Q
for taper diameters of 1.2µm and 2 µm considering both symmetric and asymmetric coupler model (for
fundamental taper and resonator modes).

In order to understand the importance of the asymmetric coupler model incorporated
in our design, let us first evaluate the model of the taper-resonator system considering
two cases with symmetric and asymmetric coupler model. For the symmetric coupler
model, the coupling coefficient from resonator to taper is taken identical to the one from
taper to resonator such that κsf = κfs. Assuming the fundamental WGM and LP01 fibre
mode, the transmission and internal-to-input power ratio for two different taper
diameters (1.2µm and 2µm) coupled to a microsphere with R0 = 30µm are shown in
Figure 2-5. The critical coupling point (where transmission is zero) determined by the
κfs and intrinsic losses, happens at smaller loss values in the case of symmetric coupler.
This is due to higher power coupled from the resonator to the fibre when considering
symmetric coupler, while in the case of asymmetric one, the internal power couples out
by a smaller rate. The internal/input power ratio shows the fact that in asymmetric
coupler case due to smaller out-coupling rate the power inside the resonator is
accumulated to higher levels. This is important when nonlinear and lasing effects are
analysed, as the internal power defines the nonlinearity strength and the gain
saturation. As the taper diameter increases the effect of symmetry in the coupling
coefficients decreases due to the larger cross section area of the taper and smaller
evanescent field overlaps.
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2.5

WGM Phase-matching and Q Factor

In this section parameters affecting the coupling, transmission and internal power of
coupled taper/sphere system will be studied. We consider a microsphere with R0 = 30µm
and refractive indices of ns = nf = 1.45.
Solving the characteristics equation for spherical modes (Eq. 2-6) gives all the possible
resonance wavelengths for a sphere with certain optical and geometrical parameters at
a given azimuthal mode number (ℓ). The Transverse Electric (TE) resonance
wavelengths in 1530-1580nm range for a 30µm-radius sphere at each angular mode
number, m, down to the third radial order (n = 1, 2, 3), are illustrated in Figure 2-6 (a).
Here, we consider the first 15 angular modes for each group of same azimuthal order.
The resonance wavelengths are not dependent to the angular mode number. Hence,
each set of points, which have equal azimuthal mode number (ℓ) and resonance
wavelength, represents all the degenerate modes with different m mode numbers. The
first angular mode number for each set of degenerate modes with the same azimuthal
order is called the fundamental mode for which m = ℓ.

Figure 2-6 a) Spectra of TE resonances of a 30µm-radius sphere for various angular mode numbers
(N ≤ 14) for the first three radial order (n ≤ 3) WGMs, and b) corresponding effective refractive indices of
WGMs, and tapered fibres with various diameters.
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Figure 2-7 Calculated a) first order radial mode fields with various angular orders, b) transmission and
c) internal power spectra of the first 15 angular mode orders.

Figure 2-6 (b) shows the calculated effective refractive index of each WGM as well as
the effective refractive index of the tapered fibre with various diameters. The effective
refractive index of each WGM is given by βm /k. Propagation constant of the fibre with a
fixed diameter is only dependent on the wavelength, and the propagation constant of
the WGM circulating in the microsphere is proportional to the angular mode number,
m. Therefore, the phase mismatch between the propagating fibre mode and the WGM
is a function of both wavelength and angular mode number. By decreasing the m value,
or in other words, increasing the number of maxima in angular direction
(N + 1= ℓ - m + 1), the phase mismatch increases or decreases depending on the effective
refractive index of the tapered fibre which is a function of the taper diameter. Figure
2-6 (b) is important in designing suitable tapered fibre-resonator system in order to
phase-match to a desired set of modes. This provides a map from which conditions to
couple to different WGMs can be satisfied, by precisely controlling the taper diameter.
In section 2.4, the total transmission for a coupled-taper-sphere was derived. Assuming
that the effective refractive index of WGMs does not change significantly around the
resonance wavelength, the propagation constant of a resonance mode can be evaluated
at various wavelengths such that βWGM (m, λ) = 2πneff,WGM / λ, where the dependence on m
comes from the fact that distinct angular WGMs have different neff.
Figure 2-7 (a) shows examples of calculated first order radial mode fields with varying
angular orders. The calculated transmission spectra and the intra-cavity power for the
fundamental mode of the taper (LP01) corresponding to each WGM is plotted in Figure
2-7 (b). The taper diameter is chosen to be 2μm and touching the resonator surface from
the top (zero air gap), and the intrinsic Q for all the modes is fixed at 106. Results show
that for the modes with even N+1 value, the internal power is very low such that the
21

input power is transmitted with no coupling. This is due to the symmetry of WGM fields
at the centre where the total fibre-resonator mode overlap integral is close to zero.
The strength of resonance for each specific mode depends on the phase-matching and
coupling condition to that mode which is determined by the cavity loading induced by
the taper coupling and intrinsic losses. Loading of the tapered fibre can be evaluated in
terms of the external Q factor which is defined by the ratio of the stored energy over
the lost energy per cycle such that

Qext = ω

Stored Energy
Dissipated Energy per Cycle
c Pintra (neff Lcavity / c)

= 2π
=

λ

2

T12 Pintra
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2π m
T12

2

where Lcavity = 2πR0 denotes the cavity length, and |T12|2Pintra determines the power loss due
to resonator-to-fibre out-coupling per round-trip. Eq. 2-18 is derived considering only
forward propagating wave. The backward waves are neglected since the intra-cavity
back-reflections are considered zero. The external Q calculated from [6] in which both
forward and backward waves are considered, is half of the above value. It should also
be noted that T12 is calculated from Eq. 2-13, and includes the phase matching
information between WGM and fibre mode.

Figure 2-8 a) Effective refractive index spectra of resonator and fibre modes of various diameters, b) phase
mismatch, c) fibre-WGM modal overlap at S0 = 0, and d) calculated total external Q, for the first radial
order (n=1) WGMs as function of number of field maxima (N+1).
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Figure 2-8 (a) shows the calculated effective index for the first radial order WGMs
(n = 1) at ~1548.65nm wavelength, with the ones calculated for different taper
diameters. As the taper diameter varies depending on the angular order of the WGM
the phase mismatch value decreases or increases (Figure 2-8 (b)) due to the difference
between the effective indices. As the number of field maxima (N + 1) of the WGMs
increases (or m decreases) the modal field extends further into the air surrounding, and
hence, experiences a smaller effective index. Similarly, decreasing the taper diameter
expands the mode into the air cladding, and lowers the effective index of the fibre mode.
Combination of these two effects determines the modal overlap between the WGMs and
the fibre mode. Figure 2-8 (c) plots the modal overlap evaluated from the overlap
integral in Eq. 2-9 at the centre of the resonator in contact with the tapered fibre for
the LP01 mode of different fibre diameters and WGMs with increasing N number. As the
taper diameter increases, the evanescent tail of the fibre mode drops, which decreases
the fibre and WGM interaction. In addition, expansion of higher angular order WGMs
along the resonator, decreases the evanescent field amplitude, and hence, lowers the
modal overlap strength. The cavity loading (external Q factor) due to the fibre coupling
is shown in Figure 2-8 (d) as a function of WGM number (N + 1). The results show that
for large taper diameters as well as high angular orders the external Q is high due to
small modal overlaps. While, at small taper diameters, when the angular order of the
WGMs is small the phase-mismatch between the fibre mode and WGM significantly
affects the external Q.

Figure 2-9 Calculated a) external Q and b) WGM-fibre-mode phase-mismatch as function of taper
diameter for the first order radial WGMs with various angular orders.
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In order to discriminate the effects of phase-mismatch and modal overlap, the external
Q as a function of taper diameter for fixed angular mode numbers is plotted in Figure
2-9 (a). For small taper diameters where there is large phase-mismatch (see Figure 2-9
(b)), the effect of the taper diameter on the WGM is small, and increases the external
Q factor. While, by gradually enlarging the taper diameter, phase-mismatch decreases
and the external Q drops. For large N’s the effect of modal overlap is dominant since
the WGM intensity is lower comparing to WGMs with small N. The phase-matched line
in Figure 2-9 (a) and (b) shows where the phase-matching happens for a specific WGM
order. Note that, the external Q increases in an exponential fashion above the phasematched line, due to the dominant effect of the modal overlap and the exponential drop
of the evanescent field.

2.6

WGM Transmission and Internal Power

Transmitted power due to coupling to a cavity resonance is a function of the intrinsic
and external Q’s. Such parameters determine the coupling states under which a WGM
operates such that:
1)

If

Qext > Q0

then

the

resonance

is

in

‘Under-coupling’

regime,

and

0 < Transmission < 1.
2)

If Qext = Q0 then the resonance is in ‘Critical-coupling’ regime, and Transmission = 0.

3)

If Qext < Q0 then the resonance is in ‘Over-coupling’ regime, and 0 < Transmission < 1.

An important parameter in excitation of WGMs is the critical coupling point where the
total intrinsic losses is equal to the external losses induced by the coupling. At this point
the transmitted power at the taper output is equal to zero.
Let us consider the aforementioned set of first radial order mode group (n = 1) at
1548.65nm wavelength. We will investigate the effect of angular order (m) of WGMs
and the condition of excitation/collection of such modes in terms of the taper diameter
and the intrinsic Q factor of the resonator. Figure 2-10 (a) depicts the transmission of
the taper-resonator system as a function of intrinsic Q for each angular order of WGMs
at various taper diameters. The critical Q for each WGM is dependent on the chosen
taper diameter such that for small diameters due to high external loading, all the
WGMs have fairly similar critical Q. As the taper diameter increases, the criticalcoupling condition for higher order modes shifts to larger intrinsic Q values, due to the
lower external loading (high external Q) of such modes. Figure 2-10 (b) shows the
critical Q value for all the WGMs as a function of the fibre diameter. Each constant-N
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Figure 2-10 a) Transmission of the taper-resonator system at resonance wavelength as function of
intrinsic Q for each angular order of WGMs at various taper diameters, and b) critical Q as function of
fibre diameter and number of mode field maxima (N + 1), showing various coupling regimes under which
a WGM operates.

curve gives information about the critical-coupling condition to that specific WGM.
Below and above the critical-coupling curve, taper-resonator system operates in undercoupling and over-coupling regimes, respectively. This gives a figure of merit to
selectively-excite/collect a specific WGM with a given intrinsic Q by only changing the
taper diameter. Taper diameter can be experimentally varied by translating the
resonator along the taper length and this method will be used later to selectivelyexcite/collect WGM lasing lines in microbottle laser chapter (Chapter 5). Furthermore,
access to selective-WGM-excitation is significantly important in nonlinear optical
processes where the spatial distribution and power intensity of the mode determines
the nonlinear gain/loss of the system.
Figure 2-11 shows the calculated internal-to-input power-ratio at the resonance
wavelength as function of intrinsic Q factor for each individual angular mode order with
various taper diameters. For each considered taper diameter, the total “weighted”
internal fields, bT’s, at three different intrinsic Q’s is estimated using the following
relation

bT =

m2

∑

m = m1

m
Pintra

bm

m2

∑P

i = m1
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i
intra

m
where Pintra
is the internal power of the mode with angular order of m calculated from

Eq. 2-17, bm is the internal field from Eq. 2-10, and
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m

Pintra /

∑

m2
i=m1

i
Pintra

is the contribution of

Figure 2-11 Calculated internal-to-input power-ratio at resonance wavelength as function of intrinsic Q
factor for each individual angular mode order with various taper diameters, as well as, the corresponding
total weighted internal field profiles with intrinsic Q’s of 104, 105 and 106.

mode m to the total accumulated internal power of distinct WGMs (with angular mode
numbers between m1 and m2). Modes with even m are not plotted in Figure 2-11, since
they have close to zero internal power due to symmetry of the field profile around the
centre of the microsphere resonator. For large taper diameters where the external Q
factor is relatively high, the total internal field is mostly constructed by the WGMs with
small N order. Only by increasing the intrinsic Q factor higher order modes will be closer
to critical coupling, and hence, their internal power increases. Whereas, at small taper
diameters, the internal power can be distributed between various higher order modes.
At very small taper diameters, most of the modes are in the over-coupling regime, and
the modes that have closer Q to critical coupling will be predominantly excited.
Figure 2-12 (a) depicts the condition required for excitation of a WGM with specific
angular order for a given intrinsic resonator Q factor. If the intrinsic Q of the resonator
is too low (i.e. Qint = 104) all modes are in under-coupling regime. The maximum power
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Figure 2-12 a) Internal power or various angular mode orders as function of taper diameter at different
intrinsic Q’s, and b) corresponding total Q and WGM-fibre mode phase matching map.

for a particular angular order mode happens at a taper diameter that has the smallest
distance to the Qint = Qext line. Furthermore, the internal power at small intrinsic Q’s for
the taper diameters below the phase-matched line is a function of both phase-matching
and modal overlap. While, at large taper diameters, since the coupling efficiency is
dominant, the internal power drops dramatically. As the intrinsic Q factor gradually
increases, the taper diameter corresponding to the dominantly-excited mode can be
shifted to larger values. At Qint = 105, most of the modes operate close to under-coupling
regime, hence, the maximum achievable internal power is at very small taper
diameters. Further increasing Qint will force the WGMs to go from under-coupling to
critically-coupling and over-coupling regimes. For instance, at Qint = 106 for N = 0 and 2,
regardless of taper diameter, the WGM operates at under-coupling regime, while for
N > 2 depending on the taper diameter, a particular WGM may operate in either of the
three aforementioned coupling regimes. At Qint = 107, WGMs close to Qint = Qext line which
have high N orders see a significant power rise, when compared to lower order modes
as well as those at small taper diameters, which are dramatically under-coupled.
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It should be noted that, the maximum internal power for each WGM is determined by
the total Q factor (QT) determined by 1/QT = 1/Qint + 1/Qext. Figure 2-12 (b) shows the
calculated total Q as a function of fibre diameter corresponding to the intrinsic Q’s
studied in Figure 2-12 (a). For large taper diameters where the external Q is much
higher than the intrinsic one, the total Q clamps to the intrinsic Q. At the clamping
region where the total losses are constant, further increasing the taper diameter will
decrease the amount of input power into the resonator due to the low coupling
efficiency. This drops the internal power as the taper diameter increases, while the total
loss is dominated by the intrinsic losses and no longer depends on the taper diameter.
The findings shown in Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12 can be used to define to large extent
the criteria for selecting the dimensions of fibre microtapers in microsphere based
lasers and nonlinear elements, since they can be used to define the pumping and active
mode characteristics for optimum performance.
In order to show that simultaneous excitation of degenerate WGMs in perfect
microspheres is possible, 3D Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations of
Maxwell’s equations are conducted (in RSOFT, fullwave). In this model, due to
hardware limitations, a microsphere with 12µm diameter and spatial computational
grid-size of 100×100×100nm3 is chosen. Since the purpose of these simulations is to
demonstrate the possibility of existing such degenerate WGMs, the accuracy of the
calculated transmission spectra and field values is not important here. However, it is
tried to keep the grid-size ~1/10 of the width of the smallest part in the design. Figure
2-13 (a) shows the calculated transmission spectra of the coupled-taper-resonator
system for various taper diameters (0.8µm ≤ Df ≤ 1.5µm). The transmission spectra are
calculated from the impulse response of the resonator by taking the spectral ratio of the
input LP01 fibre mode and the output of the fibre at the other side of the coupling region.
Simulation is carried out temporally long enough (~27 round-trips) so that the output
power is stabilized. The transmission spectra show dips separated in the wavelength
range matching the FSR of the resonator (i.e. λ2/2πnR0). The off-resonance drop in the
transmission is mostly due to light scattering into the microsphere owing to the strong
index perturbation at the coupling point. As the taper diameter decreases the amount
of off-resonance power loss increases since the fibre mode has stronger overlap with the
resonator. This effect is experimentally shown in [91] for microbottle resonators. Here,
the material losses are considered zero, therefore, the radiation losses due to curvature
and index perturbation are the only loss mechanisms.
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Figure 2-13 FDTD simulations showing a) transmission spectra, and resonance field intensities at
1461.6nm for various taper diameters in a) X-Z, b) X-Y planes, and c) magnetic field around the coupling
region showing phase-matching conditions.

The Ex intensity of the system at the wavelength of 1461.6nm is depicted in Figure
2-13 (b) for various taper diameters. The results show that for taper diameter of 1.5µm
only the fundamental (N = 0) WGM is excited. As the taper diameter is decreased, the
next angular order (N = 1) WGM starts building up inside the resonator. At taper
diameter 0.8µm, it is clearly shown that the total intra-cavity electric field intensity is
constructed by both the first and the second order WGMs, which due to different
propagation constant interfere along the resonator length. Figure 2-13 (c) and (d) plot
the Hz intensity and value for each taper diameter. At larger taper diameters (i.e 1.5µm)
for which only the fundamental WGM is excited, it is clear that the fibre mode and the
WGM are totally out of phase over the coupling region. This shows that due to large
diameter of the fibre and hence smaller evanescent field, only the fundamental mode
have adequate overlap with the fibre mode to be excited/collected. By gradually
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decreasing the fibre diameter, the total intra-cavity field at coupling region starts to
phase-match and synchronise with the fibre mode. At 0.8µm fibre diameter, two distinct
WGMs are shown to be beating along the resonator.
It is worth mentioning that, at larger taper diameters the fibre mode seems to be
repelled away from the resonator. This is owing to slight excitation of LP11 fibre mode,
in addition to the LP01 fibre mode, in the outcoupling process [91, 92]. Further along
the taper, two LP01 and LP11 modes beat together causing fluctuations in the fibre field
intensity. At smaller taper diameters, higher order modes are cut-off, and not excited.

2.7

Total Transmission of Multimode Microsphere Resonator

In order to evaluate the total transmission of the taper-microsphere system, I adopt the
vector form of CMT [89, 93, 94]. Let us assume all the modes propagating along the
coupler illustrated in Figure 2-4 as a vector denoted by a(z) = [af (z) a0 (z) a1 (z) … aN (z)]t
where af (z) and ai (z) (with 0 ≤ i ≤ N) are respectively the electric field amplitude of the
fibre mode and WGM of order i at position z. Then, the CMT formulation for the coupling
region is given by

d
a ( z ) = jM ( z )a ( z )
dz

2-20

where M = B + C-1K represents an effective coupling matrix, and B denotes the diagonal
propagation constant matrix given as B = diag (βf , β0 , β1 ,… , βN). Elements of matrices C
and K are given by

=
K ij
Cij =

k2
ni 2 − n0 2 ) Ei* E j dxdy
(
∫∫
2 βi Over Guide i

∫∫
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Ei* E j dxdy

Over All Space

where Kij is the coupling coefficient of mode j with E-field of Ej to mode i with E-field of
Ei. It should be noted that, in a microsphere eigenmodes are orthonormal (i.e. Cii = 1),
hence, coupling coefficients between distinct WGMs are zero. The solution of 2-20 is
given by b(z) = e jMza(0) where a(0) is the initial value, and b(z) = [bf (z) b0(z) b1(z) … bN (z)]t.
Value of ejMz can be evaluated from the eigenvalue solutions of matrix M. Note that,
Eq. 2-11 was an analytical solution of the coupled-mode relation for a system of two
modes (single fibre and single WGM).
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The coupled-mode solution can be calculated for each section of the coupler with length
of Δz (as demonstrated in Figure 2-4). Thus, the total transfer matrix of the coupler is
Λ =e

jM Nc ∆z

e

jM Nc −1∆z

e jM1∆z. Let us signify the internal amplitudes of the resonator WGMs at

the beginning and end of the coupler region by awgm(0) = [a0(0) a1(0) … aN(0)]t and
bwgm (Lc) = [b0 (Lc) b1 (Lc) … bN (Lc)]t, respectively. Similar to the case of two-mode-coupler,
awgm(0) and bwgm (Lc) are related through the propagation of WGMs in the resonator,
given by a diagonal transformation matrix TF such that awgm(0) = TF bwgm(Lc) where
TF = diag (TFB(0) ,TFB(1) ,… ,TFB(N)). Each round-trip transformation element is given
by TFB(i) = exp[(2πR0 - Lc)αint(i) + jφrt(i)] where αint(i) is the intrinsic loss parameter (per unit of
length) of mode i. The round-trip phase shift, φrt(i), can be calculated from the modified
resonance condition for mode i such that

ϕrt (i ) + ∆ϕc (i ) = 2π m

2-22

where the coupler-induced-phase-shift on mode i is calculated from the diagonals of
transfer matrix of the coupler by Δφc(i) = arg{Λii}. Let us define matrices V1, V2 and V3
from Λ such that
V1

 
  Λ11
Λ12
Λ1( N +1)  



  Λ 21   Λ 22
 Λ 2( N +1)  
Λ =  Λ ij  =  
 



    

 Λ
  Λ ( N +1)1  Λ ( N +1)( N +1)  
( N +1)1 
 
  
V3
 [V2 ]t
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and write the coupler relation in the form of [bf (Lc) bwgm(Lc)] = Λ[af (0) awgm(0)]. Then, by
simple matrix manipulations, the output of the tapered fibre, bf (Lc), and the internal
field amplitudes, awgm(0), can be written as a function of input fibre mode, af (0), such
that

(0)
awgm
=

( T

F

−1

−1

)

− V3  V2 a f (0)

 1 
bwgm ( Lc ) = V1 
 a f (0)
 awgm (0) 

.
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Accordingly, the power transmission of the system is given by scalar |bwgm(Lc)/af (0)|2 and
the ratio of the internal power to the input power of all WGMs can be evaluated by
vector |awgm(0)/af (0) |2.
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Figure 2-14 Spectra of transmission, internal power enhancement and phase of tapered fibre coupled
microsphere considering degenerate modes of 1st, 3rd and 5th order modes as a function of fibre-to-sphere
air gap. The intrinsic Q of all modes is set to 106 and the tapered fibre diameter is 2µm (dashed lines show
the position of the isolated microsphere resonance wavelength).

Figure 2-14 shows the calculated transmission, internal/output power and phase
spectra of the system for a taper diameter of 2µm as function of air gap between the
taper and microsphere. The intrinsic Q of the WGMs is considered to be 106, and for the
sake of simplicity, only the first five degenerate modes (N = 0-4) of the first radial order
at 1548.66nm are considered. Even (N+1) mode orders are not considered due to zero
coupling coefficient to such WGMs, and hence, save computational time and memory.
The simulations show that, at very small air gaps, symmetric Lorentzian shape of the
transmission spectrum is distorted. The internal-to-input-power ratios of WGMs at zero
air gap show a Fano-like line shape. This is due to the interference of the degenerate
modes owing to the strong coupling between the tapered fibre and the resonator WGMs.
The phase spectra of the internal mode amplitudes show that, at very small air gaps,
coupling-induced phase changes on individual modes give rise to destructive
interference between the modes. Therefore, the phase of the total transmission shows
a non-monotonic transition as the wavelength increases. Accordingly, the power
transmission spectrum shows slight frequency shift with respect to the uncoupled
resonator resonance frequency.
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On the other hand, as the air gap between the taper and microsphere increases, phase
perturbations due to effect of the fibre coupling on WGMs, progressively diminish.
Subsequently, the transmission spectrum becomes closer to a Lorentzian line shape. At
air gaps larger than 300nm, the fundamental WGM is dominantly excited owing to its
higher total Q factor comparing to small air gaps, and exhibiting greater modal overlap
than the higher order WGMs. Hence, the effect of the higher order WGMs on the total
output field is not anymore significant. The resonator exhibits critical-coupling at air
gap of 400nm below and above which transmission is non-zero due to over- and undercoupling, respectively. Additionally, internal power of the excited WGMs show less
deterioration (due to modal interference), comparing to Lorentzian line-shape, by
widening the air gap, which indicates lower impact of the tapered fibre on the WGM
coupling-induced phase-shift.
The resonance condition set by Eq. 2-22 implies that the resonance frequency of a
particular WGM is always set to the uncoupled cavity resonance frequency. Since, the
round-trip phase shift is always compensated for by the effect of fibre-coupling induced
phase shift. Cavity index perturbation due to coupler is shown to shift the cavity
resonance depending on the air gap between the excitation coupler (e.g. tapered fibre,
waveguide, etc.) and the resonator, as well as, relative sizes of the resonator and coupler
[95-98]. In contrast, the complex transmission spectra of the current analysis is owing
to the modal interference between degenerate WGMs due to the coupling system. It

Figure 2-15 Internal power enhancement, transmission and phase spectra of tapered fibre-coupled
microsphere with zero air gap, taper diameter of 2µm and intrinsic Q of 106. Results are shown for
N+1 = 1, 3 and 5 modes when the cavity operates in single mode (dashed lines) or multimode (solid lines).
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should be noted that, solving the coupled equations given in Eq. 2-20 for the asymmetric
taper-microsphere coupler, generally, results in an asymmetric matrix Λ, with nonzero
off-diagonal elements. The first row and column show the coupling between fibre and
WGMs, while the rest of the off-diagonal elements correspond to energy transfer
between WGMs due to coupling.
Figure 2-15 shows simulations for the microsphere coupled to a taper with 2µm
diameter at zero air gap. The results are shown for both cases when cavity operates in
single-mode or multimode conditions. The multimode transmission of the resonator
shows the effect of modal cross-coupling between the WGMs in presence of fibre
coupling. The response of each isolated WGM shows a generic Lorentzian line shape
with a 2π phase shift around the resonance frequency. In the presence of simultaneous
excitation of degenerate WGMs, phases of the internal mode amplitudes are affected by
the amount of WGM cross-couplings. Such interference between the modes deforms the
internal power variation to a Fano-like shape.
The modal interference between the degenerate WGMs depends on the coupling
condition under which each mode is excited. It is worth noting that, the coupled-mode
formulation does not enforce any limitation on the number of considered modes. Figure
2-16 plots the transmission and amount of internal power enhancement when the
intrinsic Q of the cavity is varied for fixed taper diameter and air gap of 2µm and zero,
respectively. The first 15 degenerate modes with radial order of one are considered. For
very low intrinsic Q’s (i.e. 5×104) most of the modes are under-coupled, hence, the
dominant excited mode correspond to the fundamental mode (which is close to criticalcoupling) owing to its high overlap with the fibre mode. As the intrinsic Q factor
gradually increases, the fundamental mode is over-coupled and the higher order modes
reach critical-coupling condition. The relatively higher internal power of high order
WGMs increases the modal interference between the modes. At very high intrinsic Q’s,
WGMs get into over-coupling regime, such that at Q’s above 107, the fundamental and
N+1 = 3 modes are significantly suppressed compared to higher order WGMs.
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Figure 2-16 Transmission and internal/input power spectra of the microsphere coupled to a taper
diameter with diameter of 2µm at zero air gap when the intrinsic Q of the modes varies from 5×104 to
1×108 (dashed lines show the position of the isolated microsphere resonance wavelength).

On the other hand, cross-coupling between degenerate WGMs depend on the fibre
diameter, as it determines the amount of fibre mode coupling and phase-matching to
WGMs. Figure 2-17 shows the simulations when the taper diameter is varied between
1.2µm and 9.2µm at a fixed air gap of zero and intrinsic Q of 106. At very small taper
diameters (i.e. 1.2µm), WGMs are over-coupled due to high modal overlap between the
fibre and WGMs. Despite the close-to-90% transmission of the system at Df = 1.2µm,
the internal powers of WGMs are not significantly dampened. The interference between
WGMs is relatively high at small taper diameters, since due to high coupling
coefficients between WGMs, resulting off-diagonal elements of matrix Λ, corresponding
to WGM cross-couplings are greater. As the taper diameter increases, the interaction
between WGMs decreases and the distorted line-shape of the resonance transmission
develops again into a well-defined Lorentzian shape. At very large taper diameters, the
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Figure 2-17 Transmission and internal/input power spectra of the microsphere with a fixed intrinsic Q of
106 coupled to a tapered fibre at zero air gap when the taper diameter varies from 1.2µm to 9.2µm (dashed
lines show the position of the isolated microsphere resonance wavelength).

fundamental mode is dominantly excited due to its lower phase-mismatch to the fibre
mode comparing to higher order WGMs.
Experimental determination of degenerate WGMs is difficult, since any index
perturbation on the cavity breaks the degeneracy, and WGMs shift in frequency
depending on the strength of the perturbation and the WGM numbers [99-102].
However, two or multiple WGMs, with different polarisation states or radial orders, can
be brought very close to each other in frequency, due to such perturbations. Therefore,
simultaneous excitation of WGMs is common, especially in sizable microresonators
which support larger number of modes. On the other hand, any deformation on a
microsphere results in breaking the degeneracy of angular modes [47, 103]. Next, I use
the developed CMT to further elucidate the effects of frequency degeneracy breaking in
taper-coupled microsphere resonators.
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Frequency shift between same radial order WGMs with consecutive angular orders is
proportionally related to the amount of eccentricity defined by ε = 1 – Rminor /Rmajor where
Rminor and Rmajor respectively signify the length of the minor and major axes in a spheroid.
Frequency shift (Δν) between pairs of WGMs for the group of angular modes studied in
this section, considering an oblate spheroid with Rminor= 30µm, as a function of
eccentricity, is calculated (from theory given in [47]) to be Δν ≃ 435ε (GHz). Figure

2-18 (a) plots the simulation results for the first three odd WGM orders considering
eccentricities of 0, 0.5, 1.1 and 2 percent. As previously discussed, when degenerate

modes (i.e. ε = 0%) are excited, modal interference distorts the transmission and
internal power spectra from their Lorentzian line-shape. As a small eccentricity is
introduced to the microsphere, WGMs are split in spectra varying the amount of modal

Figure 2-18 a) Transmission, internal/input power and phase spectra of microsphere with a fixed intrinsic
Q of 106 as a function of eccentricity showing various amount of WGM interactions, and b) transmission
spectra corresponding to eccentricities of zero and 0.2% as function of intrinsic Q factor
(Q = 1, 5, 10, 20 and 50 × 105), coupled to a tapered fibre at zero air gap with diameter of 2µm (dashed
lines show the position of the isolated perfect microsphere resonance wavelength).
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interactions between distinct modes. Further increasing the eccentricity, decreases the
cross-coupling between WGMs. At ε = 2%, independent modal operation is enabled. The
amount of WGM interactions is manifested in the phase spectra such that, slight
eccentricity-induced-frequency-shift between modes, breaks their destructive phase
interaction. Thereby, phase of the total transmission spectra is constructively built-up
(~2π per mode) such that at ~0.2% a close-to-critical-coupling is achieved.
Note that, as an example, 0.5% eccentricity for a microsphere with 30µm radius implies
a difference of about 150nm between major and minor radii. For bigger microspheres,
the sensitivity of frequency degeneracy breaking to structural deformations is smaller.
Nevertheless, small frequency shifts can be produced due to index perturbations by
submicron sized particles [100]. Figure 2-18 (b) shows the sensitivity of modal
interference and the amount of visibility of frequency splitting as a function of Q factor
for perfect (i.e. ε = 0%) and slightly-eccentric (i.e. ε = 0.2%) microspheres. As previously
stated, at relatively small Qs (Q = 105), the modal interference is not strong enough due
to low internal power of the modes. Hence, a perfect microsphere does not exhibit strong
deterioration in its transmission spectra compared to a Fano-line shape. Deformed
microsphere, on the other hand, shows small ripples in the transmission owing to close
resonances with low total Q’s. As the Q factor increases, a perfect sphere shows strong
modal interference, while, the deformed one maintain well-defined split resonances. Of
course, the strength of WGM excitation depends on the coupling condition under which
a mode is excited/collected. Such well-defined and clear single mode operation is
important in CQED applications where interaction of a single atom with a single optical
mode (preferably the fundamental one due to its high surface intensity) is prefered. The
eccentricity of a microsphere is shown to be controllably set by applying CO2 laser
pulses to a perfect microsphere without Q degradation [104, 105]. On the other hand,
transition between perfect and deformed microspheres with various levels of
deformations can be dynamically achieved by applying mechanical strain [106-108].

2.8

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, first, I adopted an analytical model for evaluation of the spherical
WGMs and taper fibre modes. Then, using CMT, the coupling efficiency coefficient
between various WGMs and fibre mode is calculated. The coupling coefficient is then
used to calculate the internal and output modes of the taper-resonator system. In this
model, the general asymmetric CMT for directional couplers is used. The effect of the
tapered fibre on the transmission and internal power of WGMs, is investigated in terms
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of external Q factor and phase-mismatch between fibre and resonator modes. The
excitation condition can be determined by the regime in which the WGM is excited.
Depending on the fibre diameter, specific WGMs can be forced to operate in either
under-, or over-coupling regimes, as well as, under critical-coupling regime were a
complete power drop happens for the fibre mode at the output. It is also shown that due
to small differences in the effective refractive index of degenerate WGMs with distinct
angular orders, depending on the coupling efficiency and phase-matching to such
modes, a combination of WGMs contribute to the actual total transmission spectra and
the internal field accumulation. I showed that, by precisely varying the taper diameter,
critical coupling condition to such modes can be well-discriminated. This helps in
designing a cavity system where specific modes are desired to be present. Performing
3D FDTD simulations shows that such simultaneous excitation of degenerate WGMs
exists, and varying the taper diameter provides a degree of freedom to selectively
excite/collect such different order modes.
Although the analyses in this chapter are performed on the microsphere resonator as a
general and well-known cavity structure to scientific community, the same approach
can be applied to other types of whispering gallery resonators. Due to the dense spectra
of typical (bottle, eccentric sphere, stub, rod, etc) microresonators, WGMs that are close
in frequency with distinct spatial orders, polarizations, and/or propagation directions
may be excited and interact with each other. Thus, such formulation is applicable to
any multimode cavity. Further, these analyses are very useful in designing lasers and
resonators for nonlinear light generation, in which intensity and spatial distribution of
optical fields are important factors in determining the gain/loss of the system. On the
other hand, due to experimental difficulties in accurate positioning of reflective mirrors
in Fabry-Perot microcavities, and the fact that WGMs can provide ultra-high Q factors,
such resonators are great candidates for CQED applications. Our approach can be
employed to precisely and selectively design cavity-atom systems that provide sufficient
intra-cavity fields by critical coupling to a specific WGM.
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Chapter 3 CO2 Laser-fabrication, Mode Stripping
and

Polarized

Transmission

of

Passive

Microresonators
3.1

Introduction

In this thesis, a number of methods have been developed to fabricate different WGM
microresonators. Most of the devices rely on fibre-tip melting [109-111] or splicing of
small fibre stubs [112], and to a large extent they are not controllable and/or
reproducible. Material processing with CO2 laser has been of great interest in recent
years. Continuous wave lasers have been employed to fabricate microspheres [110, 113,
114], microbottles [37, 115], microrods [116] and to surface-reflow microtoroids [10] in
order to achieve ultra-high Q’s. These processes rely on melting and softening of
materials by heat. Here, I use a pulsed CO2 laser in order to achieve controlled ablation
of the fibre surface and form a WGM microcavity, similar to microstub resonators [112],
without the need though of extra laborious splicing steps. In this method, precise
control of the cavity length and sub-micron ablation depth in a very short fabrication
time, as a simplified one-step process, are achievable. High Q and control on the cavity
geometry, which are essential parameters in microlasers, can be achieved by additional
fire-polishing. MBRs are fabricated using “soften and compress” technique [117], and
methods such as tapering, laser and FIB-milling are investigated to clean-up the dense
and complex transmission spectra. Finally, the polarisation dependent transmission in
cleaned-up MBRs is studied and cavity-induced polarisation cross-coupling in a tapered
fibre coupled resonator is demonstrated.

3.2

CO2 Laser-milled-microresonators
Fabrication Method

A modulated CO2 laser (Coherent G100) at 9.6µm wavelength with ~100W output
power and controllable pulse width is focused onto the fibre using optical lenses. The
position of the fibre with respect to the laser beam waist is controlled using an XYZ
stage, and the fibre axis can be continuously tilted at the pivot point for precise
alignment (see Figure 3-1 (a)). A DC motor provides rotation around fibre axis with a
controllable speed between zero and 3000rpm. A sequence of pulses with varying width
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Figure 3-1 a) Pulsed CO2 laser fabrication setup. CO2 laser-milled microrod resonator b) before and c)
after fire-polishing, and d) Resonance spectrum of the microresonator after fire-polishing at 1550nm
wavelength.

duration (8-500μs) and repetition rate (1Hz-10kHz) is applied on the fibre surface with
a certain tilt angle to achieve the desired ablation depth. The fibre tilting helps to
control the angle of the side edges of the microrod resonators. In order to improve the
surface quality of the milled edges, the structure is fire-polished, using a standard
splicer, by applying controlled electrical arcs. In addition, thermally-induced surface
tensions smoothen the surface roughness, and improve the optical quality of the
microrod resonator edges. A typical milled microrod resonator fabricated on a 240μmdiameter silica fibre before and after fire-polishing is shown in Figure 3-1 (b) and (c),
respectively. The transmission spectrum of the fire-polished microrod resonator at
1550nm wavelength is plotted in Figure 3-1 (d). The transmission response is obtained
by coupling a 2μm-diameter tapered fibre with zero air gap at the centre of the
resonator. Fire-polishing resulted in a maximum Q-factor improvement of more than
an order of magnitude (from ~105 to ~3×106).
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Q-enhancement (Polishing)
In order to investigate the effects of fire-polishing on the Q factor, resonators with
triangular cross-section are fabricated. Therefore, WGMs have considerable overlap
with the surface of the sidewalls. This pronounces the effect of the fabrication-imposed
surface roughnesses compared to the initial roughness of the fibre. Figure 3-2 (a) and
(b) show the fabricated resonator before and after fire-polishing with 40 consequent
electrical arcs having 20% of maximum (available) power using a standard fusion
splicer (FITEL S153A). The arc power is kept low in order to avoid any significant
thermally-induced deformations in the shape of the resonator. Then, the resonator is
excited using a 2μm-diameter tapered silica fibre evanescently coupled to the resonator
at the centre with a zero air gap. The spectra of the resonator after applying each
electrical arc are plotted in Figure 3-2 (c). The spectra generally get denser by applying
more arcs. This is due to the smoother surface and lower scattering experienced by the
optical WGMs. Hence, larger number of WGM modes can survive and propagate along

Figure 3-2 Optical image of WGM resonator a) before and b) after fire-polishing with 40 electrical arcs
having a power of 20%, c) transmission spectra of the resonator as a function of number of electrical
arcs, and d) max measured Q factor of WGMs for an 8nm wavelength window around 1550nm.
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the circumference of the resonator. The theoretical azimuthal Free Spectral Range
(FSR) of WGMs is approximated [118] by λ2/(2πneffR) where λ, and neff are wavelength
and effective refractive index of the optical mode, respectively, and R is the radius of
the resonator. The FSR is measured to be ~2.2nm which agrees well with the theory.
The maximum Q factor within 8nm-wavelength range around 1550nm, large enough to
cover three FSRs, is calculated from the spectra by fitting Lorentzian curves to the
transmission dips. Figure 3-2 (d) shows that the maximum Q factor increases more
than three times comparing to the unpolished resonator by applying 30 arcs. Further
increasing the number of applied arcs above ten does not significantly improve the
measured Q- factor. This is primarily due to the excessive loading applied by the
tapered fibre.

One may increase the power of the electrical arcs for further

improvements with compromising the shape of the resonator.

3.3

Milled Microbottle Resonators
CO2 laser-milling mode reduction

Nowadays, owing to the availability of cheap glass fibre processing systems, fabrication
of microbottle resonators is very fast and easy, whereas fabrication of symmetric ones
can be a complex process. The simplest method, called “soften and compress” [115, 117,
119], includes applying electrical arcs (or a laser beam) directly onto the middle of a
fibre while pressurized from both stems. Due to possible misalignments, formation of
asymmetric plasma (or non-uniform laser beam) around the fibre and/or fibre bending,
the profile of the created MBR may vary from the ideal quasi-harmonic profile. Steps of
a modified version of the “soften and compress” method is illustrated in Figure 3-3
where two flat cleaved fibre ends are pushed towards each other while applying an
electrical arc. Using flat cleaved facets improves the uniformity of the applied force,
and, hence results in a more symmetric MBR.

Figure 3-3 steps involved in fabrication of MBRs using “soften and compress” method.
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Although MBRs are well-defined and easy-to-fabricate resonators, they typically
support large number of WGMs due to the broken degeneracy of axial modes compared
to microspheres. This makes them complex devices when used, for example, as a sensor.
Scattering methods including high index micro-droplets [12], prisms [120] and FIB
milling [121] were previously used to clean-up the spectrum. Additionally, reducing the
dimensions of the resonator can result in fewer number of WGMs. Figure 3-4 plots the
spectra of four different MBRs fabricated using regular and tapered fibres. The
diameter of the tapered MBR is almost four times smaller than the regular one, and
exhibits fewer excited WGMs. Nevertheless, the obtained spectra are still dense. It
should be noted that, the length of the resonator is ~300μm, and hence, it should still
include a large number of axial WGMs. On the other hand, due to the smaller diameter
(longer FSR), and hence, increased radiation losses (due to curvatures), tapered MBR
exhibit lower number of WGMs compared to regular ones, as expected.
Mode stripping using microgrooves milled on the surface of microresonator, is also used
in order to increase the scattering losses on high axial-order WGMs. A microgroove is
milled on top of the resonator using pulsed CO2 laser. As shown in Figure 3-4 the
number of resonant modes is significantly reduced. Observed WGMs in the spectra
show a dramatic degradation in terms of Q factor. To compensate for the losses induced
by the sidewalls, the resonator is fire-polished by applying electrical arcs. As plotted in
Figure 3-4 for the fire-polished CO2-laser-milled MBR, although the Q factors of the
modes are significantly improved, the spectrum becomes again extremely dense.
Furthermore, owing to the large wavelength of the CO2 laser, and hence, large spot size

Figure 3-4 Transmission spectra of regular, tapered, laser-milled and polished laser-milled MBRs
fabricated using normal SMF. Optical micrographs show the corresponding fabricated devices (scale bar
is 50µm).
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of the laser beam, the minimum possible micro-machined groove length is in 10-15µm
range. This reduces the accuracy and resolution of the milling. However, FIB-milling
will be shown to be a more accurate and controllable method in cleaning-up the
transmission spectra.
Focused ion beam milled microresonators (fabrication and polarised
transmission)
Figure 3-5 (a) shows two rectangular grooves fabricated on a gold coated MBR.
Microgrooves are 3µm×20µm separated by 20µm distance and are equidistant from the
centre of the MBR along the axis of the stem fibre. The residues around the
microgrooves correspond to the ablated silica and gold. The voltage and current of the
FIB are set to 30kV and 2.7nA, respectively. A tilted view of the cross-sectional
structure of a fabricated microgroove is illustrated in Figure 3-5 (b). The grooves exhibit
a V shape, which comes from the conical shape of the ion beam such that as the depth
increases the amount of ions colliding with the material decreases. This effect can be
overcome by enlarging the groove width. The effective depth of the fabricated grooves
is about 5µm. Figure 3-5 (c) shows the gold particles on the MBR after etching the
coated gold layer from the surface of the resonator. The gold particles are then removed
by applying very low power electrical arcs (see Figure 3-5 (d)). Such weak fire-polishing
will also remove the unwanted surface roughness created during FIB focussing and
maintain the high Q of the WGMs.
Figure 3-6 (a) shows the polarisation resolved setup for characterisation of
microresonators. Output of a tunable laser is passed through a polarisation controller
and couples into a tapered fibre with 2µm diameter. The tapered fibre is then
evanescently coupled to the microresonator, and the output fibre is cleaved and fixed

Figure 3-5 a) SEM of micro grooves created on top of gold coated MBR, b) top view of the cross-section of
a fabricated microgroove. Optical image of the coupled tapered fibre and the FIB milled MBR c) after gold
removal, and d) after cleaning.
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straight in order to avoid any polarisation variations. The output light is focused into a
multimode fibre after passing through a polariser, and monitored by an InGaAs photo
detector. A TE or TM field can be defined with respect to the microresonator axes. As
illustrated in Figure 3-6 (b), a TE (TM) WGM is defined with electric (magnetic) field
parallel to the radial axis of the resonator. Let us assume a pure TE or TM input field
to the tapered fibre with power Pf. This mode will couple into the resonator WGM with
a mixed polarisation state (due to the coupler) corresponding to WGMs with total Pm
power. Then, after one round-trip, the internal cavity modes (with power of Pm), will
couple back into the fibre mode with a mixed polarisation shown by PTE + PTM. The
output mode is a linear combination of the uncoupled input mode (in the case of noncritical resonance) and the out-coupled WGMs. For an uncoupled taper-resonator, the
polarisation of the input light at 1150nm is varied until a discrimination of about
15dBm (highest value I obtained) between the TE and TM modes at the output is
observed. In other words, for a pure TE (TM) input light, the power of the output
TM (TE) mode after the polariser should be zero. Then, the tapered fibre is coupled to

Figure 3-6 a) Polarisation resolved characterisation setup (TLS: Tunable Laser Source, SMF: Single Mode
Fibre, PC: Polarisation Controller, MMF: Multi Mode Fibre), and b) Electric field direction of two state
of polarisations with respect to the MBR cross-section and the direction of WGM propagation.
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the resonator and the spectra is measured for both TE and TM input lights.
Figure 3-7 (a) and (b) shows the transmission spectra of the MBR for both TE and TM
input modes when the polariser is set to TE and TM transmission angles. The tapered
fibre is placed at the centre of the FIB-milled MBR between the two grooves with no air
gap. The results show, firstly, that there is a significant reduction in the number of
resonances observed in the transmission spectra, compared to the regular MBR shown
in Figure 3-4 with similar dimensions. No significant Q-factor degradation due to FIBmilling is seen. Secondly, for an input light at resonance wavelength with a specific
orthogonal polarisation, the output light power is a mixture of both polarisations. This
implies that, polarisation cross-coupling occurs due to the presence of the
microresonator. An s-to-p-polarisation conversion efficiency, ηs→p, can be defined and
denoted by ηs→p = Pp / Ps where Pp is the power of cross-coupled polarisation p, and Ps is
the output power of the polarisation s at off-resonance wavelength. For the WGMs
shown in green region of Figure 3-7 around 1550nm wavelength, polarisation
conversion efficiencies of ηTE→TM ~ 25% and ηTM→TE ~ 15% are calculated.

Figure 3-7 Transmission and polarisation cross-coupling spectra for a) TE, and b) TM tapered fibre
input mode for output polariser at both TE and TM polarisation states.
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3.4

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, I presented fabrication techniques of high Q factor microrod resonators
using modulated CO2 laser-milling. This fabrication method is based on material
ablation, and hence, allows milling on microstructures without significant thermal
effects on the rest of the device. With this technique microrod resonators with Q-factors
of ~105 are fabricated. Further, fire-polishing using electrical arcs in standard splicers
results in Q-factors in excess of 106.
Fabrication of high Q microbottle resonators using a “soften and compress” technique
is discussed, and different methods are employed in order to clean-up the spectra;
Shrinking the dimensions of the microbottle does not significantly reduce the number
of modes, and CO2 laser-milling on the resonator surface deteriorates the Q factor. On
the other hand, FIB-milling shows the most precise and effective way in order to
selectively ”kill” WGMs and clean-up spectra. Microgrooves with few microns offset
from the resonator centre are accurately fabricated along the MBR. A significant
reduction in the number of supported WGMs is observed while preserving the Q factors.
A polarisation resolved setup established in order to investigate the polarisation
conversion in FIB-milled MBRs. A maximum polarisation cross-coupling between TE
and TM modes of about 25%, due to the coupling to the resonator, was measured.
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Chapter 4 Rare-earth WGM Microlasers: Theory
4.1

Introduction

Owing to their high quality factor (Q), WGM microresonators have been widely
recognised as miniature micron-scale devices, which can sustain high internal optical
powers. Such capability along with small mode volume (V) of these structures, provide
enormous amount of optical intensities. This quality is highly favoured in applications
where efficient light-matter interactions are required such as nonlinear optics, Cavity
Quantum Electrodynamics (CQED) and lasers. Devices based on nonlinear phenomena
such as continuesly-pumped Kerr frequency combs, Brillouin and Raman lasers are
implemented with ultra-high Q WGM resonators. Further, the dynamic behaviour of
atoms in presence of high intensity and long duration optical modes is of importance
for CQED studies, for which WGMs have shown to be a powerful platform to provide
such strong coupling. On the other hand, several studies have been reported on
development of integrated and fibre-based rare-earth doped microlasers which shows
the importance of such compact devices. WGM microresonators have played an
essential role in developing the field of photonics, and as new low loss materials emerge,
these devices are employed for light generation not only in the conventional telecom
wavelengths, but also further into the mid-IR.
WGM resonators are also great candidates for realization of low threshold and narrow
line-width microlasers, since they can exhibit high quality factors and small mode
volumes (high Q/V). Among various configurations proposed, recently, a new type of
resonators called Microbottle Resonators (MBRs) show great prospects for sensing,
telecom, lasing and CQED applications. Due to their quasi-harmonic profile, the
supported axial modes in the same radial order family show broken frequency
degeneracy, in contrast with microsphere resonators. This property of MBRs can be
proven advantageous in CQED applications where the interaction of atom with single
optical mode at single frequency is desired. Moreover, in sensing applications it is
extremely important to have high Q single resonances well-separated in frequency, in
order to have high sensitivity, as well as, adequate sensing range. I later show that
single mode operation is possible using microbottle resonator lasers, which naturally
provide high sensitivities. Therefore, understanding MBRs and especially their
performance as laser cavities is important given their broad range of possible
applications.
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On the other hand, thanks to the well-developed Yb and Er-doped fibre amplifier and
laser technology, such rare-earth materials have shown significant advantages in
realization of high gain, high power and low noise active devices in near-IR
wavelengths. The fabrication of Yb/Er doped silica fibres is well established making
them commercially available at low cost. Hence, combination of such rare-earth dopants
with high Q WGM resonators opens up a new platform for the realization of high Q,
high relative power and single frequency microlasers.
In this chapter, following the approach presented in [122], I adopt a model to analyse
the behaviour of Yb-doped microresonators using the well-known theory of quasi-threelevel laser systems, which is used frequently in fibre amplifiers and lasers. Then, the
developed model is employed to analyse the tapered fibre-coupled microbottle lasers.
First, the upper-state population inversion in a general microcavity is given in terms of
the Giles parameters and the cavity Q factors. Then, the lasing condition (threshold
condition) as a function of the signal Q’s is derived. The minimum condition for lasing
as function of intrinsic Q’s, dopant concentration and signal wavelengths is studied.
Then, relations of the internal signal and p ump powers, threshold input pump power
and lasing slope efficiency, for a tapered fibre-couple microbottle resonator are derived.
Afterwards, the developed theory is employed to analyse lasing of the fundamental
pump and signal modes of a typical microbottle laser. Such analyses include the effects
of fibre-resonator coupling condition, intrinsic Q of both pump and signal modes, dopant
concentration and the signal wavelength on the laser performance.
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4.2

Gain/loss and Rate Equations in Yb3+:silica Material

Figure 4-1 a) Schematic diagram of a quasi-three level laser model ,b) energy level structure, and c)
absorption and emission cross-section spectra of Yb3+ ions.

Yb-doped fibre lasers are wide-spread due to their broad gain bandwidth, high
efficiency and great pump absorption, resulting in high output powers and ultrafast
pulse operation. In a rare-earth-doped material, a seed signal within the emission
spectral range can be amplified through the stimulated emission process. Figure 4-1 (a)
and (b) show the energy level structure of Yb3+ ions [123] consisting of two manifolds,
namely ground state (2F7/2) with Stark levels of L0 – L3, and excited state (2F5/2) including
U0 – U2 Stark levels. In the active medium, propagating pump (signal) photons are
-2
absorbed and emitted with cross-sections of σ pabs( s ) [m-2] and σ ems
p ( s ) [m ], respectively.

Absorption and emission cross-sections of Yb3+-doped silica glass fibres are dependent
to wavelength [123]. In Figure 4-1 (c), there are three important transition points. First,
976nm wavelength range, where the absorption and emission cross-sections are equal
and correspond to energy transfer between the lowest energy levels in ground and
excited states (L0 ↔ U0). Second, 920nm wavelength range, which corresponds to energy
transfer from the L0 Stark level of ground state to either U1 or U2 levels in excited state.
Finally, 1030nm range, where the emission and absorption cross-sections have
maximum difference and is preferred for signal amplification (energy transfer between
L1 and U1). Owing to the broad absorption and emission cross-sections of Yb3+, signal
wavelength can be designed to be anywhere in the range between 976-1200nm, and
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pump wavelength can lie in a broad range of 900-980nm based on the requirements of
the specific application.
Let’s assume ground and excited state populations per unit volume are denoted as N0
and N2, respectively. Then, the total population of Yb3+ ions is equal to NT = N0 + N2.
Originated from the modelling of Er-doped Fibre Amplifiers (EDFAs), the absorption
and emission coefficients named as Giles parameters, for both pump and signal, per
unit length, are respectively defined as [124]

α s , p ≡ Γ s , p NT σ sabs
,p

4-1

g s*, p ≡ Γ s , p NT σ sems
,p

where Γs,p is the ratio of the signal (pump) modal overlap with the active medium such
that 0 ≤ Γs,p ≤ 1, with Γs,p = 1 representing the complete mode-active-medium overlap.
Ignoring the Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) at signal wavelength, without any
loss of generality, the intensity variation of the pump and signal (dIs,p) along the length
of dz can be written as
dI s , p
dz

=

(g

*
s, p

N 2 − α s , p N 0 − α spassive
) I s, p .
,p

4-2

N 0 and N 2 are the normalized ground and upper-state populations to NT. The total

passive losses that pump and signal undergo due to scattering, material absorption,
bending, etc are denoted as α spassive
.
,p
Furthermore, the time-dependent rate equation corresponding to both upper and
ground state populations, considering all the propagating signal and pump modes, can
be written in the form of

dN 0
=
dt

∑ hν ( g
I si

i

si

*
si

)

N2 − α s, p N0 + ∑
i

I pi

hν pi

(g

*
pi

)

N 2 − α pi N 0 + N 2

NT
τ Yb
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where ν p (ν s ) is the pump (signal) optical frequency of mode i, h is the Plank’s constant
i

i

and τ Yb is the relaxation rate of Yb3+ ions from the upper state to ground state. Eq. 4-3
shows that the decay rate of N0 is determined by the amount of photon energy flux from
the ground state to upper state due to pump i, and from upper state to the ground one
induced by signal i. It should be noted that because of constant total ion population
dN0 / dt = – dN2 / dt. Considering a 3D medium, the mode intensity is driven from optical
modal power per unit volume [125] by Is,p = |as,p|2 / Vs,p where as,p is the complex signal
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(pump) mode field value, and Vs,p is the corresponding quantum mode volume, which for

 

a given electric field of Em ( r ) , is calculated by definition[126] from


Vm =



∫ ε (r ) E (r )

2

m

VQ


d 3r

( {

  
max ε ( r ) Em ( r )

})
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2



where r is the vector indicating the coordinates of each space point, and the integral is


taken over VQ defined as the total volume of the medium. ε ( r ) is the relative




permittivity of the dielectric such that ε ( r ) = n 2 ( r ) .
At the steady state, the amount of ground and upper state populations remain constant
such that dN0 / dt = – dN2 / dt = 0, hence, using Eq. 4-3, the normalized upper-state
population inversion of ions in terms of the modal powers, can be derived such that
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2
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2
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NT

τ Yb

where nsi and npi are the refractive indices at signal and pump wavelengths, respectively.
Moreover, from Eq. 4-2 the signal gain (gs) and pump loss (lp) per unit length can be
obtained from the Giles parameters and upper-state population inversion such that
g=
N 2 (α s + g s* ) − α s
s

α p N 2 (α p + g *p )
l p =−

.

4-6

Figure 4-2 plots the calculated gain per unit length for Yb3+:silica material with
NT = 1.16 × 1026m-3 concentration as the upper-state population inversion percentage
increases. The chosen concentration is the estimated value from our actual
experimental results which will be used in the next chapters. The calculated gain
spectra reveals two important phenomena in Yb3+:silica active medium. First, if the
pump wavelength is chosen at 976nm wavelength where the maximum absorption of
Yb3+ happens, the upper-state population cannot exceed ~50%, since the absorption and
emission cross-sections are identical at this wavelength. Hence, in order to achieve
inversions greater than 50%, the pump wavelength should be designed at ~920nm band
where the absorption is less than the one at 976nm, but the emission is very low (see
Figure 4-2 right top graph). Second, the peak gain wavelength depends on the inversion
level. At high inversions, the peak gain happens at ~1030nm, while as the inversion
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Figure 4-2

Left: calculated gain per unit length for Yb3+:silica material as the upper-state population

inversion percentage increases. Top right: obtained maximum inversion percentage from the gain spectra.
Bottom right: peak of the gain spectra as a function of inversion level.

level decreases the maximum gain red-shifts. At very low inversions, since the
absorption is high, signal undergoes loss (negative gain) at ~1030nm, while due to small
emission and almost zero absorption, signal experiences gain at wavelengths above
~1080nm (see Figure 4-2 right bottom graph).

4.3

Population Inversion, Signal and Pump Qs in Microcavity
Lasers

In a generic passive microcavity, the optical losses will be mainly due to either intrinsic
losses including absorptions from material impurities, Rayleigh scattering, surface
inhomogeneity scattering, radiation losses caused by the device curvature, or the
external losses induced by the coupling mechanism by which the optical power is outcoupled. On the other hand, in the case of doped cavities, the effects of dopant
absorption and emission should be considered in order to determine the total losses of
both pump and signal. For this purpose, let us consider the time evolution of the signal
mode with effective refractive index of ns inside the active cavity as
 1
das
1 
c
=
−
+
 as + g s as
τ
dt
τ
n
ext ( s ) 
s
 0( s )

4-7

where τ0(s), τext(s) and τYb(s) are the decay rates of signal power due to intrinsic losses, outcoupling and dopant absorption, respectively as demonstrated in Figure 4-3. The speed
of light and signal gain are accordingly denoted by c and gs. At steady state where the
signal power does not change with time, das / dt = 0, and the above equation reduces to
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Figure 4-3 General loss mechanisms contributing in an active cavity.

=
gs

ns  1
1 
+

.
c  τ 0( s ) τ ext ( s ) 
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This relation leads to the well-known threshold condition, where the signal gain is equal
to the total losses. On the other hand, the total losses of the signal per unit length ( α sT )
can be determined in terms of the Q factors. Let us denote the intrinsic, external (due
to out-coupling loss) and Yb absorption Q’s of the signal by Q0(s), Qext(s) and QYb(s),
respectively. By assuming the total passive Q of the signal to be QTpassive ( s ) , then, the total
signal loss, α Tpasive ( s ) , is given by

α Tpassive
=
(s)

ω

Q

2π ns
n
=
⋅ s
T
c Q passive ( s ) λs

s
T
passive ( s )

2π ns  1
1 
=
+


λs  Q0( s ) Qext ( s ) 
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where ωs is the optical angular frequency of the signal with wavelength λs. It should be
noted that QYb(s) is the Q factor induced by Yb3+ dopants absorption or emission indicated
by αYb(s) per unit length, and are related by
1
QYb ( s )

λs
λs 
λ
=
αYb ( s ) =
α s − N 2 (α s + g s* )  =
− s α Tpassive ( s )

2π ns
2π ns
2π ns
= −

1
QTpassive ( s )
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.

0,
Equation 4-10 indicates that total 1/Q of the signal is equal to 1/ QTpassive ( s ) + 1/ QYb ( s ) =

which means that signal experiences an infinite Q factor at threshold (as there is signal
output without signal input). In reality, this does not happen, and generated Amplified
Spontaneous Emission (ASE) is responsible for broadening the lasing linewidth and
keeping the total Q finite.
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Figure 4-4 Required normalized upper-state population inversion for lasing (at λs = 1068nm) as function
of external signal Qext(s) for various a) intrinsic Q0(s)’s, and b) dopant concentration NT. Dashed lines
translate the normalized inversion into pump wavelength above which the corresponding inversion is
not achievable.

Moreover, from the gain relation given in Eq. 4-6, the normalized population inversion
at and above lasing threshold can be determined as

αs +
N2
=

2π ns

⋅

1

λs Q
=
αs + g
T
passive ( s )
*
s

αs +

2π ns  1
1 
⋅
+

λs  Q0( s ) Qext ( s ) 
.
α s + g s*
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Equation 4-11 is an important relation as it gives the minimum required conditions for
signal generation at threshold. Let us consider a signal at wavelength λs = 1068nm with
Yb3+ concentration of NT = 1.16 × 1026m-3. These values closely relate to the fundamental
mode of a microbottle resonator which I will be using in experiments in the next
chapters. Figure 4-4 (a) and (b) show the normalized upper-state population as function
of intrinsic Q0(s), external Qext(s) and dopant concentration of NT. The results demonstrate
that the required normalised upper-state population is symmetric about the Q0(s) = Qext(s)
line as the total Q is dominated by the smaller one of the Q0(s) or Qext(s). On the other
hand, as expected, as the total Q increases, the minimum normalized required inversion
for lasing lowers.
The minimum required inversion for lasing is also dependent on the dopant
concentration. As depicted in Figure 4-4 (b), for given intrinsic losses (fixed Q0(s)), the
lasing possibility can be enhanced by increasing the dopant concentration. For low
external Q’s (Qext(s) < Q0(s)), lasing is possible only with increased dopant concentration.
For Qext(s) > Q0(s), on the other hand, the behaviour is dominated by the intrinsic Q and
the required dopant concentration is fixed. At very high total Q and/or high dopant
concentration, as Eq. 4-11 indicates, the minimum required upper-state population
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inversion for lasing is independent from QTpassive ( s ) and NT , and is only a function of signal
wavelength. In these cases, the inversion is clamped at the value of αs / (αs + gs*). For
λs = 1068nm, the normalized inversion clamps at ~9.7%. In addition, Q factors and
dopant concentration values below which no lasing can occur is indicated as “No Lasing
Possible” regions in Figure 4-4.
Additionally, such population inversion-microcavity Q map (shown in Figure 4-4) can
be translated into pump wavelength requirements. The illustrated dashed contour lines
correspond to the maximum inversion achievable by each λp. In other words, lasing can
be achieved everywhere in the coloured region, but it will require different pump
wavelengths. It is shown that the λp = 915nm pump wavelength can cover the widest
combination of dopant concentrations and microcavity external Q factors.
From Eq. 4-6, it can be easily deduced that at threshold, where the signal power is much
smaller than the pump power, the maximum upper-state population is limited by

αp
N2
≤
.
NT α p + g *p
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In order to set the minimum requirement to achieve lasing for a given dopant
concentration, by substituting Eq. 4-11 in inequality 4-12, it can be derived that
1
NT

 1
1
+

 Q0( s ) Qext ( s )

 Γ λ  σ pabs

M ( λ p , λs )
⋅ σ abs + σ sems ) − σ sabs  =
 ≤ s s  abs
ems ( s

 2π ns  σ p + σ p
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where M (λp, λs) is only dependent on the doped material parameters at pump and signal
wavelengths. Let us define min{Q0(s)} (min{Qext(s)}) as the minimum intrinsic (external)
Q of signal required for lasing obtained when Qext(s) ≫ Q0(s) (Q0(s) ≫ Qext(s)), then,
min{Q0(s)} = min{Qext(s)} = [NT. M (λp, λs)]-1. Figure 4-5 (a) shows the boundary curves

indicating the required Q0(s) and Qext(s) in order to achieve normalized population
inversion 0.5 (deduced from Eq. 4-12), corresponding to pump wavelength of 976nm, for
various dopant concentrations. The signal wavelength is 1068nm. When the dopant
concentration decreases, lasing happens only at high Qs corresponding to smaller
intrinsic and coupling losses. Moreover, each curve is characterised by an important
“knee” point for which

=
Q0( s )
Q=
2 min{
=
Q0( s ) } 2 min{Qext ( s ) } .
ext ( s )
Knee

Knee
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4-14

Figure 4-5 Boundary curves indicating the required a) Q0(s) for various dopant concentrations, and b) NT
for different intrinsic Q factors, as a function of external Q factors (Qext(s)), in order to achieve N 2 = 0.5 ,
corresponding to λp = 976nm (λs = 1068nm).

This point corresponds to the critical coupling point in which the external losses are
equal to the intrinsic ones.
On the other hand, a lower bound on dopant concentration can be deduced using
Eq. 4-13. The minimum required dopant concentration, NT(NoLasing), for a given signal and
pump wavelengths, can be evaluated by assuming Qext(s) ≫ Q0(s). Then, for a fixed

intrinsic Q factor of Q0(s) imposed by fabrication process, NT(NoLasing) = [Q0(s). M (λp, λs)]-1. To

clarify, NT(NoLasing) is the smallest value of dopant concentration when there is no external
out-coupling loss induced on the signal. Figure 4-5 (b) shows the required dopant
concentration NT for signal and pump wavelengths of respectively 1068nm and 976nm
as a function of the external Q factors (Qext(s)), for different intrinsic Q factors (Q0(s)). It
is also shown that the lower bound, NT(NoLasing), increases as Q0(s) decreases.
It should be noted that Eq. 4-13 is dependent on both pump and signal wavelengths
through the emission and absorption cross-section spectra. Here, considering the
experimental conditions, the pump wavelength, in most cases, is fixed at 976nm, which
can be provided by conventional solid-state laser diodes, while, due to the broad
emission of Yb3+, the signal wavelength can lie anywhere in the 1020-1200nm range.
Using Eq. 4-13, Figure 4-6 plots the minimum required intrinsic Q to achieve lasing for
signal at critical coupling condition (the so-called “knee” point), as a function of dopant
concentration and signal wavelength. The pump wavelength is chosen to be 976nm. The
results show that at shorter signal wavelengths (i.e. ~1030nm), due to high gain value,
the minimum Q required for lasing is smaller than the one at longer wavelengths. This
implies that, in order to have lasing at longer wavelengths, the cavity quality should be
improved by lowering the intrinsic losses. Figure 4-6 is important from the
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Figure 4-6 Minimum required intrinsic Q to achieve lasing for signal critical coupling (knee point), as
function of dopant concentration and lasing wavelength. Pump wavelength at 976nm.

experimental perspective, since it provides a quick criterion on choosing the suitable
cavity design in order to achieve lasing at a desired wavelength. We, later in the
experimental chapters, use such useful Q – λ map to expand lasing to longer
wavelengths.
Furthermore, similarly to Eq. 4-2, the variation of pump power (|ap|2) along length dz in
terms of the passive losses ( α ppassive ) and losses due to Yb3+ absorption (lp) is given by
d ap
dz

2

)

(

=
− α p − N 2 ( g *p + α p ) a p − α ppassive a p
=
− (l p + α

passive
p

)a

2

2
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2
p

where α ppassive = 2π n p / (Q0( p ) λ p ) in which np, Q0(p) and λp are effective refractive index,
intrinsic Q and wavelength of pump mode, respectively. In a microcavity structure, the
total Q of pump ( QTp ) can be derived from the Q’s due to Yb3+ absorption/emission (QYb(p))
and the total passive losses on the pump mode ( QTpassive ( p ) ), hence
1
1
1
=
+ T
T
Q p QYb ( p ) Q passive ( p )
=

1
QYb ( p )

+

1
Q0( p )

+

1
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Qext ( p )

where Qext(p) is the Q factor corresponding to losses on pump mode caused by out
coupling, and QYb(p) can be evaluated from
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1
Q(Yb ) p

=

λp
λp
α p − N 2 (α p + g *p )  .
lp =

2π n p
2π n p 
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Equations 4-16 and 4-17 suggest that if the dopant concentration is kept low, then, the
total Q is not significantly affected by the Yb3+ absorption, and total pump Q follows
closely the passive one. If the dopant concentration is very high and the inversion level
is low, the effect of Yb-absorption becomes important, such that at low inversion levels,
the QYb(p) will be dominant. Whereas, as the inversion increases, due to increase in the
emission of Yb3+, the loss caused by dopant absorption decreases resulting in enhanced
QYb(p). Hence in this case, the total Q of the pump mode will be dominated by the total
passive Q.

4.4

Pump and Signal Powers, Lasing Threshold and Efficiency

Equation4-5 gives the normalized upper-state population inversion in terms of
intra-cavity pump and signal mode powers. On the other hand, from the threshold
condition given in Eq. 4-11, the upper-state population inversion can be evaluated as
function of signal losses and the emission/absorption cross-sections. Thus, if we know
the internal pump power, the signal power can be determined accordingly. Let us
consider the tapered fibre coupled resonator configuration illustrated in Figure 4-7 (a),
where as an example, an active microbottle resonator is considered. Input pump mode
is coupled into the resonator from one side of the tapered fibre, and pump and signal
WGMs are excited inside the resonator. The excited pump and generated signal modes
are coupled out into the tapered fibre due to the evanescent field overlap and photon
tunnelling between the resonator and the fibre modes. It should be noted that due to

Figure 4-7 a) Schematic 3D demonstration, and b) cross-section of tapered fibre-coupled microbottle
laser.
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multi-directional emission of Yb3+ ions, in reality, both forward and backward signal
WGMs are excited, and coupled out into the tapered fibre.
Following the same transfer matrix method developed in Chapter 2, the intra-cavity
pump WGM power, |ap|2, in terms of input pump power, sp, is evaluated as
ap = e
2

− j β c Lc

1 − tc ( p ) e

(

jκ cf ( p )

)

− l p +α ppassive Lrt

2

e

− j (ϕrt − β c Lc )
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sp

where βc is the light propagation constant in the coupling region, and Lc is the coupler
length. κcf (p) is the coupling efficiency of tunnelling pump fibre mode to the cavity pump
WGM, and tc(p) is the transmission coefficient of the pump WGM inside the cavity, and
is approximately calculated from the power conservation relation such that
|tc(p)|2 + |κfc(p)|2 = 1, where κfc(p) is the pump coupling efficiency from the cavity into the fibre.
φrt

is

the

round-trip

phase

shift

of

pump

mode

evaluated

from

φrt = βp Lrt = (2π / λp)neff (p)(2πR0), in which Lrt is the round-trip cavity length (2πR0), and neff (p)
signifies the effective refractive index of pump WGM. Without loss of generality, in
order to simplify the calculations, the total coupling coefficient along the cavity
curvature is calculated by the approximation given in [85] such that

κ ij2 κ ij2 ( S0 )
=


( β − β j ) 2 
π R0
exp − R0 i

2γ f
γf
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where κij2(S0) is calculated from the overlap integrals given in Eq. 2-9, β denotes the
propagation constant, i and j correspond to either fibre or cavity. R0 and rf are the centre
of microbottle and fibre radii, respectively, and γf = αf K1 (αf rf ) / K0 (αf rf ), where
αf = (βf 2 – k2 n02)1/2, in which k is the free space wave-number, and n0 denotes the index of
the cladding. K0 and K1 are the modified Hankel functions of the zero and first orders,
respectively. The output pump power, sTrp , can be calculated from the interference of the
uncoupled transmitted pump power with the out-coupled intra-cavity mode, such that
2



κ cf ( p )κ fc ( p )
 s
sTrp e − jβc Lc  t f ( p ) +
=
(l p +α ppassive )Lrt j(ϕrt −βc Lc )  p

t f ( p) − e
e
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where tf (p) is the transmission coefficient of the fibre pump mode. Considering the
regime where only a single pump and single signal mode propagate inside the cavity,
then, using Eq. 4-5, the signal power can be derived as
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It is important to realize that Eq. 4-21 evaluates the internal signal power in terms of
the pump power and the upper-state population level at a given wavelength.
Subsequently, the output signal power Ps, is the amount of its intra-cavity power which
couples out of the cavity, i.e. Ps = κfc (s)2 |as|2.
The threshold input pump power can be calculated from the fact that the intra-cavity
signal power is zero at threshold (|as|2 = 0). Therefore, by combining Eq.s 4-18 and
4-214-18 the threshold pump power is derived as

2

s thp =

n p hv pV p N 2 NT 1 − t( c ) p e

(
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− l p +α ppassive Lrt

e
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2

.
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It is worth mentioning that the last relation gives a minimum value for the threshold
input pump power, since, the upper-level population inversion is calculated from the
assumption of the threshold condition given in Eq. 4-8. The slope efficiency can be
obtained, by definition, from the ratio of the increase rate of the output signal power to
the one of the input pump power, as

η≡

dPs
d sp

*
ns vsVs α p − N 2 (α p + g p ) 
=
(κ fc ( s ) κ cf ( p ) ) n v V 
*

p p p
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.
⋅
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e
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In the next section, such relations will be applied to the microbottle resonator lasers,
which will be studied in the next chapters.
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4.5

Analysis of Yb3+-doped Microbottle Resonator Lasers (MBLs)

Let us consider the system of microbottle resonator coupled to a tapered fibre
schematically shown in Figure 4-7. As previously described, the pump launching and
signal collection are done through the same tapered fibre. Unlike perfect microsphere
cavities where different axial (angular) modes belonging to the same radial order, are
frequency degenerate, microbottle resonators exhibit broken frequency degeneracy for
all the families of axial modes having a fixed radial order. Figure 4-8 (a) shows the
intensity profile of the first five axial modes with radial order of one for a typical
microbottle resonator at 1070±2nm wavelength band. The dimensions of the
microbottle resonator is as depicted in Figure 4-8 (b) corresponding to the device which
will be studied experimentally in the next chapter. The modes profile of the resonator
are calculated using general Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) [127]. The evanescent
field modal profile of a typical microbottle WGM outside the resonator varies in an
exponential fashion in the radial direction. This is known to provide a degree of freedom
in controlling the coupling to a WGM. Coupling can be achieved by gradually changing
the air gap between the resonator and the excitation tapered fibre. In practical
conditions, such air gap should not exceed few hundreds of nanometres in order to have
an efficient coupling. In microspheres, varying the resonator-taper air gap is the only
way to control the coupling coefficient of the system. This requires complex and

Figure 4-8 a) Intensity profile of the first five axial modes with radial order of one at 1070±2nm
wavelength band corresponding to fabricated microbottle resonator shown in b with given dimensions.
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expensive experimental apparatus, as for small air gaps (below 100nm) static forces
between the taper and the resonator makes it very hard to control the position of the
tapered fibre. On the other hand, changing the fibre position in nanometer scales
requires precise alignment equipment, and due to the sharp decay of the evanescent
field of WGMs into the air cladding, the coupling coefficient will be very sensitive to the
fluctuations in the air gap width.
At the same time, microbottle resonators present another way of tuning coupling
condition between the tapered fibre and the resonator. Due to the tapered quasiharmonic profile of the microbottles, it is possible to couple in various orders of WGMs
by axially translating the tapered fibre along the curvature of the resonator profile.
Microbottles with typical dimensions used in our experiments, support fundamental
modes with size of more than ten microns in the axial direction. This is an important
property of such resonators which provides the possibility of tuning the coupling in
micron scale, even when the tapered fibre is in contact with the resonator surface. The
system would be more mechanically stable compared to the case where tapered fibre
freely floats in the air.
Moreover, in perfect microspheres, WGMs always propagate along the circumference
closest to the taper, regardless of the taper position. Thus, the mode profile in axial
(angular) direction is always symmetric with respect to the point where the fibre is
coupled. While, in microbottles, which can be considered as extremely deformed
microspheres, due to the tapered quasi-harmonic profile of the resonator, the WGMs
will always have fixed “turning points” which are axially symmetric with respect to the
centre of the resonator. Hence, it is possible to change the coupling coefficient (modal
overlap) to WGMs by changing the tapered fibre position along the resonator profile.
The external Q factor of the pump and signal can be calculated in terms of the coupling
coefficient using the following relation

Qext ( wgm ) =

mwgmπ

κ fc ( wgm )

2

.

where mwgm is the azimuthal mode number of the corresponding WGM.
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4-24

Effects of intrinsic modal Q factors on MBL characteristics
In this section, I investigate the effect of intrinsic Q factor and tapered fibre offset on
the main optical characteristics of MBLs, such as signal and pump extrinsic Qs,
internal and output powers, threshold pump power and laser efficiency. Figure 4-9 (a)
plots the calculated external Q factors of both pump and signal fundamental modes as
a function of the taper offset from the resonator centre. The pump wavelength is chosen
to be at ~976nm corresponding to maximum absorption of Yb3+ and signal wavelength
is at ~1068nm. The external Q factors of pump and signal modes follow closely the

Figure 4-9 a) calculated external Q factor of fundamental pump and signal modes, internal b) pump and
c) signal, d) Output signal powers, e) threshold input pump power, and f) slope efficiency, as a function of
taper offset from the resonator centre and intrinsic signal Q. The intrinsic pump Q is 106, the dopant
concentration NT = 1.16×1026m-3 and the input pump power is 1mW.
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shape of the mode profile along the axial axis. The pump Q is slightly higher than the
signal one since the mode size at the pump wavelength is smaller, which decreases the
strength of the evanescent WGM field. Thus, smaller modal overlap between the WGM
and the fibre mode results in smaller coupling coefficient leading to higher Q factor.
Internal pump power is an important parameter, as it largely defines the lasing
threshold and other nonlinear effects, and it is plotted in Figure 4-9 (b).

If we

intentionally improve the intrinsic Q of the signal, the internal pump power does not
change significantly since the pump power is limited by its intrinsic Q factor at a fixed
offset. The maximum internal pump power is achieved for a tapered fibre offset of
~14μm. As shown in Figure 4-9 (a), this offset corresponds to a pump external Q of ~106
and, therefore, critical pump coupling. For smaller offsets there is no lasing due to
pump overcoupling. For the offset of 14μm the corresponding signal external Q is
~5×105 (see Figure 4-9 (a)) and as a result there is no lasing for signal external Q factors
below that value, this time due to signal overcoupling.
On the other hand, as plotted in Figure 4-9 (c) and (d), the internal and output signal
power is highest for tapered fibre offset of ~14μm and critical pump coupling, as well
as, intrinsic signal Qs larger than the corresponding critical value of ~5×105 . This is
due to high pump power inside the resonator, which implies high level of upper-state
population. As the offset increases, the internal and output signal power decreases since
the population inversion and consequently the gain decrease. At fixed offsets,
increasing the intrinsic signal Q does not significantly change the internal and output
signal power as the total Q, and hence, the losses are limited by the external Q factor
and the level of inversion which are determined by the taper offset. It should be noted
that the internal signal and pump powers are connected through the population
inversion set by the fibre offset. Interesting observation about the relation between
internal and output signal powers is that, although the internal signal power is not zero
at larger offsets (e.g. at 18µm), the output signal power is close to zero. This is due to
the fact that the pump and the signal modes exhibit slightly different coupling
coefficients along the resonator owing to different mode sizes and external Q’s. It should
be noted that the coupling efficiency from the fibre into the resonator is usually smaller
than the one from the resonator to the fibre. This shows that the rate of power coupling
into the resonator is not necessarily identical to the out-coupling one, as it depends on
the coupling regime (over-, under- or critical- coupling) under which the resonator-taper
system operates. The effect of these phenomena is more pronounced for higher order
modes, which I will investigate in more detail in the experimental Chapter 5.
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Figure 4-10 Internal and output signal powers as a function of input pump power for a) fixed signal
intrinsic Q of 107 at various offsets, and b) fixed offset of 14µm at various intrinsic signal Q’s.

The calculated input pump power threshold and the lasing efficiency are plotted in
Figure 4-9 (e) and (f). As expected, the pump threshold is to large extend inversely
proportional to the internal (c.f. Figure 4-9 (b) and (e)) and the overall efficiency follows
the output signal variation. For the current case of pump and signal fundamental mode
excitation and the parameters of Figure 4-9, optical efficiencies in excess of 20% are
calculated under conditions of critical pump coupling.
Furthermore, the internal and output signal powers can be calculated from Eq. 4-21 as
a function of the input pump power. The results at constant signal intrinsic Q of 107
and offset of 14µm are respectively plotted in Figure 4-10 (a) and (b). When the intrinsic
Q of the signal is fixed, the loss on the signal is determined by the level of the inversion
and the external losses which are determined by the taper offset (see Figure 4-10 (a)).
On the other hand, at fixed taper offset (Figure 4-10 (b)), the internal signal power is
maximum where the intrinsic Q of signal provides critical coupling.
An important parameter in determining the MBL characteristics is the intrinsic Q
factor of the pump mode. Figure 1-11 plots the internal and output signal powers for
the case of intrinsic pump Q factor of Q0 (p) = 105, for input pump power of 1mW. When
compared to Q0 (p) = 106 (see Figure 4-9) the overall efficiency is dropped from 20% to
~3%.
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Figure 4-11 a) Internal and b) output signal powers as a function intrinsic signal Q and offset. c) Internal
and d) output signal powers as a of input pump power and offset for fixed intrinsic signal Q of 107, and
e) the corresponding threshold pump power.
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Effects of dopant concentration on MBLs
Another important factor in designing microcavity lasers is the concentration of the
active dopants in the host material, which is determined largely by the fabrication
process. The bulk material gain and loss given by the Giles parameters in Eq. 4-1 are
directly proportional to the total dopant concentration. Hence, the level of the upperstate population inversion can be significantly altered by the dopant concentration. The
total passive Q of the fundamental pump and signal WGM corresponding to the MBL
of Figure 4-8 are calculated from 1 / QTpassive
= 1 / Q0 + 1 / Qext relation and plotted in Figure
4-12 (a). For the sake of simplicity, the intrinsic Q of both signal and pump are assumed
to be identical (which is a valid assumption) and equal to 106. Obviously, the total
passive Q at very high external Q’s (large offsets) clamps to the intrinsic one. Figure
4-12 (b-d) plot the internal pump, internal signal and optical efficiency, respectively, in
terms of the Yb3+ concentration and the fibre offset from the MBL centre. The white
region in the plots correspond to the “no lasing regime”, where as previously discussed,
the total losses (internal + out-coupling) on the signal mode are large and prohibit

Figure 4-12 a) Total passive Q of the fundamental pump and signal modes as function of offset, internal
b) pump Q and c) signal powers, and d) slope efficiency as a function of dopant concentration and offset
from the resonator centre.
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lasing. For all dopant concentrations, the internal pump power (Figure 4-12 (b)) is
highest where the conditions for pump mode critical coupling are met. As the tapered
fibre offset and/or the dopant concentration increase beyond the critical coupling values,
the internal pump power level decreases due to lower mode coupling and high internal
pump power absorption, respectively. In Figure 4-12 (c) it is shown that the maximum
internal signal power (~45mW) occurs for tapered fibre offsets of ~14µm and dopant
concentration of ~1026m-3. However, as shown in Figure 4-12 (d), the highest output
power and, therefore, the overall efficiency (~50%) occurs for small tapered fibre offsets
(<5µm) and dopant concentration of >3×1027m-3. This is due to the fact that the signal
in-coupling and out-coupling coefficients are different resulting in different optimum
conditions for signal storage and out-coupling. It should be mentioned that cooperative
up-conversion due to ion pairing (which happens in highly doped fibres) are not
considered here, in order to keep the analysis simple. Concentration quenching could
be easily taken into account in a simplified manner through the lifetime shortening of
Yb ions.

Figure 4-13 a) Total pasive Q of signal and pump modes as a function of taper offset, Internal b) pump
and c) signal powers, and d) slope efficiency as a function of dopant concentration and taper offset from
the resonator centre for intrinsic Q’s of 105.
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Furthermore, as previously discussed, the minimum dopant concentration to achieve
lasing is highly dependent on the value of the modal intrinsic Q’s. Figure 4-13 plots the
same MBL characteristics as in Figure 4-12, for intrinsic Q of both the signal and pump
fundamental modes of 105. The maximum achievable internal pump and signal powers
are significantly decreased owing to the higher intrinsic losses. At large taper offsets,
the total passive Q’s are obviously limited to power values by the higher intrinsic ones.
The maximum achievable efficiency cannot exceed ~40% at the optimum NT – offset
combination.
Lasing conditions as a function of lasing wavelength
In this section, I describe the required conditions in order to achieve lasing in a MBL
at desired signal wavelength for the fundamental pump and signal WGMs. The
achievable gain for specific signal mode depends on the wavelength of the signal which
determines the absorption and emission of Yb3+ at that particular wavelength. The
absorption and emission cross sections determine the required level of the upper-state
population in order to obtain net gain level at the signal wavelength.
I interpolated the mode volume and coupling coefficients at different wavelengths along
the lasing spectra from few numerically calculated samples of the fundamental mode.
As the wavelength of the signal increases, the corresponding mode size increases
monotonically. Figure 4-14 (a) plots the variation of the effective mode volume of the
fundamental modes over the emission band of Yb3+. The effective mode volume
increases in a linear fashion with respect to wavelength. On the other hand, the outcoupling efficiency which is a function of mode size, increases monotonically with
wavelength. The variation of the coupling efficiency for the fundamnetal mode is plotted
in Figure 4-14 (b), which demonstrates that, at a fixed fibre offset the coupling efficiency

Figure 4-14 Spectra of a) numerical and estimated values of the effective mode volume, and b)
interpolated coupling efficiency, for the fundamental mode of the MBL.
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Figure 4-15 a) internal signal power, b) slope efficiency, and c) threshold pump power as function of
signal wavelength and taper offset from resonator centre.

increases with wavelength. This is important since the external Q factor is determined
by the coupling coefficient, which in turn affects the required inversion level, and hence,
the signal gain.
Figure 4-15 (a) shows the internal signal power for 1mW input pump power as a
function of signal wavelength and tapered fibre offset from the resonator centre. The
intrinsic Q’s of both signal and pump are assumed to be 106 and the dopant
concentration is fixed at 1.16×1026 m-3. No lasing is observed for offsets smaller than
~12μm and signal wavelength longer than ~1110mn, primarily due to excessive signal
out-coupling. For the given conditions, the maximum internal signal power happens
around 1060nm, while the maximum efficiency (output signal power) occurs at
~1030nm, as shown in Figure 4-15 (b). Additionally, the input pump power threshold
(Figure 4-15 (c)) increases as the wavelength of the signal increases. These results
imply that it is more likely to achieve lasing at longer wavelengths if the tapered fibre
offset from the centre is increased. While, due to higher gain, and hence, lower total
signal losses at short wavelengths (i.e. ~1030nm), lasing is possible with smaller
tapered fibre offsets.
One way to expand the lasing possibility to longer wavelengths is improving the
intrinsic Q of the pump and signal WGMs. This can be experimentally achieved by
further thermal-polishing of the resonator surface, or controlling the purity of the host
material during the fabrication. Figure 4-16 shows the calculated achievable threshold
pump power and lasing efficiency of the fundamental pump and signal WGMs of MBL
at various intrinsic Q’s. Such results illustrate two different phenomena: 1) for the
given dopant concentration, no lasing is possible for offsets below ~11µm (this offset is
set by the value of the external Q factors), and 2) Lasing at longer wavelengths is
possible if and only if for given dopant concentration the intrinsic losses are lowered. It
should also be noted that the maximum achievable lasing slope efficiency is
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Figure 4-16 Threshold pump power and slope efficiency as function of lasing wavelength and taper offset
from resonator centre, for equal intrinsic Q of signal and pump of a, b) 2×105, c, d) 2×106, e, and f)
5×107.

significantly increased with higher intrinsic Q’s. For instance, the maximum slope
efficiency from 2% at intrinsic Q of 2×105 increases to ~50% at Q of 5×107.
As we have seen previously, altering the intrinsic Q factor broadens the lasing
possibility to longer wavelengths where due to low signal absorption and small modal
overlap, the total Q of the signal is high and the threshold pump power is low.
Otherwise, if the external signal Q is dominant, the lasing threshold will significantly
increase due to very low total signal and pump Q.
Finally, as previously discussed, the overall lasing characteristics can be manipulated
through the amount of dopant concentration. The input pump power threshold and
efficiency of the MBL for fundamental pump and signal mode at intrinsic Q of 106 are
plotted in Figure 4-17 for various dopant concentrations. The minimum taper offset in
order to achieve lasing for the fundamental modes, can be decreased by increasing the
dopant concertation. At very small offsets, due to over-coupling of the tapered fibre to
the signal and pump modes, the upper-state population is very low for low
concentrations (Figure 4-17 (a-d)) as no lasing is possible. As the dopant concentration
increases the population inversion at fixed offsets increases, which in turn enhances
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Figure 4-17 Threshold pump power and slope efficiency as function of lasing wavelength and taper offset
from resonator centre, for various dopant concentrations of a, b) 3×1025 m-3, c, d) 2×1026 m-3, e, and f)
5×1027 m-3.

the total signal gain. Hence, at higher dopant concentrations lasing becomes possible
at shorter wavelengths (i.e. ~1030nm), and as the concentration is further increased,
the lasing possibility for longer wavelengths increases even at smaller offsets.
These analyses are obviously dependent on the pump and signal mode profiles which
determines the offset-dependent coupling coefficients as well as the effective mode
volume. I will explore such effects on the lasing condition for higher order modes, which
naturally exist in MBLs, in the next chapters along with experimental studies.

4.6

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, a unified and general approach to study the performance of rare-earth
doped microcavity lasers is presented. Yb3+ as doping material, is specifically studied,
due to its simple energy level and high gain. The gain and loss on both pump and signal
modes are derived using the well-known two-level model theory. Then, using the
threshold condition in microcavity lasers, the required inversion level in order to
achieve lasing is derived in terms of signal losses and the Giles parameters (introduced
in the EDFA modelling). Results show that the minimum upper-state population
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Figure 4-18 Flowchart of the steps in simulating rare-earth doped cavities used in this study.

inversion to achieve lasing for a particular signal mode is determined by the losses
(intrinsic and loading) on the signal mode as well as dopant concentration. The pump
Q factor is also dependent on the inversion level and coupling conditions, such that, if
the concentration is high the total pump Q is always dominated by the excessive dopant
absorption.
Moreover, the internal and transmitted pump power for typical microbottle lasers
coupled to tapered fibres are derived in terms of coupling coefficients and intrinsic Q’s,
as well as the total losses induced by the active dopant. Then, signal power is calculated
from the rate equations that relate the internal pump power to the inversion level, and
consequently, the output signal lasing power can be calculated from the signal
out-coupling coefficient. Furthermore, the threshold pump power is derived from the
fact that at threshold, the intra-cavity signal power is zero. Then, the slope efficiency
of the laser can be easily calculated from the ratio of the output signal power to the
input pump power. Figure 4-18 briefly summarizes the steps employed in the
simulations.
Thanks to the quasi-harmonic profile of MBRs, it is possible to achieve efficient coupling
to a specific mode by translating the tapered fibre along the profile of the resonator.
This method provides an accurate and mechanically stable way to couple to desired
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WGMs. Having this in mind, the derived relations are then employed to analyse the
lasing characteristics of the fundamental pump and signal modes of typical microbottle
lasers depending on the coupling condition.
Results show that, for the fundamental pump and signal modes and given dopant
concentration, at very small taper offsets from the resonator centre, the threshold is
very high. This is due to the large cavity loading by the tapered fibre which has large
overlap with signal and pump modes at offsets close to centre of the resonator. The
output lasing signal power is maximum at the region where the pump and signal modes
are close to critical coupling. On the other hand, the dopant concentration plays an
important role in determining the gain and loss of pump and signal modes, and thus,
changing the corresponding ”knee” point that determines the regime under which the
lasing signal operates. As the Yb3+ concentration increases the total Q of pump mode
decreases due to higher absorptions. By increasing the taper offset from the resonator
centre, the internal pump power increases due to lower loading losses, until it goes into
the under-coupling regime, which decreases the internal pump power, and hence,
results in lower inversions. Therefore, the maximum internal signal power happens
where, first, the internal pump is high, and second, taper loading is low. This condition
happens almost at the offset where pump and signal are critically coupled. Whereas,
the maximum output signal happens where the signal out-coupling coefficient is
relatively high, which is closer to the centre.
Additionally, such results show that it is more likely to achieve lasing at longer
wavelengths if the tapered fibre offset from the centre is increased. While, due to the
higher gain, and hence, lower total losses on the signal at short wavelengths (i.e.
~1030nm), lasing becomes possible with small offsets. Lasing at longer wavelengths is
possible if, either for fixed dopant concentration, the intrinsic losses are lowered, or
alternatively, the dopant concentration is increased. Such compensation should be
considered to obtain enough inversion, and therefore, broaden the possible lasing
spectra, owing to the low gain of Yb dopants at long wavelengths.
The analyses presented in this chapter, can be employed to study the characteristics of
higher order lasing modes. Such study will be presented in the next chapters along with
experimental analysis.
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Chapter 5 Yb3+-doped Microbottle Resonator Lasers
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the performance of MBLs excited by tapered fibres is experimentally
explored. The theoretical model of Yb3+-doped MBLs which was developed in Chapter
4, is employed to elucidate the characteristics of such lasers. Owing to availability of
optical telecom devices at C-band, first the performance of MBL is characterised at
standard 1550nm wavelengths. Our study will involve estimations of the types of
excited WGMs, Q-factors, resonance frequency spacing and profile of a WGM resonator.
Such analysis can be further extended to predict properties of the device at 1µm
wavelength range where the availability of tunable lasers is limited. Microbottles have
shown great potential in realization of selectively-excited WGM resonators. This
capability would be very beneficial in employment of MBRs as laser cavities, since
precise pump mode selection is essential in determining the lasing characteristics and
wavelength. In this study, it is demonstrated how the lasing threshold, slope efficiency
and wavelength is altered by means of only translating the tapered fibre along the MBL
profile.
Moreover, MBLs normally exhibit multimode lasing due to the non-degenerate
multimode nature of such resonators. This affects the performance and stability of
MBLs through thermal instability and gain competition between lasing modes.
Reducing the number of lasing modes propagating inside the laser cavity will be
important, especially in the case when such devices are used as sensors. In this chapter,
three different methods are employed in order to clean-up the spectra: 1) high index
droplet, 2) excitation taper diameter alteration, and 3) FIB-milled microgroove
scatterers. Such methods are shown to be promising in achieving single/few-moded
lasing in such highly multimoded cavities.
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Figure 5-1 Passive and active characterisation setup used to characterize passive microbottle resonators
and lasers.

5.2

Characterisation Setup and Fabrication of MBL

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for characterisation of active
and passive microresonators is shown in Figure 5-1. A Tunable Laser Source (TLS) at
1540-1640nm wavelength range is used for passive characterisation. Alternatively, a
fibre Bragg grating stabilized single mode Continuous Wave (CW) ~976nm Laser Diode
(LD) is used in order to pump active devices. The output of the 976nm LD passes
through a 980nm optical isolator in order to prevent coupling of any back-reflected
pump light into the LD. The isolator naturally acts as an attenuator for longer
wavelengths, such that at around 1060nm, a favourable-attenuation of about 15dB was
measured. Then, the pump beam goes through a series of fiberized polarisation
controllers, which provides a maximum of 15dB discrimination between the two
orthogonal polarisations of the fibre modes. The polarisation controller unit is used in
order to optimize the coupling condition of taper-microresonator system and/or perform
polarisation-dependent measurements. The output of the polariser is spliced to a
tapered fibre in order to evanescently couple light into the microresonator. Then, the
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Figure 5-2 Optical image demonstrating the dimensions of the fabricated MBL.

out-coupled intra-cavity generated signal, the residual uncoupled and out-coupled
pump are transmitted through the tapered fibre into an Optical Spectrum Analyser
(OSA). An InGaAs Photo Detector (PD) is used to measure the transmitted power of the
device at steady-state in 1550nm wavelength band by sweeping the TLS wavelength.
The tapered fibre is fabricated using a micro-heater tapering rig system [128] and is
fixed on a U-shape stand on which the tapered fibre is taped from both sides. This
prevents the taper from unwanted mechanical drifts. The U-shape stand is then fixed
on a 3-axis translational stage providing a precise movement for the taper along the
microresonator using electrical servomotors. Such system is schematically shown in
Figure 5-1 as a block named “fibre-taper motion control unit”.
I fabricated Microbottle resonator Lasers (MBLs) using a large core Yb3+-doped silica
fibre (provided by Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH). The initial outer diameter of the fibre is
240µm and the doped core has a diameter of 200µm. Using a micro-heater setup, the
fibre diameter is tapered down to ~46µm resulting in an estimated active core diameter
of ~39µm. This leaves the active fibre with an un-doped cladding thickness of ~3.5µm.
MBLs are then fabricated using the “soften and compress” method discussed in Chapter
3. In this method, electrical arcs are applied onto the middle of a silica fibre, while the
two stems are pressed towards each other. Mechanical pressure and thermal softening
of the glass results in a bulge popping out in radial axis of the fibre which is called
Microbottle Resonator (MBR).
Further thermal polishing of the resonator will provide smoother surface leading to
higher Q-factor resonances, which may be beneficial in some applications. Figure 5-2
shows the fabricated MBL with stem fibre diameter of Df = 46.4µm, maximum resonator
diameter of Dc = 49.3µm and approximate neck-to-neck length of L = 220µm.
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5.3

Passive and Active Response of MBL

First, the resonator is characterised at 1550nm wavelength range where the Yb3+
dopants exhibit no light absorption and emission. A tapered fibre with ~2µm waist
diameter is coupled to the MBL from the top while touching the resonator surface. In
order to have sufficient coupling, the resonator and tapered fibre air gap should be
smaller than ~500nm owing to the fast decay of WGM evanescent field outside the
resonator. This requires a complex and expensive arrangement to avoid any mechanical
fluctuations. For instance, the tapered fibre can easily move around due to the air
flowing in a lab environment. Any change in the air gap can significantly alter the
coupling condition. A direct contact between the resonator and the tapered fibre can
provide better mechanical stability and guarantee a fixed zero air gap. Having precise
control on the resonator-taper air gap is extremely important in single (few)-moded
resonators such as microtoroid and microring resonators in order to efficiently phasematch and couple to a specific mode. On the other hand, MBRs, due to their curved
profile and extended geometry along the axial direction, have shown better flexibility

Figure 5-3 a) Close spectrum of fabricated MBR excited by 2µm-diameter taper from the centre showing
various resonances with distinct total Q-factors, and b) spectra of MBR as function of taper position
along the resonator axial axis exhibiting periodic excited groups of modes corresponding to azimuthal
and axial FSRs.
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Figure 5-4 Schematic demonstration of typical MBR resonance spectrum showing the definition of axial
and azimuthal FSRs for two different radial orders p = p1, p2 consisting of three arbitrary consecutive
azimuthal orders.

in selective-excitation and collection of WGMs by only translating the tapered fibre
along the resonator profile [117].
Figure 5-3 (a) plots a typical transmission spectrum of the fabricated MBR close to
1550nm band when the tapered fibre is placed on the centre of the resonator. The input
signal power is set to -5dBm in order to lower the thermal effects due to the heat
generated by the intra-cavity power build-up. WGMs with various total Q-factors are
observed to be excited. Such spectrum shows that depending on the coupling condition,
various resonances with desired Q can be excited. In this measurement, Q’s between
5×104 and 3×106 are observed.
Furthermore, similar to [129, 130], in order to determine the order of the excited modes,
transmission spectra of the resonator is measured along its profile. Figure 5-3 (b) shows
the spectra of the resonator between 1540-1560nm wavelengths when the taper position
is varied along the resonator profile. In order to understand such map it is important
to distinguish between groups of eigenmodes supported by an MBR. Eigenfrequencies
of an MBR are determined through three different quantum numbers indicated by m, p
and q corresponding to azimuthal, radial and axial spatial directions of the MBR,
respectively. The axial and azimuthal Free Spectral Ranges (FSRs) can be defined as
q
m
∆ν FSR
= ν m , p , q −ν m , p , q +1 and ∆ν FSR
= ν m , p , q −ν m +1, p , q . It is well-known that the eigenfrequencies

q
is linearly dependent to
along the axis exhibit the same frequency spacing, and ∆ν FSR
q
the profile of the MBR ( ∆ν FSR
∝ ∆k ). Δk determines the quasi-harmonic profile of the
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Figure 5-5 a) Detailed spectra of the fabricated MBR as function of taper position along the resonator
profile showing excitation of various axial modes, b) calculated axial FSR of the MBR as function of
curvature coefficient of the MBR profile, c) calculated azimuthal FSR as function of WGM radial order for
Δk = 0.0103µm-1, d) optical micrograph of the fabricated MBR and corresponding fitted harmonic profile
(dotted line), and e) typical spectral density obtained by exciting MBL coupled to a tapered fibre at offset
of ~25µm from the resonator centre (inset shows typical lasing peaks with various linewidths).

( z ) Rc / 1 + (∆kz ) 2 where Rc is the centre radius of the MBR and
MBR radius such that R=

z determines the axial distance from MBR centre [13]. On the other hand, the azimuthal
m
) varies for different groups of radial order modes. Higher order radial modes
FSR ( ∆ν FSR
m
since they have smaller effective refractive index (neff ) or equivalently
show longer ∆ν FSR

smaller effective radius.
Figure 5-4 schematically illustrates the distribution of resonance modes of a typical
MBR for two different radial orders of p1 and p2, for which three consecutive azimuthal
orders are shown. Each group of modes with identical azimuthal order (m), is consisted
q
of axial modes with same neff spaced with ∆ν FSR
in frequency. The next group of modes

with smaller azimuthal order (m –1) exhibit slightly smaller neff, and all are shifted by
m
.
∆ν FSR

The spectral map given in Figure 5-3 (b) exhibits these two different FSRs such that
m
q
= 11.7nm and ∆λFSR
= 2.4nm, where ∆λFSR denotes the FSR in wavelength. The
∆λFSR

overlap between fibre mode and WGMs varies as the taper position moves along the
resonator profile. The strength of the overlap follows the WGM intensity profile at the
MBR-air boundary. Such characteristics can be used to visualize the axial order of the
excited modes. Figure 5-5 (a) shows a close view of the spectra displaying the first and
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second order axial excited modes. The higher order modes, which are spaced relatively
close to these modes, correspond to higher order axial ones having smaller azimuthal
order.
Furthermore, the axial and azimuthal FSRs can be used to accurately determine the
radial order of the excited WGMs, as well as the profile of the MBR. An analytical
solution to determine the resonance wavelengths of MBRs is given in [13]. Figure 5-5 (b)
q
plots the calculated ∆λFSR
as function of Δk for an MBR with Rc = Dc /2 = 24.65µm. The
q
measured ∆λFSR
from Figure 5-3 (b) is in good agreement with the calculated one from

the analytical solution. Δk is estimated to be ~0.010 ± 0.002µm-1 by fitting a harmonic
curve to the MBR shown in the optical image in Figure 5-5 (d) (the inaccuracy in
measurement is calculated from the diffraction limit of the microscope objective with
NA = 0.25, and resolution of the captured image). There is slight deviation between the
q
calculated and experimentally-measured ∆λFSR
which is due to the difference between

the considered refractive index of glass (n = 1.45) in calculations and the real value
(which is not measured here due to experimental difficulties).
m
Moreover, Figure 5-5 (c) plots the calculated azimuthal FSR, ∆λFSR
, as a function of radial
m
indicates that radial order of the excited modes
order of WGMs. The measured ∆λFSR

should mainly lay within the range of 5-7. This is preferred when the MBR is used as a
laser cavity, since the Yb3+ dopants are distributed deeper inside the core of the active
fibre of which the MBR is initially made.
Given the high Q-factor and small mode volume of such MBRs, they are favoured to
realize narrow linewidth and low threshold microlasers. In order to characterize the
MBR as a cavity laser, a CW 976nm pump LD with ~300mW power and ~300pm
linewidth is launched through the tapered fibre. Figure 5-5 (e) shows the spectral
density of the collected output light through the other side of the tapered fibre after
coupling to the MBL at offset of ~25µm from the centre of the resonator. Pump mode
guided by the fibre is evanescently coupled into WGM of the resonator, and excites the
active dopants. Then the resulting spontaneously-emitted light from the active medium
couples in WGM of the resonator, and is amplified through stimulated emission. Lasing
lines corresponding to generated WGMs are observed in the emission range of Yb3+
between 1030-1150nm wavelengths. Any specific WGM within the dopants emission
band can be excited depending on the total induced loss and/or gain for that specific
mode. In the next sections, the required conditions and probability of lasing of WGMs
in an Yb3+-doped MBL is investigated.
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5.4

MBL Characteristics

For the sake of experimental convenience, the axial centre of MBL is used as a reference
point indicated by the maximum radius along the MBL. The fabricated MBL is first
characterised by a 2µm-diameter tapered fibre placed close to the centre of the MBL.
Figure 5-6 (a) shows the measured spectral density as function of launched pump
power. The spectra shows several lasing WGM signals collected through the tapered
fibre depending on the coupling condition. The power characteristics of the MBL as a
function of the pump power through the taper fibre is plotted in Figure 5-6 (b). It should
be noted that, for the sake of consistency through all experiments in this chapter, the
pump power is the measured pump power at the output of the tapered fibre when
uncoupled from the resonator. Output pump power of the taper is not nescessarilly
equal to its input power since the taper is not adiabatic for the possible excited higher
order modes. This value is always measured during each experiment. The output signal
power is obtained by adding up the integrated power spectral density of all lasing peaks.
The threshold launched pump power is ~4 mW as shown in Figure 5-6 (c). It should be
noted that the lasing takes place in both forward and backward azimuthal directions,

Figure 5-6 a) Spectral density, b) total lasing power characteristics, and c) close-to-threshold
characteristics of MBL as function of the launched pump power measured at the tapered fibre output.
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Figure 5-7 a) Spectral density of the collected light, b) total lasing power and number of lasing lines as
function of excitation/collection taper position along the MBL profile, and c) aggregated lasing power and
number of lasing lines across the spectrum for all positions integrated with steps of 10nm (The launched
pump power is set on ~300mW).

and the spectra and total lasing power shown here correspond only to the forward
direction.
As it was shown in Section 5.3 and demonstrated in [117], for passive MBRs, it is
possible to selectively-couple to distinct WGMs by only translating the tapered fibre
along the microresonator profile. Here, the same method is applied for the case of active
MBR. Figure 5-7 (a) shows the spectral density evolution of the collected light obtained
by varying the taper position along the MBL profile for a fixed launched pump power
of ~300mW. Subsequently, the total lasing power and number of lasing lines are plotted
in Figure 5-7 (b) as function of taper position from the centre of the MBL. Results show
that the maximum signal power is collected when the excitation fibre is placed slightly
off the centre and close to the edges of the bottle at ~±15µm, where the maximum
number of modes is excited. At the vicinity of the MBL centre, few WGMs are
excited/collected, and the total lasing power drops dramatically. I denote such region as
the “Over-coupled (OC) zone”, since due to the relatively-strong overlap between the
fibre and resonator (pump and signal) modes (depending on the order of the mode),
there is excessive loading loss on WGMs. This effect increases the lasing threshold, and
lowers the intra-cavity pump and signal power of the WGMs. Moreover, as the taper
fibre offset from the centre is further increased, the total lasing power drops gradually,
while the number of the collected lasing lines fluctuates along the resonator profile for
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a range of about 100µm away from the centre. At sufficiently large offsets from the
centre, both the total lasing power and the number of lasing peaks vanish. The
asymmetric response of the MBL with respect to the centre plotted in Figure 5-7 (b),
stems from the imperfect and asymmetric profile of the fabricated MBL.
Furthermore, in order to quantify the lasing probability of the WGMs across the lasing
spectra, lasing power and number of collected lasing lines are summed-up (integrated)
over 10nm wavelength steps. Then, all the values are aggregated for all the various
taper positions. Results are plotted in Figure 5-7 (c), where two peaks are observed for
both aggregate lasing power and number of lasing lines at around 1030nm and 1100nm.
This indicates that the Yb-lasing takes place mainly in the 1030nm or 1100nm
wavelength bands. It is observed that 1040-1080nm band contains the lowest aggregate
lasing power and number of lines. Such region is denoted as the “Low Lasing
Probability (LLP) zone”.
These two spectral and spatial lasing characteristics, corresponding to LLP and OC
zones, are explored in more detail in the next two sub-sections.
Lasing probability spectra in Yb3+-doped MBLs
I start with the gain spectra of Yb3+-doped silica material in terms of the dopant
population inversion percentage calculated from the absorption and emission crosssections of Yb3+. The gain/loss per meter for a total dopant concentration of 1.16×1026m-3
is plotted in Figure 5-8 (a) in which the gain spectra are plotted for inversion levels up
to 100%. As shown in Figure 5-8 (b), the maximum achievable inversion percentage
depends on the pumping wavelength, and pumping at 976nm can provide maximum
50% population inversion. On the other hand, the inversion level determines the lasing
possibility across the spectrum. The wavelength where the peak of the gain happens as
a function of inversion percentage is plotted in Figure 5-8 (c). There are three distinct
wavelength bands where lasing is more likely: 1) 976nm band which requires inversions
more than ~60%, 2) 1030nm lasing band corresponding to inversions between ~8%-60%,
and 3) 1100nm lasing band which occurs at lower inversions than ~8%.
Although WGMs are forced to happen at discrete wavelengths due to the nature of
MBRs, the cavity itself is not spectrally constrained. This is due to the relatively large
dimensions, and hence complex and dense modal spectra of such cavities. In case of a
standard MBL then, the operating wavelength is set by the amount of inversion inside
the cavity. As the experimental results in Figure 5-7 show, the two lasing bands of
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Figure 5-8 a) Gain per meter spectra of Silica:Yb3+ as function of inversion percentage for the
experimentally-measured total dopant concentration, b) percentage of the maximum obtainable
population inversion as function of pumping wavelength, c) wavelength of the peak gain as function of
inversion percentage, d) sharp transition of peak gain wavelength between 1030nm and 1100nm lasing
bands, and e) gain spectra at inversion values close to the critical value of 7.8 % showing the peak gain
jumping from ~1090nm to 1040nm, and LLP zone at ~1050-1070 range induced by a trough in the gain
spectra.

1030nm and 1100nm correspond to high and low inversion levels of Yb3+, respectively.
Figure 5-8 (d) shows the abrupt transition of the peak gain wavelength between such
two lasing bands, which happens at inversions around 7.8%. The evolution of the gain
spectra is plotted in Figure 5-8 (e) for three different inversions of lower (7%), very close
(7.8%) and higher (9%) than the critical point. It is clear that the maximum gain jumps
to shorter wavelength as the inversion increases. It should be noted that the LLP zone
between 1040-1080nm wavelengths, where very small number of modes lase,
corresponds to the displayed gain trough in Figure 5-8 (d).
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Distribution and coupling of pump WGM
It is important to know the intra-cavity intensity of the pump mode. The pump
intensity determines the population inversion level, and hence, sets the amount of the
gain for a signal mode. It should be noted that several pump WGMs can be excited
simultaneously in an MBL. This is due to the relatively wide bandwidth of the 976nm
LD pumps (>300pm), and closely-spaced WGMs of an MBR.
Figure 5-9 (a) compares the number of the supported WGMs and the pump spectrum.
For the sake of clarity, only the first four radial orders are considered. The experiments
conducted in section 5.3 showed that higher order radial modes up to seventh (at
1550nm) are possible to be excited depending on the taper coupling condition. Figure
5-9 (a) demonstrates the large number of possible WGMs within the pump bandwidth.
The internal built-up pump power will be a weighted combination of such modes based
on their individual coupling coefficients. The measured coupled pump power from the
tapered fibre into the resonator as a function of the taper offset from the centre of the
resonator is plotted in Figure 5-9 (b). The coupled pump power is measured by taking
the difference of the pump power through the taper when uncoupled and coupled to the
resonator. It should be noted that the coupled pump power manifests both the on-

Figure 5-9 a) Comparison between the experimental pump spectra and the calculated WGM resonances
(in terms of azimuthal mode number) within the spectral bandwidth of the pump, and b) calculated
coupled (absorbed) pump power as a function of the tapered fibre offset from the resonator centre.
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resonant and off-resonant power coupling to the MBL. The observed coupled (total
resonator material + taper losses) pump power lies within 3-12mW range and generally
fluctuates with ±1mW deviation along the resonator profile. Such non-uniform pattern
of the absorbed pump power shows coupling to various pump WGMs due to the large
bandwidth of the input pump mode(s).
Figure 5-9 (a) shows the calculated internal power of the individual WGMs as function
the taper position along the resonator profile (the calculation method is given in
previous chapter). Here, without loss of generality, the first 30 axial orders of the first
radial mode around 976nm wavelength are considered to be excited, and the intrinsic
Q-factor (Q(0)p) for all modes is fixed at 106. The input pump power for each WGM is
1mW and simulations are done independently for each single WGM. As the results
show, modal powers vary depending on the spatial distribution of each WGM. Coupling
coefficient and phase-matching between fibre and resonator modes depend on the taper
fibre position along the resonator profile. Thus, by translating the taper fibre along the
MBR, a specific WGM can operate in one of the 1) under-coupling (Q0 < Qext), 2) criticalcoupling (Q0 = Qext) or 3) over-coupling (Qext < Q0) regimes. Here, Qext = mπ / |κfc|2 where κfc
is the cavity out-coupling coefficient to the fibre mode, and is related to both modal

Figure 5-10 a) Bottom: calculated WGM pump power as a function of taper offset from the centre for
passive MBR considering the first 30 axial modes around 976nm wavelength for input pump power of
1mW to each WGM, and top: relation between the position of the taper and the WGM order which is
critically coupled, and b) normalized total pump WGM intensity calculated by summing-up weighted
intensities of modes for various taper positions along the MBR profile.
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overlap integral and phase mismatching (βf – βwgm). Here, the critical coupling for all the
modes is satisfied beyond the turning point where the WGM field has maximum
intensity. The maximum internal power along the resonator profile corresponds to the
critical coupling condition. Beyond this point, the mode is under-coupled as the coupling
coefficient is very small due to small modal overlap. Close to the centre of the resonator,
the WGMs are generally over-coupled owing to the excessive power leakage into the
fibre mode (greater out-coupling coefficient).
Figure 5-9 (b) illustrates the calculated total intensity distribution of the excited pump
modes for various taper fibre positions along the MBR. The results are obtained by
summing up the individual WGM intensities weighted by the mode power calculated at
each taper position. It should be noted that, at small offsets from the MBR centre, the
intensity at the centre is high. This is due to the coupling to lower order modes which
have smaller mode areas (and volume). This configuration is preferred for lasing at
shorter wavelengths (i.e. 1030nm) due to higher pump intensities and larger inversions.
Moreover, as the taper position is further translated to longer offsets, critical-coupling
to higher order modes takes place. At the same time, lower order modes are highly
under-coupled. Consequently, at large offsets only higher order pump modes are excited
which maintain a lower total internal intensity, and hence, provide lower inversions.
This is preferred for lasing at longer wavelengths (i.e. 1100nm).
Let us reconsider the measured spectral density shown previously in Figure 5-7 (a). In
order to clearly visualize the lasing lines along the spectra, the peak power intensity of
each lasing line in terms of the line wavelength and position of the excitation-tapered

Figure 5-11 Measured power intensity of each lasing line as function of lasing wavelength and the taper
position from the centre showing various selectively-accessible signal wavelengths by setting the
inversion level defined by the pumping WGM.
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fibre from the centre of the MBL, is plotted in Figure 5-10. It is clearly observed that,
at relatively small offsets from the MBL centre, only the 1030nm lasing band is
accessible due to the high population inversion level provided by excitation of lower
order pump modes. While, at larger offsets most of the lasing lines take place about
1100nm band due to lower pump intensity (greater mode volume), and thus, retaining
lower population inversions.
Internal generation and output collection of signal in Yb3+-doped MBLs
Thus far, in this section, effects primarily due to excitation and spatial extend of the
pump WGMs are investigated. The required upper-state population inversion in order
to provide enough gain for different orders of signal WGMs varies depending on total
passive losses. Recalling from Chapter 4, the required normalized upper-state
population

inversion,

at

and

above

threshold,

is

given

by

(α s + 2π ns (1 / Q0( s ) + 1 / Qext ( s ) ) / λs ) / (α s + g ), where αs and gs* are the Giles parameters,
N2 =
*
s

respectively, indicating the total absorption and emission of the signal light. ns and λs
indicate the refractive index and wavelength of the signal, respectively. Then, gain of
the signal is related to inversion such that g=
N 2 (α s + g s* ) − α s , and the Yb3+-induced loss
s
α p N 2 (α p + g *p ). Consequently, given the intrinsic Q
on the pump can be evaluated by l p =−

of the pump mode (Q0(p)), and the coupling conditions, given by the external Q’s, the
total internal pump power can be evaluated from the coupling relations of the fibreresonator system. Then, the intra-cavity signal power is determined by the rate
equation, at steady state, which relates the pump and the signal powers.
Figure 5-11 (a) demonstrates the calculated intensity profile for the pump axial order
of qp = 7 and signal axial orders of qs = 1-8. Since the intensity of a WGM is highest at
the turning points and decays very fast beyond such point, it is reasonable to assume
that only those signals which are spatially well-contained within the excited pump
WGM volume will be generated. As mentioned previously, the pump axial mode is set
by the coupling condition determined by the offset of the tapered fibre from the centre
of the resonator. Thus, the pump WGM order defines the spatial distribution of the
inverted medium. The internal and output signal powers for the first 30 axial orders of
the signal WGMs at a wavelength band around 1030nm, as a function of the taper
offset, are plotted in Figure 5-11 (b) and (c), respectively. The input pump power for
each WGM is 1mW, and both pump and signal intrinsic Q’s are fixed at 106.
Calculations are performed for fixed pump axial orders of 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, and 30. It
should be noted that, for a specific pump only signals with axial orders smaller or equal
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Figure 5-12 a) Intensity profile of excited pump WGM as an example showing the corresponding possible
generated signals with various axial orders, b) internal, and c) output powers of all considered signal
WGMs as function of tapered fibre offset from the resonator centre when various fixed pump modes are
excited, and d) the internal and output signal powers in terms of taper offset for excited pump and signal
axial orders of qp = 26 and qs = 1, respectively, as an example showing the existence of unobserved internal
WGMs.

to the pump order are considered. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that always
one pump mode and one signal mode are operating, and each signal mode power is
calculated independently from the other ones. Therefore, signal modal overlap and
modal competition are ignored.
No lasing is possible for offsets smaller than ~12µm for the considered WGMs, since
both signal and pump modes are highly over-coupled and the total Q factors are
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excessively low. On the other hand, as the tapered fibre is translated to larger offsets,
internal and out-coupled powers of a specific signal do not follow the same trends. The
output signal power is always maximum where the critical-coupling condition is
satisfied (at least for the first radial order WGMs considered in this modelling). The
internal signal power, on the other hand, varies depending on both the offset-dependent
coupling efficiency and pump power. The signal modes can build-up a significant
amount of intra-cavity power suitable for light generation through Raman and Four
Wave Mixing (FWM) processes. Figure 5-11 (d) plots an example in which the 26th order
of pump excited and the fundamental signal mode is considered to be generated. Results
reveal that at large taper offsets although zero output power is observed, there is strong
internal signal power, for the lower axial order modes. Such modes do not contribute to
the total output power and affect the laser performance through Spatial Hole Burning
(SBH) and modal competition.
Due to multimode lasing in MBLs, depending on the Q factor of the resonator, and
internal powers, SHB can practically occur. The spatially-distributed saturated
population inversion along the resonator profile, changes the net gain seen by each
signal WGM. The effect of gain saturation and SHB is more for lower axial order WGMs
due to smaller mode volume, and hence, higher intensity, which can limit the efficiency
of lasing modes. On the other hand, spatially-modulated gain imposed by higher order
pump WGMs, induces a partially-unpumped medium, and thus, reabsorption of specific
signal WGMs. This effect can be beneficial in reduction of lasing lines [131, 132]. The
nonlinear effect of SBH in MBLs can be reduced by either increasing the dopant
concentration [132], or placing the coupled taper at larger offsets from the resonator
centre (inducing coupling to higher order and less intense WGMs) with the expense of
increasing the number of lasing lines and hence a more instable laser. It should be
noted that SHB happens in both axial and azimuthal directions due to standing wave
nature of WGMs. Such effects are neglected in my theoretical analyses in order to
clearly model the effects of passive losses, dopant concentration, lasing wavelength, etc
on the MBL characteristics. However, incorporation of spatially-distributed population
inversion and SHB can be an interesting subject for future studies in WGM lasers.
Analysis of multimode laser cavities is a complex task. However, by averaging the
power of all possible combinations of excited pump and signal WGMs, a useful and
simple understanding of the multimode lasing behaviour in an MBL can be provided.
Figure 5-12 (a) shows the averaged output signal power of all the possible signal-pump
mode pairs as function of taper offset from the centre. The total output power is
calculated for four different lasing wavelength bands at constant dopant concentration
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Figure 5-13 Averaged output signal power of all possible signal-pump mode pairs at various signal
wavelength bands as function of taper offset from the centre a) at fixed dopant concentration of
1.16×1026m-3 for intrinsic Q’s of 106 and 107, and b) at fixed intrinsic Q’s of 106 for dopant concentration
of 3×1026m-3 and 5×1026m-3.

of 1.16×1026m-3. The results show a serrated total power (observed in experiments as
well – see Figure 5-7 (b)) varying as the taper offsets from the centre, due to outcoupling of various axial modes of different axial order. Moreover, as the lasing
wavelength increases the over-coupled (OC) zone enlarges and the total power drops,
due to Yb3+-gain reduction.
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5-12 (a), the OC zone can be slightly narrowed
by increasing the intrinsic pump and signal Q’s. Further improving the cavity quality
factors, increases the total power, as well. The total output signal power drops at large
offsets. Additionally, the OC zone can be further narrowed by increasing the dopant
concentration. Figure 5-12 (b) shows the averaged signal power as function of taper
offset for various lasing wavelength bands at fixed pump and signal intrinsic Q’s of 106
for NT = 3×1026m-3 and 5×1026m-3. Results show that, generally, increasing the dopant
concentration increases the gain, and hence, the total loss for a specific signal lowers
allowing close-to-critical-coupling operation. 1030nm shows to be the most affected
band due to large gain of Yb3+ at this wavelength comparing to longer wavelengths (i.e.
1100nm).
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Threshold and efficiency
The experimental output power characteristics of the MBL as a function of launched
pump power through the tapered fibre coupled to the resonator for various taper offsets
from the resonator centre, is plotted in Figure 5-13 (a). The total lasing power is
obtained by adding up the integrated power from spectral density for all lasing peaks.
The corresponding threshold pump power and slope efficiency are shown in Figure
5-13 (b). These results reveal that, at offsets close to the centre of MBL (<25µm), the
threshold pump power is high (~19.6mW). This is due to the excessive loss on both pump
and signal WGMs which is induced by the over-coupling condition. Further, the
threshold stays around its minimum value of ~1.7-3mW for offsets between ~25µm130µm. The slope efficiency does not fluctuate significantly when the taper offset is
below 130µm. Figure 5-13 (c) plots the spectral density of the collected light for four
different taper offsets: 1) very close to centre (~1µm), 2) just off-centre (~26µm), 3) close
to neck-point (74µm), and 4) large offsets (197µm). The spectra are plotted for pump
powers close to threshold (Pth) and increased by steps of 4mW. At offsets very close to
centre, only few relatively-high peak power lasing modes are observed. As the tapered
fibre is positioned at 26µm and 74µm, the number of excited modes is clearly increased,
while the peak power of lasing lines is dropped.
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Figure 5-14 a) Experimental light-light curve of MBL as function of taper offset from the resonator
centre, b) threshold pump power and slope efficiency as function of taper offset obtained from the lightlight characteristics of the MBL, and c) spectral density of MBL for taper positioned at various offsets
for pump powers corresponding to threshold value and linearly increased ones, showing positiondependent threshold and efficiency of lasing WGMs.

In order to elucidate this behaviour, the threshold pump power, slope efficiency and
internal signal power for few representative WGMs are theoretically calculated.
Results are plotted in Figure 5-13 (d) as a function of taper offset for the first radialorder

pump-signal

pairs

of
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axial

orders

of

(qp , qs) = (1,1), (20,1), (20,6), (20,10), (20,17), (20,20). As previously discussed, no lasing
takes place at offsets below ~15µm due to mode over-coupling. Considering the
fundamental pump and signal modes (qp = qs = 1), at the critical-coupling point, the
threshold and efficiency become significantly low and high, respectively. Next, for
instance, a pump mode with qp = 20 is assumed to be excited. Such relatively high-order
pump mode can be excited with different strengths by positioning the taper fibre at both
small and large offsets. As calculations show in Figure 5-13 (d), the threshold pump
power at small offsets (over the OC zone) is very low for small signal orders (i.e. qs = 1).
This is due to the negligible external loading and large signal power built-up inside the
resonator (see internal signal power in Figure 5-13 (d)), and/or small mode volume of
such WGMs. In addition, the efficiency is always maximum at the critical-coupling
point of the signal modes. As the signal order increases, the over-coupling zone
increases, and lasing starts at slightly below the critical-coupling offset. The threshold
suddenly drops, as the offset increases to values below the critical coupling. On the
other hand, the threshold increases and efficiency decreases gradually for very large
offsets, due to highly under-coupled signal and pump modes.
From the experimental point of view, the likelihood of critically-coupling to one or more
WGMs increases as the tapered fibre moves to larger offsets. Therefore, the lasing
threshold is always low and the cumulative signal power high at off-centre taper
positions. Although the collected signal peak powers at large offsets are lower compared
to small offsets, the overall slope efficiency is maintained high, due to the increased
number of lasing lines.

5.5

Spectral Cleaning of MBL

MBRs support highly nondegenerate modes, which results in extremely dense spectra.
Although such dense spectrum is preferred in CQED studies [133] where a cavityresonance is required to coincide with a specific frequency, it can be a disadvantage in
sensors where a well-defined resonance with large tunability range is preferred. In
lasers, given adequate pump-signal modal overlap, several signal modes can be
simultaneously generated. The multimode lasing in general results in modal
competition and lasing instability and deteriorates the performance of the laser. MBLs
are intrinsically multimode due to of the large number of spectrally and spatially
separated WGMs, which originated from the highly prolate shape of the resonator.
Different axial order WGMs in MBRs are distributed spatially across the resonator
profile. Such characteristics can be exploited to filter out modes with different axial
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mode number. Few methods have been employed to clean-up the spectra of passive
resonators including micro-droplets [12], high index prisms [134] and micro-milling
[121]. High index micro-droplets are in liquid form and can drift along the resonator
surface with time. I have also seen considerable evaporation of liquid after few hours of
operation. High index prisms suffer from sensitivity to mechanical vibrations and other
instabilities and are difficult to utilize in practical systems. To date, Focussed Ion Beam
(FIB) milling of microgrooves on the surface of an MBR is the most promising method
to select WGMs in microresonators [121]. Such approach shows improvement in
controllability, efficiency and reproducibility of mode reduction in microresonators. In
this section, I employ an improved variation of the high index micro-droplet method, as
well as fabrication of FIB-milled micro-scatterers on MBLs. Furthermore, effects of the
microtaper diameter on excitation/collection of lasing WGMs are also studied.
Mode Reduction Using High Index Scatterer
The high index liquid droplet employed in [135] is chosen from a liquid polymer
material. As previously discussed, such materials are mechanically and thermally
unstable. Here, I use a positive UV-cure photoresist (MICROPOSIT S1813) with
refractive index of ~1.6. A droplet of the high index photoresist is placed on the edge of
the MBL and is dragged towards the centre using the tip of another tapered fibre with
~15µm diameter. Afterwards, the droplet is exposed to UV light.
Figure 5-14 (a) shows the photoresist on top of the device which leaves an uncovered
length of ~50µm from the centre of the resonator. A tapered fibre with 2µm diameter is
placed close to the centre at an offset of ~12µm. The spectra of the collected light as
function of launched pump power is plotted in Figure 5-14 (b). A single lasing mode is
observed at wavelength of ~1028.3nm. The integrated signal power increases almost
linearly as the pump power increases. Figure 5-14 (c) shows the input-output
characteristics of the MBL. A more detailed view of the MBL characteristics is plotted
in Figure 5-14 (d) showing an observed threshold pump power of ~21mW. Due to
significant decrease in generated lasing modes, the total lasing power shows significant
improvement in the MBL performance in terms of output power fluctuation.
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Figure 5-15 a) Optical micrograph of cleaned-up MBL with photoresist on top, b) spectra,

c)

characteristics curve of MBL coupled to tapered fibre at ~12µm offset as function of pump power (inset
shows the lasing signal spectrum at 153mW input pump power), and d) close view of the MBL
characteristics showing threshold pump power of ~21µm.

Furthermore, Figure 5-15 (a) plots the spectral density map of the cleaned-up MBL as
function of the tapered fibre position along the resonator. The corresponding total lasing
power and number of lasing lines are displayed in Figure 5-15 (b). Similar to normal
MBL on which there is no induced external loss mechanism, MBL with photoresist on
top shows an OC zone within ~±12µm offset range around the centre. The spectra of the
MBL, shows a clear symmetric response around the centre of the resonator. Since the
higher axial-order modes spatially expand to large offsets, they have significant overlap
with the high index photoresist. Hence, such modes exhibit very small Q factors due to
large scattering by the large index difference between silica and photoresist. Therefore
at very large offsets (>50µm) no lasing WGM is observed. It should be noted that due to
low Q of the pump mode when the taper is placed at large offsets, the inversion level is
very low. Hence, the signal WGMs, not only retain a very small intrinsic Q, but also,
experience a low gain.
Furthermore, the aggregate lasing power and total number of lasing lines for spectra
corresponding to all various taper offsets, is plotted in Figure 5-15 (c). Since the cleanedup MBL is limited to lase only at offsets close to the centre (~±50µm), the excited pump
WGMs sustain small axial mode orders. Thus, the upper-state population inversion
level is high owing to small mode volume of the pump WGMs. As earlier demonstrated
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Figure 5-16 a) Spectral density of the collected light, b) total lasing power and number of lasing lines as
function of excitation/collection taper position along the MBL with high-index photoresist on top, and c)
corresponding aggregated lasing power and number of lasing lines across the spectrum for all positions
integrated with steps of 10nm (The launched pump power is set on ~300mW).

in Figure 5-8 (c), the peak gain wavelength of Yb3+ at high inversion levels appears at
1030nm wavelength band. As demonstrated in Figure 5-15 (a), lasing starts at
wavelengths ~1030nm as the taper offset increases from zero offsets. This is due to
critically-coupling of pump WGMs with very small axial orders providing high
inversions. Further increasing the taper offset, increases the probability of coupling to
larger order axial pump modes with lower intensities. Hence the inversion level
decreases and lasing is also enabled for wavelengths about 1090nm at very large taper
offsets within the ~±30-50µm range. The low lasing probability (LLP) zone corresponds
to the sharp jump in the peak gain wavelength from 1030nm to 1080nm as the inversion
drops to values lower than 7.8% of its maximum.
It is worth mentioning that no WGM is observed to lase for taper offsets below ~12µm
in the cleaned-up MBL, while in a normal MBL, few lasing lines are excited/collected
in the centre. Both the total lasing power and number of lasing lines for normal and
cleaned-up MBLs, are plotted in Figure 5-16 (a). The limited number of lasing modes
at the centre of a normal MBL likely correspond to higher order radial modes which
exhibit

higher

loaded

Q-factors

due

to

small

resonator-fibre

modal

overlap. Figure 5-16 (b) shows a comparison between few of the measured spectra
corresponding to taper offsets for both normal and cleaned-up MBLs.
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Figure 5-17 a) Comparison of normal and cleaned-up MBL in terms of the total lasing power and the
number of observed lasing lines, and b) examples of spectra of normal and cleaned up MBL with excitation
taper at offsets close to the centre.

Such well-defined lasing lines strongly demonstrate the high potential of cleaned-up
MBL when compared to the normal one, in selective excitation/collection of lasing lines
by only varying the taper offset.
Finally, the lasing characteristics of the cleaned-up MBL at various taper offsets are
plotted in Figure 5-17 (a). The corresponding threshold launched pump power and
efficiency as function of taper position are shown in Figure 5-17 (b). The results show
that, for central excitation the efficiency is zero since no signal WGM is observed at the
output. This is due to the extremely high threshold pump power at the centre, owing to
the low total Q of pump and signal modes. The over-coupling can be overcome by either
coupling to WGMs with very high axial orders, or offsetting the tapered fibre from the
centre. The first condition cannot be satisfied, since such modes exhibit very low Q in
presence of the high index droplet. Hence, these modes produce very low internal
powers. Offsetting the tapered fibre towards the resonator sides provides critical

Figure 5-18 a) Experimental light-light curve of cleaned-up MBL with photoresist on top with as function
of taper offset from the resonator centre, and corresponding b) threshold pump power and slope efficiency
as function of taper offset .
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coupling to low order modes, by reducing the modal overlap. In a normal MBL efficiency
at offsets close to centre is not zero due to excitation of few high Q modes, while a zero
efficiency is observed for the cleaned-up MBL.
Effects of altering the coupled tapered fibre size
As it is demonstrated in [91] for passive MBRs, increasing the tapered fibre diameter
potentially provides cleaner and simpler transmission spectra. This happens due to
variations in phase-matching and modal overlap between the fibre and resonator
modes. Increasing the taper diameter decreases the modal overlap between the
fundamental fibre mode and the WGMs. Therefore, generally speaking, the external Q
factor increases. On the other hand, depending on the radial order of the WGMs, the
phase matching condition is affected by changing the taper diameter. Normally,
increasing the taper diameter increases the phase-mismatch between the fundamental
mode of the taper and higher order radial WGMs.
Furthermore, for the sake of maintaining consistency in experiments, the same tapered
fibre is always kept to couple light into the resonator during all experiments. With this
approach, variations due to change in insertion loss and polarisation, caused by
replacing various tapered fibres, are avoided. For this reason, the MBL is translated
along the tapered fibre, in order to study the effects of variations of the tapered fibre
diameter at the coupling point on MBL performance. Figure 5-18 demonstrates a
schematic view of how different diameters of the taper fibre is accessed through moving
the MBL along the tapered fibre.
Figure 5-19 (a) shows the obtained spectra as a function of taper offset from the centre
of the MBL for four different taper diameters. Taper 1 corresponds to coupling at the
waist of the taper where the diameter is ~2µm. Tapers 2, 3 and 4 are the spectra
obtained by translating the MBL along the tapered fibre with steps of ~1mm. Taper

Figure 5-19 Schematic view of coupling MBL to tapered fibre at various diameters by translating the
resonator along the taper.
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Figure 5-20 a) Spectral density peaks, b) number of lasing lines, and c) total lasing power of MBL as
function of taper offset for various taper diameters indicated by T1, T2, T3 and T4.

diameters (D1 < D2 < D3 < D4) are roughly estimated to be 2µm, 3µm, 4µm and 5µm, from
the obtained optical micrographs. For the sake of clarity, peaks of the spectral densities
are plotted in Figure 5-19 (a). Results show a significant reduction in the number of the
excited/collected lasing lines as the taper diameter increases. As shown in Figure 5-19
(b), the number of lasing lines at offset of ~100µm drops from ~60 for T1 to ~10 for T4.
As discussed in previous sections, at the centre, due to over-coupling of pump and signal
modes, few number of lasing lines survive. Such modes are presumably higher order
radial ones, which are phase-matched to the fibre-modes when the taper diameter is
small. Moreover, as the taper diameter increases, and therefore, neff of the fibre mode
increases, the possibility of phase matching to low order radial WGMs increases.
Therefore, in case of large taper diameter the excited/collected lines are limited to low
order radial ones.
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Figure 5-21 Light-light characteristics curve of MBL at different diameters along the coupled to tapered
fibre.

At the same time, the number of supported modes by the tapered fibre increases at
larger diameters. The tapered fibre is drawn from commercial SMF28, which is
multimoded below 1260nm wavelength. Hence, pump and signal modes could outcouple into higher order modes of the tapered fibre [91]. Such higher order modes couple
into the cladding of the fibre in the up-taper section and finally are absorbed by the
high index polymer coating. Therefore, they contribute to an apparent decrease of the
overall lasing efficiency. Moreover, lasing characteristics of the MBL coupled to the
taper at different diameters are plotted in Figure 5-20. The taper is placed at the centre
of the MBL, hence, smaller number of modes are excited comparing to off-centre
excitation. The corresponding spectra as a function of pump power are given in Figure
5-22 in Appendix 1. These results reveal that as the taper diameter increases the
threshold pump power increases, and corresponding slope efficiency decreases. This is
due to, firstly, significant decrease in the number of lasing lines, and secondly,
excitation of higher order pump and signal fibre modes during the out-coupling process.
The latter causes the power drop along the transition length of the taper, as a result of
non-adiabacity of the taper for higher order modes.
Mode reduction using microgrooved scatterers
A normal MBL with a maximum diameter of ~108µm and neck-to-neck length of
~240µm is fabricated. Such dimensions should significantly increase the number of
supported WGMs. Figure 5-21 (a) shows an optical image of the fabricated MBL coupled
to a tapered fibre at the centre. The spectrum of the resonator shows dense number of
excited/collected number of modes. Observed lasing lines span a wide wavelength range
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Figure 5-22 a) Spectral density of the fabricated MBL before cleaning-up for taper placed at the centre
of the resonator as shown in the inset, b) FIB-milled microgrooves on MBL positioned symmetrically at
15µm offset from the centre, and the corresponding cross-section cut showing depth and structure of the
microgrooves, c) spectral density of FIB-milled MBL, d) and corresponding total signal power and nmber
of lasing lines as function of taper offset from the resonator surface, and e) optical micrographs of FIBmilled MBL under operation coupled to tapered fibres at various offsets from the resonator centre.

from 1030nm to 1140nm. It should be noted that, as previously discussed, the number
of excited/collected lines at slightly off-centre excitation, should be more compared to
central excitation.
Furthermore, rectangular micro-grooves with dimensions of 50×3μm2 are precisely
fabricated on the surface of MBL using Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling. The
microgrooves are milled on the MBL surface, following coating the device with a 30nmthick gold layer using thermal evaporation. Acceleration voltage and current of the FIB
are set to 30kV and 2.7nA, respectively. SEM of the FIB-milled MBL and cross-section
view of one fabricated groove are depicted in Figure 5-21 (b). The grooves have a V
shape, which stems from the conical shape of the ion beam, such that as the milling
depth increases the amount of ions reaching the material decreases. This can be slightly
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improved by widening the width of the grooves. The effective depth of each groove is
about 5µm and are both positioned on the MBL surface with 15μm offset from the
centre. As shown in [121], loss introduced by the micro-grooves attenuates the intracavity power of most of the high order axial modes which overlap with the micro
grooves. This is due to light scattering and Q factor reduction.
Collected spectral density of the MBL as a function of the taper offset from the resonator
centre is plotted in Figure 5-21 (c). The generated lasing lines mostly lie in the 10201060nm wavelength range. This is due to the small mode volume of the excited pump
WGMs, providing high intensities. Such high intensity of the modes yields higher
population inversion levels, and hence, the peak gain wavelength shifts to shorter
wavelengths. The total lasing power and number of observed lasing lines as function of
taper offset are plotted in Figure 5-21 (d). The corresponding optical micrographs of the
taper position on the MBL are depicted in Figure 5-21 (e). Results show that beyond
the microgrooves no lasing peak is collected. By placing the taper fibre at the centre,
significant reduction in the excited/collected lasing lines takes place such that no lasing
is observed close to this point. Varying the tapered fibre around the centre, increases
the chance of reducing the mode over-coupling. Few (less than 9) lasing lines appear
when the taper fibre is offset farther than about ±8µm from centre. As shown in Figure
5-21 (c), single mode lasing is achieved with tapered fibre at ~9µm offset. Interestingly,
such single mode lasing line appears at 1023.2nm wavelength, which indicates that the
inversion level is around 50% reached by coupling to (presumably) the fundamental
pump mode, and unaffected high Q of the resonator mode during FIB-milling.

5.6

Summary and Conclusion

MBRs coupled to tapered fibres are promising devices for providing a wide range of
WGMs with different spectral and spatial properties, which could be selectively utilized
for a range of applications. In this chapter, MBLs are experimentally studied, and the
obtained results are accompanied by theoretical calculations. The azimuthal and axial
FSRs, at 1550nm wavelength band, are employed to estimate the radial and axial
orders of the excited modes, as well as, the accurate profile of the resonator. The lasing
characteristics of an MBL depends on the offset of the coupled tapered fibre from the
centre of the resonator. At positions very close to the centre a significant reduction in
the power and number of lasing modes is observed. This is due to the over-coupling
conditions prevailing at the centre, which considerably lower the Q factor of both pump
and signal WGMs. Further increasing the tapered fibre offset, provides critical coupling
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to higher order modes. A significant increase in obtained total power and number of
lasing lines is observed at slightly off-centre tapered fibre positions. Furthermore, the
over-coupling zone can be narrowed by either increasing the signal and pump Q factors,
and/or increasing the dopant concentration.
Moreover, as the taper offset increases, the lasing wavelength jumps from 1030nm band
to 1100nm band. These two lasing bands correspond to high and low population
inversion levels, defined by the order of the excited pump mode as the taper is
progressively more offset. Theoretical simulations predict that, lower and higher order
axial WGMs can be simultaneously excited by placing the taper fibre at slightly offcentre positions. This provides both low (at large offsets) and high (at small offsets)
inversion levels, which satisfy lasing at long and short wavelengths, respectively.
Threshold pump power and slope efficiency of collected lasing lines depend on the offset
of the tapered fibre from the centre. The threshold is observed to be high due to overcoupling at centre positions, while the slope efficiency is maintained relatively high at
this point. Theoretical simulations show that although the threshold for some specific
signal WGM may be relatively higher compared to other modes, the maximum
efficiency generally happens at the critical-coupling point of that mode. For a large
portion of the resonator length at off-centre excitations, the threshold stays minimum.
On the other hand, the slope efficiency drops at very large offsets due to excitation of
highly under-coupled pump and signal WGMs.
However, due to complex spectra and multiple WGM competition, standard MBL
suffers from spectrally unstable and fluctuating output, which make it cumbersome to
operate as sensor or other applications. By applying three different spectrum-cleaning
techniques: 1) high index droplet scatterer, 2) altering the excitation taper diameter,
and 3) FIB-milled microgroove scatterers, fewer mode, and considerably more robust
and stable MBLs are demonstrated. The high index droplet mode stripping method
grantees a low-cost and fast approach to obtain fewer laser lines. However, accurately
placing the droplet on the resonator and close to the centre, can be a complex task.
Alternatively, placing the MBL at larger diameters along the taper decreases the
number of collected lasing modes. However, this method suffers from degrading the
threshold and efficiency of the laser system. Alternatively, the FIB-milling method is
demonstrated to be the most promising and accurate method in spectral cleaning of
MBLs. Despite being experimentally expensive, FIB-milling method provides a precise
and selective mode stripping tool, without significant degradation of the laser
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performance. It should be stressed that single mode lasing is achieved by all these three
approaches.
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5.7

Appendix 1

Figure 5-23 Spectra of MBL as function of pump power for different taper diameters corresponding to T1T4 tapers for tapers placed at the centre of the resonator.
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Chapter 6 Side-pumped

Optical

Microstub

Resonator Lasers
6.1

Introduction

Over the years, a number of different WGM microresonator cavities have been proposed
and studied extensively. Microbottle Resonators (MBRs) [12, 13, 115, 121] are a newly
developing class of WGM cavities fabricated by deforming locally available commercial
optical fibres. Their quasi-harmonic oscillator profile gives rise to multiple threedimensional overlapping cavity modes and complex spectra. MBRs are promising
structures for future cavity Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) studies [115], strain [47]
and optofluidic sensors [44], as well as, add-drop multiplexers [119]. Their transmission
spectra depend strongly on the excitation conditions [12, 91, 117], which can potentially
compromise their repeatability and effectiveness as a sensor. Furthermore, in case of
active medium, lasing actions have been observed in a variety of microresonators [2123]. Among the various geometries and in contrast with MBRs, microcylindrical cavity
lasers exhibit azimuthal resonances around the microcylinder perimeter without any
significant light confinement in axial direction. As previously discussed, WGM cavities
usually provide very high quality factors (Qs) as well as high intra-cavity energy
densities which make them optimal microcavities for low threshold and narrow linewidth lasing.
Robust excitation and light collection in such resonators without degrading the coupling
efficiency and cavity performance is a serious challenge. Optical characterisation,
launching or collecting light is normally achieved by methods such as monitoring
scattered light, evanescently coupled prisms [22, 88], fibre microtapers [20, 21] and
integrated-optic waveguides [23]. To date, microtaper coupling is proven to be the most
widely-used and efficient method. MBRs are naturally formed in between two fibre
stems, which facilitate handling and easy incorporation into optical systems, as well as,
integration with on-chip waveguides [23, 136]. It has been shown that WGMs of bottle
[119] and cylindrical [137] resonators can be collected through residual leakage of such
modes into the stem fibres. In case of active MBRs, pumping and signal collection can
be achieved through the fibre stems between which the resonator is formed.
In this chapter, in order to retain and utilise some of the aforementioned optical and
mechanical features of MBRs, the optical performance of a new passive and active
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optical resonator, namely the microstub resonator (MSR) is investigated. MSRs are
short rectangular high-Q microcavities with cylindrical symmetry supporting threedimensional WGM confinement. The fabrication technique is straightforward and
yields high quality microresonators. Passive cavities with Qs of 106 with transmission
dips below 15dB is achieved. In case of active MSR, the device is demonstrated to work
as a stand-alone WGM laser cavity where, to the best of my knowledge, for the first
time the pumping and collection of generated light are realized through the stem fibres.
In contrast with conventional complex and cumbersome resonator-microtaper system,
this device can be important in developing new, functional, fully-integrated and lowthreshold microlasers.

6.2

Passive MSR

MSRs are fabricated by employing two different optical fibres with non-identical
diameters, as shown in Figure 6-1. Fibre A with outer diameter D1 is spliced to fibre B
with outer diameter D2 using a conventional fusion splicer. Fibre B is then accurately
cleaved at the desired stub length and spliced to another fibre A with diameter D1. This
results primarily in a cylindrical cavity (here called “stub”) of length L2 and diameter
D2 which is constant over the majority of length L2. The edges of the fabricated stubs
are rounded due to the generated heat during the glass fusion, improving the optical
performance of the stub as a WGM resonator. The shape of the edges are controllable
by varying the splicing parameters such as current and duration of the electrical arc
pulses. Fabricated passive MSRs have parameters of D1 = 125μm, D2 = 200μm and L2 in
the range of 200-400μm. This microcavity fabrication approach provides the flexibility

Figure 6-1 Schematic view of microtaper coupled MSR and optical image of a fabricated device.
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Figure 6-2 a) Transmission and b) corresponding Q-factor spectra of MSR with 2μm, 6μm and 8μm
microtapers excitation (D1 = 125μm, D2 = 200μm and L2 = 200μm).

of combining a wide range of existing passive and active fibres to form passive or active
MSRs.
Passive MSRs are characterised by evanescently coupling microtapers of different
diameters. A tunable narrow-linewidth light source with -10dBm power is swept over
1550nm wavelength range, and the transmitted power is monitored using an InGaAs
photodetector. Figure 6-2 shows typical transmission and corresponding Q-factor
spectra of a MSR with L2 = 200μm excited using tapered fibres with diameters of 2μm,
6μm and 8μm, respectively. The tapered fibre is positioned on the centre of MSR with
a zero air gap. It is shown that, in the case of 2μm microtaper excitation, the
transmission spectrum is very dense, compared to the excitation with larger diameter
tapered fibres. Transmission dips in excess of 15dB, corresponding to near-criticalcoupling, are observed. The maximum transmission level appears to be dropped to
~-15dBm. This apparent transmission (insertion) loss is primarily due to the dense
resonance spectrum and the large number of overlapping resonances. As the microtaper
diameter increases, the number of excited/collected modes decreases and the
transmission dips become shallower. In addition the maximum transmission recovers
closely to the initial -10dBm level. Figure 6-2 (b) illustrates that the Q factors of WGM
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Figure 6-3 a) Calculated coupling coefficient (as defined in [85]) of the LP01 fibre mode for various
microtaper diameters, to the fundamental WGM as a function of microtaper position along the MSR, and
b) calculated effective refractive index of the MSR WGMs and LP01 fibre mode with various diameters.

resonances obtained from the experiment after fitting a Lorentzian curve to each
resonance for different microtaper diameters, are all in the same range, between 105
and 106 with an average value of ~0.5×106.
Figure 6-3 (a) plots the coupling coefficient of the first order linearly polarized mode
(LP01) of the microtaper to the fundamental WGM of the MSR (D1 = 180μm, D2 = 200μm
and L2 = 200μm, p = q = 1) along the axial length of the resonator. p and q denote the
radial and axial mode numbers, respectively. The coupling coefficients are numerically
calculated from the overlap integral and approximation given in [85], and indicate the
amount of power coupling between the fibre and WGMs. Results show that as the
diameter of the microtaper increases, the overlap of the fibre mode and the fundamental
WGM decreases which results in smaller coupling efficiency. Hence, smaller taper
diameters generally induce stronger coupling and deeper transmission dips.
Additionally, Figure 6-3 (b) shows the calculated effective indices (neff) of the first three
radial orders (p = 1-3) of microstub WGMs with dimensions D1 = 180μm, D2 = 200μm and
L2 = 200μm, and tapered fibre with various diameters. The propagation constant of
WGMs is proportional to the azimuthal mode number, m, expressed as β = m / R, where
R is the radius of the resonator. Larger radial WGM numbers have smaller m, hence
smaller neff. Smaller diameter microtapers, on the other hand, result in smaller neff’s of
propagating fibre modes, which can result in phase matching to a larger number of
overlapping WGM families [138] (see Figure 6-3 (b)). Therefore, in the case of small
microfibre diameter, large radial (and/or axial) order WGM numbers are more likely to
be excited/collected, compared to larger fibre diameters. Increasing the microtaper
diameter (e.g. to 8μm) results in large phase mismatching with the MBR supported
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WGMs and, therefore, a smaller number of weaker resonances is expected, in good
qualitative agreement with the experimental results in Figure 6-2 (a). This dependence
is similar to the one observed in MBRs [117] and microdiscus resonators [139]. Thicker
excitation microtapers are also much more robust and environmentally stable and can
potentially be more suitable for practical applications, such as sensors, where small but
well separated and discernible resonances are advantageous.
The fabricated MSRs were also characterised as the excitation microtaper is translated
along the resonator length. Figure 6-4 illustrates the transmission spectra of the MSR
coupled to a 2µm-diameter microtaper at various offsets along the resonator. The
optical micrographs show the scattered light from the surface of the resonator at
1550nm wavelength. The density of the excited/collected WGMs remains substantially
unchanged along the MSR. This can be understood by calculating the coupling
coefficient between the microtaper and the MSR modes. Figure 6-5 shows the calculated
coupling coefficient between the tapered fibre LP01 and the fundamental WGMs of stub
and bottle microresonators for comparison. The dimensions of the microstub are
identical to the fabricated one and the microbottle has a maximum radius of 100μm and

Figure 6-4 Transmission spectra and corresponding scattered light at 1550nm wavelength of MSR with
2μm microtaper excitation at various positions along the resonator. (Solid red arrows show the position
of microtaper)
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Figure 6-5 Calculated coupling coefficient (as defined in [85]) of a 2µm-diameter microtaper to the
fundamental mode of MSR and MBR resonator as a function of microtaper position along the resonator.

curvature constant (as defined in [13]) of Δk = 0.2μm-1. This keeps the stub and bottle
resonators dimensions comparable in terms of diameter and effective resonator length.
Results show that as the microtaper position is translated along the MSR, the coupling
constant does not exhibit dramatic changes. Whereas, in the case of bottle resonator
the coupling efficiency drops rapidly away from the centre of the resonator.
Using transfer matrix method developed in [127], the mode profile of stub, bottle and
sphere micresonators are calculated. In this technique, the profile of the resonator is
approximated by small cylindrical sections with adequately small thicknesses. Wave
equation in cylindrical coordinates is then solved for each section. Accordingly, by
applying the well-established transfer matrix method for optical fibres between
consecutive sections, and setting the boundary conditions, propagation of such modes
along the resonator is evaluated. Figure 6-6 (a-c) depict the electric field (Eφ) intensity
distribution of the resonators for the first, third and 29th axial mode order (q) of the
first radial WGM (p = 1). The dimensions of the stub and bottle are as the same
aforementioned, and the sphere radius is 100μm identical to maximum radii of stub
and bottle resonators. The mode intensity distributions of such resonators show that
for MSRs the mode turning point along the resonator is almost independent from the
axial mode number and it is very close to the resonator edges. While, for microbottles,
the turning point is almost proportional to the square root of q [117]. This forces the
coupling efficiency for microbottle to drop fast as the taper moves off-centre. Moreover,
the mode intensity of MSR is almost uniformly distributed along the resonator length,
while in the case of microbottle and microsphere resonators the field intensity increases
(on average) along the axial dimension. The field intensity along the axis of bottle and
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Figure 6-6 a) Calculated first order radial mode profile of (a) MSR, (b) MBR, and (c) microsphere resonator
for q = 1, 3 and 29, and d) detailed transmission spectra of MSR with tapered fibre at 0, 25μm and 50μm
offset from the centre, and corresponding optical micrograph at 1550nm wavelength showing the relative
position of the tapered fibre and the resonator centre (red arrows show the fibre taper position).

sphere resonators can be analytically expressed in terms of Hermite polynomials of
order q [12], which well describes the origin of maximum field intensities close to the
mode turning points.
Experiments on MSRs show that, almost the same resonance spectra is obtained at few
tens of microns offsets around the centre regardless of the microtaper position. Detailed
spectra of the MSR excited by a tapered fibre with 6μm diameter at zero, ~25μm and
~50μm offsets is plotted in Figure 6-6 (d). Only the relative strength of the resonance
excitation is affected, depending on the individual modal overlaps at various excitation
positions. These results also demonstrate that the MSR excitation is less sensitive to
the exact position of the excitation microtaper when compared to bottle and sphere
resonators. Similar scattered patterns of light were obtained for all microtaper
positions. This is markedly different to MBRs of which both scattering patterns and
spectrum change substantially with the excitation position, [12, 117].
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Next, I compare the resonance spectra of MSR with respect to the well-known bottle
and sphere resonators in order to elucidate the spectral response of MSRs. Figure 6-7
compares the calculated resonance wavelengths of the aforementioned stub, bottle and
sphere microresonators for the first three radial order WGMs (p = 1-3). The structure
of the resonators are plotted in Figure 6-7 (a) showing a maximum radius of 100μm for
all resonators. The MSR resonator, as shown in Figure 6-7 (b) and (c), exhibit an
m
azimuthal FSR ( ∆ν FSR
) in frequency determined by the diameter of the resonator. The
m
is observed for microbottle and sphere resonators as shown in Figure 6-7 (d)
same ∆ν FSR
q
which is
and (e). On the other hand, the microbottle shows axial FSR of ∆ν FSR
q
∝ ∆k ).
proportional to its curvature constant ( ∆ν FSR

On the other hand, an ideal

microsphere exhibits frequency-degenerate angular WGMs. Therefore, the spectra of
microbottles and microspeheres always show groups of modes [12, 47, 117, 140]
containing various axial WGMs. In case of MSRs, no periodicity in the frequency of the
axial modes is observed. WGMs with identical (m, p) pairs show increasing frequency
spacing as the resonance wavelength decreases. Hence, no group of modes with
particular periodicity is observed in the transmission of MSR shown in Figure 6-4. This

Figure 6-7 a) Profile of simulated MSR, MBR and microsphere resonators, b) calculated resonance
wavelength of MSR, c) detailed spectra of MSR for m = 569-572, and calculated resonance wavelength of
d) MBR and e) microsphere resonator. (The arrows show the direction of increase in q for a constant p
number)
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property of MSRs is beneficial for applications (such as CQED) where there is a
stringent condition on the required frequency, as it provides a quasi-continuum of
resonances.

6.3

Active MSRs

A special Yb3+-doped fibre, provided by Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH, is used as the active
medium and by employing the aforementioned fabrication technique, active MSRs with
stem diameter D1 = 125µm, stub outer diameter D2 = 240µm and stub length
L2 = 50-500µm are fabricated. The MSR has a uniformly Yb3+-doped core with diameter
of Dc = 200μm and fluorinated cladding resulting in core/cladding refractive index
difference of Δn = 22.3×10-3. The active MSRs can be simply pumped by launching pump
power through the multimode stem fibre. With this approach, there is no need of
additional optics and other complicated setups such as free space, prism or microtaper
coupling. In the present implementation, since the doped core diameter is larger than
the stem diameter, only the central part of the active core is expected to be highly
inverted. As schematically demonstrated in Figure 6-8, the edges of the doped core
remain largely un-pumped which affects the laser characteristics such as threshold,
efficiency and stability. It was previously observed that excitation of WGMs in MBRs
will result in axial leakage of modes power through the fibre stem [119]. This is
advantageous when compared to microtaper-resonator system, since collection of
WGMs through the leakage does not require phase matching. In the case of active
resonator, the leaky WGMs contribute to the microlaser output. Due to symmetry, the
generated WGM signals are emitted in both axial directions into the stems, where it

Figure 6-8 Schematic image of active MSR, and mechanism of side pumping and signal collection. The
inset shows the inefficient and partial pumping of the active medium, and distribution of a typical higher
order signal WGM. SMF: single mode fibre, MMF: multimode fibre.
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can be monitored. A laser diode pump at 976nm wavelength and ~300pm linewidth is
launched into one of the stem fibres. The residual pump and the generated signal are
collected through the multimode fibre stem from the other side of the resonator, and
coupled into an optical spectrum analyzer. Lasing peaks in the 1060nm wavelength
range are observed. No surface roughness-induced, transversely scattered signal/pump
light is detected. This indicates that the WGMs are formed at the inner doped
core/cladding interface (or retain high radial orders with maximum intensity lying well
inside the MSR core). The number of excited/collected lasing lines is increased by
bending the input fibre stem, which scrambles the pump modes through the multimode
fibre launch and increases the numerical aperture of the pump. Such mode mixing can
significantly increase the pump absorption close to the active-passive glass boundaries
where the signal WGMs lie. This results in efficiently pumping a larger portion of the
doped core and improving the lasing action. It should be mentioned that this is similar
to effects observed in high power, cladding-pumped fibre lasers [141, 142].
Figure 6-9 (a) plots the spectral density of the collected signal at various pump power
values. The spectra show three sections in wavelength, demarcated PI (1000-1050nm),

Figure 6-9 a) Measured output power spectral density of the active MSR as a function of pump power
and, b) signal power related to three regions of the signal spectra shown in part (a) as a function of pump
power.
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PII (1050-1100nm), and PIII (1100-1150nm), which follow different evolutions with pump
power. The total signal power calculated by integrating the power spectral densities
for each region as a function of pump power is plotted in Figure 6-9 (b). The main
activity is observed in region PII where for launched pump powers greater than 75mW,
a change in the slope is observed indicating the presence of a threshold and lasing
action. Sharp lasing peaks are observed to be particularly around 1080nm wavelength.
These lasing lines are observed to be unstable showing strong modal competition. This
is expected since all WGMs in MSRs occupy the entire cavity length and strongly
overlap. On the other hand, PI and PIII regions show almost linear characteristics as the
launched pump power varies, implying simply Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE)
nature. In fact, the PI integrated power shows a slighter smaller slope above 75mW,
which is a sign of partial inversion clamping and/or spectral hole-burning [132, 143,
144].
As the pump power exceeds 100mW, the collected signal power is observed to be
fluctuating. This is likely due to the un-pumped portion of the active resonator which
provides loss as a saturable absorber (see Fibre 6-8). Similar instabilities have been
previously observed in other type of lasers [145, 146], as well as been predicted in
microcylinder-based lasers [147]. These sort of instabilities can be mitigated by
modifying the MSR structure and achieving more uniform inversion, particularly by
controlling the size of the undoped cladding and/or redesigning the cavity edges where
the WGMs reside.

6.4

Summary and Conclusion

I have presented the fabrication and optical performance of a new optical microstub
resonator. The fabrication technique is versatile and involves splicing of a small fibre
segment (“stub”) with few tens to hundreds of micron length between two fibre stems
of smaller diameter. The optical resonator remains cylindrical (constant diameter)
almost over its entire length. In contrast to bottle and microsphere resonators, the
excitation spectra of MSRs do not exhibit distinguishable azimuthal FSR. The
resonance spectra remains dense as the tapered fibre is translated along the stub length
which is favoured for CQED applications. The measured maximum fully loaded Qs were
about 106, and close-to-critical coupling was achieved with 2μm diameter fibre
microtapers. Increasing the diameter of the excitation microtaper decreases the
coupling coeficient and simplifies the transmission spectra. The central part of the
resonator (the “stub”) can be different to the adjacent fibre stems to achieve additional
functionalities. For example, efficient microlasers can be fabricated by splicing active
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large-mode-area fibre stubs. Also, highly nonlinear resonators can be achieved by using
chalcogenide or tellurite glass fibre stubs.
Using a special Ytterbium doped fibre with 200μm doped-core diameter and 240μm
cladding diameter, we (with the help of ORC Advanced Laser Lab staff) formed active
MSRs with 200-400μm lengths and 125μm stem diameters. The active MSRs were, for
the first time, side-pumped by 976nm single-mode diodes through their stems. Residual
pump and generated signal were monitored at the opposite fibre stem end. Lasing peaks
in the 1060-1100nm wavelength range were observed. This is the first demonstration
of a robust, fully integrated, stand-alone microlaser without the need of additional
launching and collecting optics. These composite structures are expected to result in a
number of novel, high performance devices. A subject of our future work is optimizing
the dopant distribution and pump configuration in order to increase the lasing
efficiency and mode collection/excitation and stability.
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Chapter 7 Microrod Resonator Lasers
7.1

Introduction

The most common coupling set-ups used for excitation and signal collection of WGM
microresonators are based on tapered fibre coupling owing to their high coupling
efficiency [14, 20, 148-150]. Other methods rely on integrated waveguides [23], prisms
[22] and/or collecting the scattered light [121]. As the spectrum and coupling efficiency
highly depend on the excitation position, most of these coupling systems require precise
alignment and complex packaging. Hence, providing a platform where the excitation
and collection of light along with the WGM laser cavity are all integrated as a standalone device would be important in developing new, fully-functional and low-threshold
lasers. Here, I demonstrate a completely new microrod resonator laser based on WGM
resonators micro-machined directly in an Yb3+-doped optical fibre, where the pump
excitation and/or signal collection can be achieved through the same fibre stem on either
side of the microrod cavity, thus eliminating the conventional complex coupling
systems. I use a pulsed CO2 laser in order to micro-machine, through controlled ablation
of the fibre surface, and form a WGM microcavity directly on the rare earth doped fibres
in a very short time. This topology is reminiscent of the previously demonstrated
microstub resonators [112], but without the need of extra laborious splicing steps.

7.2

Evanescently-excited WGM Microrod Lasers (Passive and
Active)

As demonstrate in Chapter 3, a new method is introduced to fabricate WGM microrod
resonator lasers directly on rare-earth doped silica fibres based on pulsed CO2 laser
ablation of materials. An Yb3+-doped fibre, provided by Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH, with
200µm-diameter active core and 240µm cladding diameter, is used. Sequence of pulses
generated by a pulsed CO2 laser is focused on the doped fibre tilted by an angle of ~18˚
from its vertical axis, resulting in a maximum ablation depth of 20µm. Afterwards, the
resonator is fire-polished using a conventional fusion splicer to smoothen the side-wall
roughnesses and other fabrication irregularities.
A 2µm-diameter tapered silica fibre is evanescently coupled to the fabricated microrod
resonator by direct contact, to ensure the fibre position is mechanically stable. Figure
7-1 (a) shows the fabricated microrod resonator when the coupling position of the
tapered fibre is varied along the resonator at few points including centre and the side
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Figure 7-1 a) Microrod resonator coupled to tapered fibre at few positions along the resonator (the arrows
show the position of the tapered fibre), b) spectra of the resonator when the tapered fibre position is
shifted from centre to the sides, (each spectra is shifted 10dBm down, and colours correspond to the image
with the same frame colour in (a), and c) spectra of two resonances around 1551nm fitted to a Lorentzian
curve.

edge of the resonator. As illustrated in Figure 7-1 (b), the spectra become denser at the
centre of the resonator, and the number of excited modes decreases when the position
of the taper shifts to the edge. This is due to the higher surface roughness of the
resonator at close to the edges, which is induced by the pulsed CO2 laser ablation. Note
that, owing to the cylindrical structure of the microrod resonator, by altering the fibre
position, phase matching condition for particular modes along the resonator is satisfied
that allows excitation of different modes. This is useful when selective excitation of a
particular group of modes is required. Figure 7-1 (c) shows two different resonant
WGMs at around 1551nm wavelength. Fitted Lorentzian curves show measured Q
factors up to 7.8×106.
In order to characterise the lasing characteristics of the microrod laser, a laser diode
pump with centre wavelength at 976nm and ~300pm linewidth is launched into the
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Figure 7-2 a) Spectra of signal as a function of launched pump power, and b) total measured signal as
a function of launched pump power (inset shows the light observed at 70mW launched pump power).

tapered fibre and evanescently excites pump WGMs. The generated signal is collected
through the same tapered fibre and monitored by an optical spectrum analyser. Lasing
peaks corresponding to WGM resonances, located in the 1030-1100nm wavelength
range, are observed. Figure 7-2 (a) shows the measured signal spectra as the launched
pump power through the tapered fibre increases. The total signal power, calculated by
summing up all individual lasing peaks, is plotted in Figure 7-2 (b). The total lasing
power is almost linearly dependent to the launched pump power for the powers above
a threshold of ~40mW (corresponding to measured absorption of ~1mW). Since lasing
action happens along both forward and backward directions, measured values are about
half the actual lasing power. The optical-to-optical efficiency with respect to absorbed
pump power was ~0.1% (by taking into account both forward and backward
propagations). The threshold and efficiency can be further improved by fibre design and
optimizing the overlaps between the doped area and pump, and the radial order of the
excited signals.
The laser threshold power, optical spectra and efficiency of the milled microrod
resonators depend on the resonator length. Figure 7-3 plots the spectra of microrod
laser fabricated with lengths of roughly 85μm, 100μm, 150μm and 200μm. The
resonators are pumped through the tapered fibre placed at the centre of the resonator
with a fixed pump power. For microrod with length of 85μm no WGM lasing is observed.
Since the milled side trenches constitute a large portion of the cavity surface, the Q
factors of the supported resonant WGMs are low and no lasing is possible. It should be
mentioned that the observed broadband (~1050-1090nm) fluorescence is originating
from the pump diode. Further increasing the length of the resonator (i.e. L ≥ 100μm),
reduces the surface induced scattering losses on the WGMs, and enables lasing. It
should be noted that the lasing wavelength depends on the length of the resonator. For
L = 100μm the lasing lines mostly lie in the 1030nm wavelength region. This is due to
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Figure 7-3: Spectral density of microrod laser with lengths of L = ~85μm, ~100μm, ~150μm and ~200μm,
excited by a tapered fibre of 2μm diameter coupled to the centre of the resonators, showing different
accessible lasing wavelengths as a function of the resonator length. Insets show optical images captured
when the cavities are pumped (right side) and not pumped (left side).

the fact that the supported WGM Q factors are still low and therefore a high population
inversion is required to achieve lasing, and as explained in Chapter 5, high population
inversions favour lasing at wavelengths in the 1030nm region. On the other hand, as
discussed previously, increasing the length of the cavity decreases the WGM overlap
with the milled side trenches and increases the WGM Q factor. This lowers the required
population inversion for lasing, and again from the Chapter 4 analysis, the lasing
spectrum is expected to shift to longer wavelengths. Figure 7-3 shows lasing peaks at
1100nm wavelength observed for a microrod fabricated with an increased length of
L = 150μm. Further increasing the length of the resonator (i.e L = 200μm), will increase
the number of supported WGMs by the microrod resonator and results in a larger
number of lasing lines in the spectra.
It should be noted that, as shown in [112] for passive bottle resonators, it is possible to
selectively pick different lasing peaks by placing the tapered fibre at different positions
along the resonator axis. I have used such property in Chapter 5 and have
demonstrated selective excitation of WGM lasing lines in a microbottle resonator across
the emission spectrum of Yb ions. In contrast, microrods do not exhibit such
characteristic since the modal excitation is not significantly dependent on the taper
position along the resonator. I observed that changing the taper position along the
microrod laser does not affect the lasing wavelength band. However, due to different
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Figure 7-4 a) Spectral density of microrod laser with length of ~200μm, excited by a tapered fibre of
2μm diameter placed on the side trench, edge and centre of the resonator. Insets show optical images
captured when the cavity is pumped (right side) and not pumped (left side), and red arrows show the
position of the input tapered fibre. b) Lasing characteristics of the microrod laser for taper positions of
#1, #2 and #3.

amount of cavity loading and coupling of tapered fibre to various WGMs at different
positions, the threshold, output power and slope efficiency are significantly affected.
Figure 7-4 (a) shows the spectra of the microrod laser excited by tapered fibre placed on
three distinct positions along the resonator profile. First, the lasing lines appear at
longer wavelengths (i.e. 1100nm band) independent from the taper position, due to
relatively high WGM Q factors ensured by the long resonator length (L = 200μm) and
the low inversion levels required. The scattered light from the resonator shown in the
insets of Figure 7-4 (a) appears considerably lower when the taper is placed towards
the resonator edges (position #1). Second, as shown in Figure 7-4 (b), position #1 gives
also the lowest optical efficiency, due to the relatively lower Q of the WGMs in this case.
The highest optical efficiency is observed with the tapered fibre in the resonator centre
(position #3). However, in this case, the output power showed large fluctuations, due
to stronger internal WGM powers, and modal spatial and spectral competition.

7.3

Side-collection and -pumping of WGMs in Microrod Lasers

In the previous section, I used the conventional tapered-fibre excitation/collection
approach in order to benchmark the microrod laser performance. In this next section, I
first demonstrate the possibility of side-leakage in microrod resonator lasers when
evanescently excited with a tapered fibre, and then show lasing in such resonators
without the use of evanescent fibre taper excitation.
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Figure 7-5: a) Optical micrograph of mircrorod laser coupled to tapered fibre including a coupling
section butt-coupled to a multimode fibre in order to collect the side-leaked power, b) spectral density
of the taper throughput and side-leakage through MMF at ~95μm centre-to-centre offset with the
coupling section as shown in the inset, c) side-leaked pump and signal total powers collected by the
MMF as function of its centre-to-centre offset with the coupling section, d) side-leaked pump and signal
spectra corresponding to MMF offsets of -140μm, -95μm and +12μm, and e) detailed spectra of collected
signal by the MMF showing various radial order WGMs accessible by offsetting the collection fibre along
the coupling section.

Figure 7-5 (a) shows the microrod resonator with length of L = 200μm coupled to a
tapered fibre at the centre. One side of the stem fibre is cleaved at an offset of ~300μm
from the resonator side trench using pulsed CO2 laser cleaving. A multimode fibre
(MMF) with core and cladding diameter of respectively 50μm and 125μm is buttcoupled to the cleaved end of the structure, as illustrated in Figure 7-5 (a). Pump power
at 976nm is evanescently coupled to the resonator using the tapered fibre at the
microrod centre, and the output powers of the taper and the MMF are monitored
simultaneously using two OSA’s. Figure 7-5 (b) plots the taper throughput and the
MMF spectral density with a centre-to-centre transverse offset (in the plane of the page)
of ~95μm between the MMF collection and the coupling section as shown in the inset of
the figure. Each WGM line collected at the taper throughput shows a corresponding
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lasing line leaked out through the stem coupling section. Due to the 20µm-deep undoped
cladding, the higher radial order pump WGMs should be excited in order to have
significant overlap with the active core, and hence, achieve adequate population
inversion. This, in turn, enables excitation of high radial-order modes for the lasing
signal. On the other hand, due to the limited depth of the macro-machined grooves
forming the microrod cavity, these modes can leak out into the adjacent fibre stems.
This is similar to the leakage observed in passive micro-bottle resonators [119].
Figure 7-5 (c) plots the integrated power of both signal and pump side-leaked from the
resonator and collected by the MMF as a function of the centre-to-centre offset between
the cleaved fibre cross-section and the MMF. Pump and signal powers are maximum at
offsets close to the edges of the active fibre, which indicates that both pump and signal
are in WGMs. The collected signal and pump spectra for MMF offsets very close to the
edge of the coupling section (i.e. -140μm and -95μm) and close to the centre are plotted
in Figure 7-5 (d). No WGMs were observed close to the centre of the coupling section
cross-section. While, as shown in detail in Figure 7-5 (e), different radial order modes
can be accessed by offsetting the MMF collection from the edges of the coupling section.
Higher order radial WGMs exhibit a maximum field intensity at smaller radii from the
centre.
Figure 7-6 (a) shows a fabricated microrod resonator with length of ~200µm and a
coupling section of ~450µm long. The depth of the side trenches is reduced to ~10µm in
order to increase the efficiency of the WGM out-coupling. A 976nm LD pump using a
single mode fibre is now butt-coupled to the device. The pump power is launched into
the microrod resonator after propagating through the coupling section. In this
predominantly single-pass pumping scheme, the bulk of the active medium inside the
microrod is pumped and inverted and no strong pump WGMs are expected to be excited.
A tapered fibre is used in this case, primarily, as an out-coupling port to pick up the
generated signal WGMs. Figure 7-6 (b) shows the spectra obtained when the tapered
fibre is placed on the stem (outside of the resonator) and on the centre of the microrod
resonator. Lasing lines between 1060-1100nm indicate the generation of signal WGMs.
As the tapered fibre is placed on the resonator, a significant reduction in the number of
lasing peaks is observed. This is because of the decrease in the total Q of the signal
modes due to excessive out-coupling into the tapered fibre, which increases the lasing
threshold for a number of signal WGMs. It is worth mentioning that, lasing is obtained
only when the input pump fibre is coupled close to the edge of the coupling section. This
indicates that given that the generated signal WGMs are generally located close to the
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Figure 7-6 a) Optical micrograph of mircrorod laser consisting of coupling section side-pumped using a
SMF, b) spectra of collected light by a tapered fibre evanescently-coupled to the stem and centre of the
resonator while side-pumped, c) collected spectra leaked out into the output stem as a function of the
tapered fibre offset from the edge of the resonator, and d) corresponding total integrated signal power
and number of lasing lines.

edges of the resonator, we only need to predominantly invert the portion of the active
medium close to the boundary of the resonator with the surrounding air.
The spectra of the collected light through the tapered fibre at various positions along
the output stem are plotted in Figure 7-6 (c). Accordingly, the corresponding integrated
signal power and number of observed lasing lines as a function of the taper offset from
the resonator edge are shown in Figure 7-6 (d). Results show that, the signal power is
attenuated more than 10dB within the first 400μm propagation length, and, then
remains constant up to offset of 2.4mm (maximum offset set by our translational stage).
At the same time, the number of survived modes reduces from 14 to 10 and clamps to
that number for offsets above 400μm. The number and type of signal WGM that survive
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after propagation in the output stem depends on the relative overlap with the residual
pump and, therefore, inverted medium in this section. Since the pump is primarily
launched close to the outer core/cladding interface of the active fibre, the surviving
signal WGMs are expected to be of lower radial order. No signal WGM is observed at
the end facet of the output stem fibre having a length of ~7cm.
By modifying the coupling section and the resonator side-trenches, pumping and WGM
out-coupling of the microrod can be further enhanced, leading to elimination of the
tapered fibre out-coupling mechanism. Figure 7-7 (a) shows a milled-180μm-long
microrod with ~140μm long coupling section side-pumped non-evanescently using a
single mode 976nm LD pump. The scattered light and output stem, through which the
residual pump and generated signal WGMs are monitored, are also shown in Figure
7-7 (a). The coupling section controls the shape and modality of the pump light before
entering the resonator section. Subsequently, the generated signal WGMs and residual
pump leak out through the collection fibre stem. Figure 7-7 (b) plots the obtained
spectra at the output of the stem fibre, with a length of ~4cm, as the launched pump
power increases. Signal WGMs with various thresholds are collected at the output of
the device. The WGM signal leakage serves as an effective “output coupler” [119], and,
along with the WGM selection and overall laser efficiency, can be controlled by the
micro-groove shapes and the pumping configuration. A closer look at the output signal
spectra shows red-shifting of the excited signal WGMs as the pump power increases

Figure 7-7 a) Optical micrograph of modified mircrorod laser (top) and scattered light when side-pumped
using a SMF (bottom), b) spectra of the collected signal from the output stem fibre at various pump
powers, and c) detailed spectra of the three distinct WGMs generated at signal wavelengths.
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(see Figure 7-7 (c)). This is due to the temperature increase caused by the intense pump
beam in the microrod cavity.

7.4

Conclusion and summary

In this chapter, microrod resonator lasers are fabricated directly from rare-earth doped
fibres. Micro-milling is done using controlled pulsed CO2 lasers on the fibre surface.
Such method significantly shortens the fabrication time, offers much more control over
the microcavity design, and potentially enables large number of identical
microresonators in one-fabrication-step process. High passive loaded Q factors at
1551nm wavelength close to 107 were measured.
Lasing in an Yb3+-doped microrod resonator coupled to a tapered fibre is first
demonstrated. It is found that the lasing wavelength band depend on the microrod
length. For very short ones (i.e. L~85µm) no lasing was observed due to high losses
induced by surface roughness at the side trenches. Short microrods (i.e. L~100µm)
exhibit lasing at short wavelengths (at 1030nm band) due to lower signal WGM Qs and
higher level of required population inversion. Longer microrods (L ≥ 150µm) result in
lasing at longer wavelengths (at 1100nm band), which corresponds to the peak gain
wavelength at low inversion levels. In contrast with microbottle lasers for which the
lasing wavelength band was found to be dependent on the taper offset from the
resonator centre, microrod lasers show no significant shifts between 1030nm and
1100nm band as the taper is translated along the resonator profile.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the WGMs in a microrod can leak-out into the
stem fibre. The fibre stem is terminated at one side of the resonator forming a coupling
section through which the leaked-out WGMs are collected using a MMF. It is shown
that different radial order WGMs can be collect by offsetting the collection MMF along
the cross-section of the out-coupling fibre stem, when a tapered fibre evanescently
excites the microrod. On the other hand, pumping can be achieved without using
tapered fibres, by simply butt-coupling the pump out of a SMF into the coupling section.
I observed excitation of WGM signals and leakage of these modes into the output stem
fibre using tapered fibre probing. Finally, I showed that by modifying the resonator
structure, such as reducing the coupling section and the depth of the side trenches, it
is possible to remove the need for a tapered fibre out-coupling system, and the signal
power can be collected at the end of the stem fibre. Modifying the pump power
distribution and optimizing the distribution of the dopants can further improve the
performance of the device.
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This work is a significant step towards development of stand-alone, robust and fully
fiberised WGM microresonator lasers, where the pump launching and signal collection
are achieved through the fibre stems in order to eliminate the need of conventional
additional

coupling

and

launching

optics

in

WGM

microresonators.

Such

microresonator structures, with two fibre stems attached naturally to the resonator
ends, will enable a variety of future robust sensing and other applications.
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Chapter 8 Wide-band Cooperative Raman Lasing in
Yb3+-doped Microresonators
8.1

Introduction

Nonlinear optical processes such as Raman amplification and Four-wave Mixing
(FWM) can be stimulated with high optical intensities in silica. The main application
of these processes is to generate light at other wavelengths, which are not accessible by
rare-earth transitions. On the other hand, additional costs and fabrication difficulties
in making rare-earth doped glasses, can be lowered by using such nonlinear optical
phenomena. WGM resonators, due to their high Quality (Q) factor and low mode volume
(V), are great platforms for realization of such nonlinear optical processes, which
require relatively high intensities inside the medium. Low threshold Raman lasing in
undoped WGM silica, silicon and CaF2 microresonators have been demonstrated so far
[151-157].
In order to increase the intensity of WGMs, the intrinsic losses of the resonator should
be lowered. One way is to improve the surface roughness of the resonator by thermally
melting and reflowing the resonator surface. In this study, I achieved cascaded Raman
lasing up to fifth order over 160nm wavelength range in un-doped (passive) Microstub
Resonators (MSRs). Combining Raman and rare-earth lasing will enable extending the
lasing wavelength beyond the normal emission range of the rare-earth ions. More
importantly, by enhancing the Q of Yb-doped (active) MBRs and microspheres,
aforementioned nonlinear optical processes arise, and can cooperatively extend the
lasing action to more than 350nm wavelength shift by pumping at 976nm. This is a
promising advancement in generation of narrow linewidth optical signals close and/or
within O-band telecom wavelength band. On the other hand, microbottle resonators are
fabricated as integrated part in the middle of optical fibres capable to be mechanically
tuned by pulling or pushing from the side fibre stems.

8.2

Cascaded Stimulated Raman Scattering in Passive Microstub
and Microbottle Resonators

Figure 5-1 (a) demonstrates a fabricated microstub (MSR) with length of ~390µm and
diameter of 150µm. The MSR is fabricated from normal silica SMF28 (diameter of
125µm), and to increase the Q of the supported WGMs, the edges of the resonator are
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significantly smoothed comparing to the device fabricated in Chapter 6. Supported
resonances are predicted to exhibit Q factors in excess of 3×107, which is the maximum
measurable Q by our experimental setup.
In a medium with an intensity-dependent gain (such as Raman gain), the threshold
launched pump power (Pth) in terms of pump effective mode volume (Veff), and pump
and Raman signal wavelengths (λp, λR) is given by [152]
 1
π 2 n 2 Veff
Pth =
Qext ( p )  T

λ p λR ΓBg
 Qp

2

 1
 T
 QR

8-1

where n is the refractive index, Г (0 ≤ Г ≤ 1) is the spatial overlap factor between the
pump and Raman WGMs, g is the nonlinear bulk Raman gain coefficient, and B is the

Figure 8-1 a) Fabricated MSR coupled to tapered fibre at centre, b) cascaded SRS up to fifth order obtained
by pump MSR at ~806nm, c) Raman spectra of MSR as function of launched pump power, d) integrated
Raman power as function of the input pump power and corresponding fitted theoretical curve, e) spectra
of the MSR as a function of tapered fibre coupled at various offsets from the resonator centre, and, f) total
obtained Raman power as a function of the taper offset from the resonator centre.
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circulating intra-cavity power correction factor when the backscattered WGM is also
taken into account (0.5 ≤ B ≤ 1). Qext(p) denotes the external Q of pump, and QTp and QRT
are the total Q of pump and Raman modes, respectively. The total Q’s are determined
T
1 / QWGM
1 / Qext (WGM ) + 1 / Q0(WGM ) where Q0(WGM) indicates the
from the intrinsic Q such that=

intrinsic Q of WGM. Generally speaking, the threshold pump power is proportionally
related to Veff /Q2. This means that the Q factor of the resonator is a substantial factor
in determining the Raman lasing characteristics. With previous resonators studied so
far in this study, no Raman lasing was observed due to relatively low Q (~106). With
further fire-polishing and precise care during fabrication of microresonators, the
intrinsic Q factor can be increased beyond 108.
With MSRs, in addition to surface roughness, the light scattering due to sharp edges of
the stub should be mitigated. Therefore, the angle of stub edges is further increased
providing a smooth transition from the rectangular region to the stem fibres, resulting
in almost two orders of magnitude better Q factors. Pump light at ~806nm wavelength
from a Ti:Sapphire laser, is launched into a tapered fibre with ~2µm waist diameter.
The tapered fibre is evanescently coupled to the MSR from the top by touching the
resonator surface at the centre. Figure 5-1 (b) plots the obtained spectra, for a pump
power far beyond the threshold value, showing cascaded Raman lasing up to the fifth
order between ~830-970nm. Groups of Raman lines are shifted in frequency by ~13THz
on average along the spectra corresponding to the shift of Raman peak gain in Silica.
In order to investigate the threshold pump power, the incident pump power is gradually
increased. The spectra are plotted in Figure 5-1 (c) for various input pump powers
where cascaded Raman stokes rise consecutively. The total integrated power of Raman
lasing lines as a function of the input pump power is plotted in Figure 5-1 (d). The
obtained threshold input pump power is ~400µW. It should be noted that, the Raman
power does not change linearly with the input pump power. If we assume identical Q
factors for both pump and signal WGMs, the Raman power (PR) is related to the input
pump power (Pp) such that [36]
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The nonlinear dependence of the output Raman power to the input pump power stems
from the fact that, for a given coupling condition, the intra-cavity pump field is fixed to
its value at threshold. The red solid line in Figure 8-1 (d), which is obtained by fitting
Eq. 8-2 to the measured Raman power, illustrates such nonlinear relation.
Moreover, spectra of the MSR when the tapered fibre is coupled at various positions
along the resonator is plotted in Figure 5-1 (e). The corresponding total Raman power
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as a function of taper offset from the MSR centre is shown in Figure 5-1 (f). As we have
previously observed, the density of the excited modes in transmission spectra of passive
MSRs does not change dramatically by shifting the tapered fibre offset along the
resonator length. This originates from the uniform spatial distribution of the WGM
fields along the resonator profile. Unlike MBRs (which will be discussed later), the
Raman lasing takes place at almost every point along the MSR. The dip in the Raman
power at ~75µm offset from the resonator centre is due to low Q of the resonator, which
is induced by imperfections (change in mechanical stress) at the splice point between
the large and small diameter fibres.
In Section 8.2 of this chapter, SRS is employed to further improve the performance of
Yb3+-doped MBRs. Thus, it is worth, first, investigating the characteristics of Raman
lasing in passive MBRs. An optical image of a fabricated MBR from a normal silica
SMF28 with a maximum diameter and length of respectively ~142µm and ~294µm, is
displayed in Figure 8-2 (a). The resonator is further fire-polished in order to improve
the surface quality, and thus, lower the lasing threshold. No SRS lasing is observed
when the excitation tapered fibre is placed on the centre of the resonator. Therefore,
the tapered fibre is coupled to the resonator at an offset of ~100µm from the centre
where the maximum number of lasing lines are obtained. Spectral densities of the
cascaded SRS lasing for various pump powers at ~806nm wavelength are plotted in
Figure 8-2 (b). The corresponding integrated Raman power as function of the incident
pump power is plotted in Figure 8-2 (c). Fitted curve shows the square root relationship
of the Raman power to the input pump power. The threshold launched pump power, at
this taper offset, is measured to be ~5mW.
Moreover, the spectra corresponding to excitation tapered fibre at offsets along the
MBR is shown in Figure 8-2 (d). The highest observed order of cascaded SRS stokes
with MBRs was three. As demonstrated in Figure 8-2 (e), the Raman power is zero at
central excitation due to over-coupling of excited WGMs to the fibre mode. On the other
hand, at slightly off-centre excitations, there is an increase in the Raman power
corresponding to critical coupling to low axial WGMs.
Higher threshold pump power, and lower number of cascaded stokes in MBR comparing
to MSR, is due to the lower total Q of the MBR. It should be noted that all parameters
in fabrication of both MBR and MSR are kept fixed. The critical point in determining
the intrinsic Q is the splicing point where arching is more intense and there is excessive
scattering due to surface roughness (due to metallic tip residues) and change in the
glass index owing to induced mechanical stresses. For a MSR the splice points are far
from the centre of the resonator, hence, exhibits higher Q’s. While, in a MBR, the
splicing point is at the centre of the resonator, which significantly degrades the Q factor
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Figure 8-2 a) Fabricated MBR coupled to tapered fibre at ~100µm offset from the resonator centre, b)
Raman spectra of MBR as function of launched pump power, c) integrated Raman power as function of
the input pump power and corresponding fitted theoretical curve, d) spectra of the MBR as a function of
tapered fibre coupled at various offsets from the resonator centre, and, e) total obtained Raman power as
a function of the taper offset from the resonator centre.

of the WGMs. Hence, the threshold pump power is higher in a MBR comparing to MSR.
On the other hand, lower Q produces lower internal SRS power, resulting in lower
number of cascades.
It should be noted that this is an indication of importance of Q factor in lowering the
Raman threshold. Although MSRs exhibit greater mode volumes comparing to MBRs,
they show lower threshold pump powers and greater number of SRS cascades.

8.3

Cooperative Yb3+-Raman Lasing in Active Microbottle
Resonators

As investigated in Chapter 5, MBRs are promising candidates for the realization of
selectively-excited low threshold microcavity lasers. On the other hand, further
improving the fabrication process and optical quality of such devices gives rise to a large
number of optical nonlinear phenomena. Such processes are extremely important in
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Figure 8-3 a) Super-polished Yb3+-doped MBL coupled to a tapered fibre at off-centre (~19µm) showing
blue and green lights scattering from the surface of the resonator, corresponding to Yb-Yb cooperative
up-conversion and signal florescence, the shown LLP and OH¯ gaps correspond to low lasing probability
zone and loss due to OH ions absorptions, respectively b) obtained cooperative Yb–SRS lasing spectra of
MBL at pump power far beyond the threshold value, and c) spectra of the MBL as function of pump power
showing Yb-lasing and cascaded SRS rising at different pump powers.

light generation beyond the emission band of rare-earth ions, metrology and sensing
applications.
Figure 8-3 (a) displays a fabricated MBL from a commercial large core Yb3+-doped fibre
using fabrication method discussed in Chapter 3. The microresonator is further firepolished in order to improve the surface quality of the resonator resulting in total Q
factors beyond 3×107. The fabricated MBL has a maximum diameter of ~106.4µm and
stem diameter of ~67µm. A tapered fibre is coupled to the resonator at ~19µm offset
where the most number of lasing lines are observed. The blue and green light
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discernible in Figure 8-3 (a), are related to Yb3+ cooperative up-conversion
corresponding to pump wavelength and signal fluorescence, respectively, which are
scattered out due to surface roughness. Figure 8-3 (b) plots the obtained spectral
density when the MBL is pumped by a 976nm wavelength LD at ~315mW power. The
spectra shows a significant increase in the observed lasing lines when compared to the
MBL presented in Chapter 5 with relatively lower Q factors of about 106. On the other
hand, lasing spectra is extended far beyond the emission band of Yb ions up to 1300nm
due to cascaded SRS. Two gaps in the spectra indicated by LLP and OH¯ respectively
correspond to the Low Lasing Probability zones and optical loss due to the OH ions
absorption in silica.
Furthermore, the spectra of the MBL as a function of input pump power are plotted in
Figure 8-3 (c). Yb3+-lasing commences first at a threshold pump power as low as
~190µW, due to high intrinsic Q factor of the resonator (compared to the lowest
threshold of ~1.3mW obtained with resonator having loaded Q of ~106). It should be
noted that, lasing starts first at 1100nm lasing band, owing to the low population
inversion induced by low pump power. As the input pump power is further increased,

Figure 8-4 a) Spectra of MBL pumped at a power of ~315mW with tapered fibre at various offsets from
the centre for which the corresponding optical images showing the position of the taper and emitted
visible light from the MBL under operation (the red arrows show the position of coupling), b) Number
of lasing lines, and c) total lasing power as function of pump power for taper offset of ~4, 19, 44, 67µm
from centre of the MBL.
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the intra-cavity pump intensity increases, resulting in higher inversions, resulting in
lasing at the 1030nm band. On the other hand, the OH¯ loss increases at wavelengths
beyond 1300nm resulting in significant reduction in the intra-cavity powers.
Next, the tapered fibre is shifted along the resonator axial length at four different
offsets from the MBL centre. Figure 8-4 (a) plots the obtained spectra, at a fixed pump
power (well-above the threshold of the third order cascaded SRS lasing) at taper offsets
of ~4, 19, 44, 67µm from the centre. The optical images showing the tapered fibre
coupled to MBL for each taper offset, and corresponding scattered light from the
resonator, are also shown. Results show that the broadest spectrum happens at offset
of ~19µm where the fibre mode is critically-coupled to the low order axial WGMs. There
are fewer number of WGMs excited/collected at the centre, owing to over-coupling to
low order axial modes. As the tapered fibre translates towards the large offsets, the
spectra stay relatively broad. However, the output power at longer wavelengths, where
the third order SRS Stokes are located, diminishes due to under-coupling. The number
of lasing lines and total integrated lasing power as function of input pump power, are
plotted in Figure 8-4 (b) and (c), respectively. The number of lasing lines stays almost
unchanged, for taper placed close to centre and pump powers well above the threshold.
While, the total lasing power increases with respect to the input pump power. These
lines mainly correspond to Yb3+-lasing. As the taper fibre shifts to larger offsets, the
number of lasing lines grows as the pump power increases which indicates that Raman
lines appear in the spectra. On the other hand, the obtained total power is highest when
the tapered fibre is placed very close to the centre. This is due to the higher intrinsic Q
of the resonator, combined with high order (axial and/or radial) WGMs resulting in
large internal powers. When compared to the MBL with relatively lower Q factor
(studied in Chapter 5), most of the modes were highly suppressed when the tapered
fibre was place at the centre.

8.4 Cooperative

Yb3+-Raman

Lasing

in

Active

Microsphere

Resonators
Although MBLs provide the unique capability to selectively couple to distinct axial
modes by changing the taper position along the resonator profile, to some extent, they
lack the capability of independent large Q improvements. This is because, additional
fire-polishing, required for the Q improvement, increases the possibility of uncontrolled
deformation of the profile of the microbottle. It has been experimentally observed that
precise control of the microbottle parameters during the fabrication process is a complex
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task. However, the Q factor of microspheres fabricated at the tip of optical fibres can be
improved enormously by fire-polishing without significantly affecting the spherical
shape of the resonator. On the other hand, initial fibre diameter and the number of
applied electrical arcs determines the final diameter of a microsphere. Several
microspheres, with various diameters, are fabricated for this study. The number of
applied electrical arcs is fixed for all the fabricated spheres, while the initial fibre
diameter is altered in order to obtain various sphere diameters. The same Yb3+-doped
active fibre is tapered down to smaller diameters. Figure 8-5 includes optical images of
the fabricated super-polished microspheres with radii between ~45-140µm. The
measured eccentricity of the fabricated devices (defined as 1–Rminor /Rmajor) from the
optical images, is calculated to be less than 0.015.
The measured spectra of the microspheres pumped at 976nm wavelength is shown in
Figure 8-5. The launched pump power is ~300mW, and the excitation-tapered fibre is
positioned on the resonator where the maximum number of modes is observed. The
obtained spectra show Yb-lasing and the following cascaded SRS lines up to the third
order. OH¯ absorption is again responsible for the gap at around 1250nm wavelength
and the abrupt power drop beyond 1330nm wavelength. It should be noted that, as the
resonator radius decreases from 140µm to 45µm, the lasing wavelength range expands
towards both shorter and longer wavelengths. An analytical estimation of the effective
mode volume in spherical resonators is given in [158] as
 λ  11/ 6
l − m +1
=
V 3.4π 3/ 2 
 l
 2π n 
3

8-3

where ℓ and m denote the azimuthal and angular mode numbers. Former relation
implies that, a microsphere with radius of 140µm exhibit a fundamental mode volume
(for which ℓ = m) of ~8 times larger than one with radius of 45µm. Hence, larger
microspheres generally support lower intensity WGMs, resulting in lasing at longer
wavelengths (i.e. above 1100nm) due to lower level of population inversion. On the other
hand, due to relatively lower gain of Yb3+ at long wavelengths, and low mode volume of
large spheres, the internal WGM power is lower when compared to small ones.
Therefore, large spheres show also limited spectral broadening due to SRS. As a result,
lasing lines between 1040nm and 1350nm are obtained with a microsphere of 45µm
radius. It should be noted that larger spheres naturally show greater number of modes.
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Figure 8-5 Spectral densities of cooperative Yb-Raman lasing for super-polished Yb3+-doped microspheres
with various diameters between 45-140µm showing lasing spectrum broadening as microsphere diameter
decreases. Input pump power of ~300mW launched into a tapered fibre is coupled to the resonator where
the maximum number of lasing lines is obtained.

Furthermore, due to unavoidable small eccentricity of the fabricated microspheres, the
angular modes (with same azimuthal and same radial orders) are no longer frequency
degenerate. On the other hand, the stem fibre on which the microsphere is formed,
breaks the spherical symmetry of the resonator, as well as producing a
nonhomogeneous stress distribution along the resonator. These effects result in a small
dependency of the resonator spectra on the position of the coupled taper. It should be
noted that ideally the spectra of a perfect microsphere do not depend on the relative
tapered fibre position, and WGMs always circulate along the circumference. Figure 8-6
shows the obtained spectra for a fixed pump power as function of taper offset from the
centre of microspheres with radii of 45µm, 83µm and 97µm. For 45µm-radius
microsphere, the spectrum is significantly dependent on the taper position. At –20±5µm
offsets, a significant reduction in the number of lasing lines, is observed due to overcoupling to WGMs. At slightly off-centre excitation, critical-coupling to low order
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Figure 8-6 Spectral density as a function of taper offset from the centre of microspheres with radius of
45µm, 83µm and 97µm. Launched pump power is set to ~300mW.

angular modes is satisfied, and hence the number of lasing lines is dramatically
increased. As the microsphere size increases the dependency of the spectra to the taper
position decreases. First, owing to the large size of the resonator the effects of the stem
fibre on the resonator modes decreases. Second, larger spheres exhibit smaller
frequency spacing between angular WGMs for a certain eccentricity when compared to
small spheres. This makes larger microspheres less sensitive to variations of the
coupling position of the tapered fibre.
Lasing characteristics of microspheres with various radii is plotted in Figure 8-7 (a).
The tapered fibre is placed at the centre of the microspheres. The lowest obtained
output powers refer to the microspheres with 45µm and 60µm radii. Larger
microspheres exhibit output powers roughly in the same range. It should be noted that
the obtained output powers are in mW levels (~4mW for an input pump power of
300mW), and to the best of our knowledge, this is the highest output power ever
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Figure 8-7 a) Total signal power as a function of input launched pump power (light-light curve) for
various sphere diameters when the taper fibre is placed at the centre of the resonator, and b) threshold
pump power as a function of sphere diameter. The minimum available pump power for us is 26µm.

reported for a WGM laser. Furthermore, the threshold (launched) pump power as a
function of sphere radius is plotted in Figure 8-7 (b). I generally observed thresholds
lower than 140µW, corresponding to Yb-lasing appearing at 1100nm wavelength band,
due to high Q of these resonators. For radii smaller than 83µm, the threshold drops to
values lower than 50µW (Our lowest available pump power was ~26µW). The relatively
lower threshold at small radii is due to smaller WGM volume. It should be noted that,
the first Raman Stokes come up for input pump power of ~700µW.
Now, the question is, given such wide spectrum of resonances, which wavelength band
is the most advantageous for a desired application? For this purpose, I compare the
performance of two studied MBL and microsphere resonators. Figure 8-8 plots the
spectra of a microsphere (top), with diameter of 194µm, and a microbottle (bottom), with
maximum diameter of 108µm, for various taper positions along the microresonators
axial axis. The spectra are shown for wavelength bands corresponding to Yb-lasing and
the second order SRS. First, for both microsphere and microbottle, the lasing spectra is
significantly dependent on the taper position. This is because of the dependency of the
Yb gain to the population inversion. Inversion level is spatially determined by the pump
mode set by the coupling conditions. On the other hand, although the SRS lines here
are generated from the Yb lines acting as pump, due to multi-mode lasing of Yb lines,
an almost uniform distribution of internal light intensity is provided. Hence, in a
microsphere, Raman lines show less sudden changes as the tapered fibre moves along
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Figure 8-8 Comparing Yb and Raman lasing as function of taper offset from the centre of the active
resonator for a microsphere (top) with diameter of 194µm and an MBL (bottom) with maximum diameter
of 108µm.

the resonator. In a microbottle (which can be considered as an extremely deformed
microsphere), the coupling is much more dependent on the position of the coupled
tapered fibre. From Figure 8-8, it is apparent that the corresponding microbottle
spectra show strong irregularities and more sensitivity to the taper offset.
Such well-defined WGMs and cleaner spectra at SRS band comparing to Yb-lasing
band, can be beneficial when the devices are used as sensors, such that changes in the
FSR of the lasing modes can be precisely tracked with perturbations caused on the
resonator. Moreover, the Yb-lasing lines exhibit higher output powers, and show lower
sensitivity to Q of the resonator, when compared to Raman lines for which the threshold
is related to (1/Q)2. Therefore, one can utilise the Yb-lasing lines when Raman lasing is
not possible, for instance in an aqueous environment where the losses may increase due
to absorptions.

8.5

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, first, cascaded SRS lasing in passive MSR and MBR is investigated.
Such MSR and MBR are fabricated with same fabrication parameters in order to avoid
any additional variations. MSRs exhibit significantly lower threshold pump power
compared to MBRs. This is due to the higher Q of a MSR compared to a MBR,
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originating from the lower amount of scattering of WGMs, predominantly at the fibre
splicing points. On the other hand, MBRs show no Raman lasing at centre of the
resonator due to over-coupling condition, while SRS is observed at all points along the
MSR including the centre. This stems from the uniform distribution of WGM intensity
of MSRs along the resonator profile. Furthermore, the Raman power is shown to be
proportional to the square root of the input pump power.
Raman lasing in Yb3+-doped MBLs and microsphers is also investigated. Since, Raman
lasing threshold is proportionally related to V/Q2, enhancing the Q factor significantly
lowers the SRS lasing threshold. Super-polished active MBL and microsphers
exhibiting Q’s in excess of 3×107 are demonstrated to extend the lasing possibility
beyond 1300nm wavelength by pumping at 976nm. For such laser structures, Yb3+lasing starts at 1100nm corresponding to low inversion levels and high Q resonances.
Then 1030nm lasing takes place as the inversion increases by increasing the pump
power, due to lower Q resonances that require higher inversions. For large diameter
microspheres, no 1030nm lasing was observed, due to larger mode volume and
associated high Q resonances. The lasing wavelength is further extended to longer ones
through cascaded SRS lasing. The spectra are shown to be denser and broader (favoured
for CQED applications) compared to low-Q-MBLs.
On the other hand, lasing spectra in Yb-doped super polished microspheres showed to
be significantly related to the size of the device. Generally, smaller spheres exhibit
wider spectra. This is due to their small mode volume and high population inversions
which shift the lasing to shorter wavelengths, and simultaneously decreases the Raman
threshold to longer ones. With small spheres threshold pump power as low as 26µW is
demonstrated.
I showed that, either Yb-lasing lines and/or the Raman ones can be exploited, depending
on the desired application. SRS lasing exhibit well-defined and less dense spectra, but
are very sensitive to cavity Q variations. Whereas, Yb-lasing generally shows higher
output powers, when compared to Raman lines, and can be achieved in cavities with
relatively small Q’s. Moreover, such devices show potential in development of lasers in
important O-band telecom wavelengths.
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Chapter 9 Conclusion and Future Work
9.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, theoretical and experimental aspects of new type of active and passive
WGM microresonators manufactured from normal silica fibres are investigated.
In Chapter 2, an analytical model is developed to elucidate the coupling mechanism to
the spherical WGMs using tapered fibres. General coupled mode theory is employed in
order to model multimode propagation of degenerate WGMs in the ideal spherical
resonator. The total transmission of the device is given as a function of the intrinsic and
external Q factors. Depending on the taper diameter, a WGM can be forced to operate
in either under-, over- or critical-coupling regimes. Both analytical and FDTD analysis
show that in the presence of the tapered fibre, degenerate WGMs are actually crosscoupled through the tapered fibre coupling mechanism. This effect is considered for the
first time and is shown to change the coupling of simultaneously excited degenerate
WGMs and affects the overall transmission characteristics.

This analysis can be

utilized to determine the intra-cavity intensity distribution of microresonators, which
is important in laser and nonlinear applications.
In Chapter 3, I developed a method based on high power pulsed CO2 laser to fabricate
high Q factor WGM microrod resonators. The method is very fast, and the pulsed CO2
laser-milling enables controllable ablation of glass without melting, in contrast with
CW CO2 lasers. Q factors of the order of 105 were obtained, which were subsequently
improved by more than one order of magnitude with fire-polishing. Effects of firepolishing on fabricated triangular-cross-section microrod resonators are studied, and
the Q factor was shown to increase by a factor of about ~4.
In order to operate such structures as laser cavities, in Chapter 4, a theoretical study
on performance of rare-earth doped WGM resonator lasers was given. Such analysis
provided an estimation of the resonator design parameters in terms of the threshold
pump power, efficiency and lasing wavelength. It was demonstrated that tapered fibre
coupling condition, cavity losses and dopant concentrations are critical parameters in
achieving lasing in a particular WGM. Such parameters can be precisely controlled
during fabrication and experiment.
Furthermore, the performance of MBL coupled to a tapered fibre was experimentally
investigated in Chapter 5. The obtained results demonstrated the capability of such
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devices to realise selective lasing of WGMs. It was also demonstrated that the
threshold, efficiency and lasing wavelength spectrum can be controlled by translating
the tapered fibre along the quasi-harmonic profile of the MBL. It was theoretically
shown that a number of internal lasing WGMs can exist, which are observed at the
output and can contribute in modal competition and output power fluctuations.

The

output power stability was shown to improve considerably by reducing the number of
supported WGMs. Three distinct methods were applied to reduce the number of lasing
lines in a MBL including: 1) introduction of a high index droplet scatterer on the
resonator surface, 2) altering the excitation taper diameter, and 3) FIB-milled
microgroove scatterers on the surface. Among these approaches the FIB-milling method
proved to be the most accurate, efficient and robust way of cleaning-up the lasing
spectra. Using these methods, MBLs with single lasing line was demonstrated for the
first time in Chapter 5.
Fiberized side-pumped Yb3+-doped microlasers, where the pump launching and signal
collection were achieved through the fibre stems were demonstrated in 0Chapter 7.
Microstub and microrod resonators were fabricated using splicing dissimilar fibres and
pulsed laser-milling methods, respectively. Such devices avoid the cumbersome and
sensitive fibre taper coupling mechanism which was previously used to excite WGMs.
They act as robust and compact WGM resonators and promise to become a new type of
all-in-fibre WGM microlasers, which can be easily incorporated into optical systems.
Finally in Chapter 8, it was observed that by further improving the Q factor of the
resonators, the lasing threshold of stimulated Raman scattering can be significantly
lowered. Cascaded Raman scattering up to the fifth order in super-polished un-doped
MSRs and third-order in MBRs were observed. MSRs show better SRS efficiency and
lower threshold pump power, compared to MBRs. Moreover, it is demonstrated that
lasing in Yb3+-MBRs and microspheres can be further extended beyond the emission
band of Yb ions. Such high Q active resonators can achieve lasing up to and beyond
1300nm wavelength through cooperative Yb and cascaded SRS lasing, opening a wide
window of opportunities for sensing and telecom applications.

9.2

Future Work

The work presented in this thesis can open up a variety of further theoretical and
experimental studies in both passive and rare-earth doped WGM lasers. The given
theory on multiple degenerate WGM excitation in 0 and modal cross-coupling induced
by the taper fibre can be further experimentally explored. Combination of such
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formulation with the given laser theory for microbottles in Chapter 4 could be used in
order to explore the multimode lasing and output power instability in these microlasers.
It is important to further understand and investigate in more depth the modal
competition and power instabilities in these microlasers, if they are to be incorporated
in practical and high performance future optical systems.
An important practical challenge with the deployment of WGM microresonators is the
light in- and out-coupling using tapered fibres. Almost no practical robust device is
realized out of fibre taper-coupled WGM resonators, not only for industrial applications
but also at the laboratory conditions. Few works have been done on packaging such
fibre taper-resonator system using UV-curable glues [159], polymer coating [160, 161]
or an enclosure box [162-164]. Most of them result in degrading the quality factor of the
resonator, as well as, the coupling conditions, which hinders their use in mechanical or
microfluidic sensing applications. The novel technique using stand-alone side-pumped
microrod and microstub resonator lasers can be further investigated in order to improve
the remote pumping and increase the lasing efficiency. Such “all-fibre” stand-alone
remotely-pumped and remotely interrogated devices will facilitate the practical use of
microcavity WGM lasers in advanced future sensing applications.
Microfluidics play an increasingly important role in small-volume biosensors and
refractometers. The sensor sensitivity is increased dramatically if the microfluidic
measurements involve an optical microcavity. WGMs provide an excellent platform for
single molecule detection due to the high sensitivity of such modes to environmental
perturbations. They provide label-free detection of molecules without modifying the
molecule analyte. In principle, binding molecules to the resonator surface will change
the resonance frequency.
WGMs naturally propagate very close to the resonator-ambient interface and a number
of passive hollow-core cylindrical or microbottle resonator microfluidic sensors have
been demonstrated.
The ideas of solid core, “all-fibre” remotely pumped, remotely interrogated
microresonator lasers explored in this thesis can be extended to hollow core geometries,
which can be used for laser-based microfluidic applications.

Figure 9-1 shows a

schematic of such hollow-core remotely pumped and interrogated MBL. A layer of
active medium with higher refractive index is sandwiched between two (inner and
outer) passive layers. WGMs will generally be generated and propagate close to the
higher index active layer and outer cladding layer interface. These modes can leak out
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Figure 9-1 Demonstration of side pumping and structure of the hollow active microbottle resonator laser.
Left: cross-section of the hollow active fibre showing the deposited layers and refractive index
distribution, middle: proposed device as a microfluidic channel sensing device where condition of sidepumping is illustrated, right: generated WGM propagating in the active layer and overlapping with the
sensing fluid.

into the fibre stems and be monitored. The active layer will be deposited inside a silica
tube using standard Modified Chemical Vapour Deposition (MCVD) techniques and
solution doping. An additional “sealing” inner silica layer can also be deposited to
optimise the WGM overlap with the active layer. Different active dopants can be used
for operation at different spectral regions to match/optimise the properties of
biomaterial.
In addition, the proposed novel geometry eliminates the requirement of fragile and
complex fibre taper-coupling systems to such resonators, and enables easy and flexible
handling of such devices. As demonstrated in Figure 9-1, the hollow nature of the device
enables highly sensitive real-time detection of biomolecules and full characterisation of
physical phenomena. Besides, such hollow MBR laser configuration is an integral part
of an optical fibre arrangement, making it suitable for highly sensitive mechanical
sensing applications (such as strain sensor).
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